Dear All,
Another – already 18th – edition of the Long Night
of Museums in Warsaw has arrived! One more
time, the city will be transformed into a centre of
art. This time, the programs prepared by various
cultural institutions allows you to enjoy the event
in three ways: traditional tours, outdoor events,
and online.
This year, specially for you, we have prepared
a parade, an exhibition, and rides on historic
buses along a sightseeing route encircling the
Palace of Culture and Science. Moreover, it is
my pleasure to invite you to visit an interactive
installation in Defilad Square, which will
transport us – literally and figuratively – into
the world of art and turn us into protagonists
of selected paintings.
Additionally, the programme includes an
architecture exhibition at Widok Towers, tours
of underground relics of Warsaw’s Old Town, and
a silent disco with beats incorporating sampled
compositions by W. A. Mozart. We invite you to
visit as many as 84 outdoor events, we have
prepared numerous attractions for children, and
24 institutions will take part in the event for the
first time.
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Altogether, 202 institutions active in the capital
city have prepared attractions. I thank them
all for their effort, for joining the museum
celebration, and being open to contemporary
audiences and their needs.
I heartily encourage you to participate in this
year’s Long Night of Museums. Let us not sleep
through an occasion like this.

Rafał Trzaskowski
Mayor of the Capital City
of Warsaw
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Bemowo
Dom Kultury Stare Babice		
Stare Babice Cultural Centre

all districts

7

8

domkultury-starebabice.pl

WALK, TOUR

Dom Kultury
Stare Babice
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Stare Babice Cultural Centre
Bemowo Forest, Płk. Kazimierza Leskiego St.
/ Radiowa St.
Fort Radiowo

pętla Stare Bemowo

Babice Radio Station by Night
The Babice Radio Station is one of the greatest
economic miracles of the times of the Second
Polish Republic. It was thanks to this station that
Poland was able to connect with the whole world
immediately after regaining independence. The
127-metre-high towers were visible from afar, and
for several years were even the tallest constructions
in pre-war Poland. Picturesque ruins of this historic
structure have been preserved until today in the
Bemowo Forest.
During the walks (at 6:00 pm, 7:00 pm, 8:00 pm,
and 9:00 pm), participants will learn about the history
of the Radio Station. At 6:00 pm and 8:00 pm, you are
invited for 4-km-long walks, each taking 2 hours.
The organiser recommends bringing your own
flashlights.

all districts
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Bemowo

BIAŁOŁĘKA
Fundacja Ave, Białołęcki Ośrodek Kultury
AVE Foundation, Białołęka Cultural Centre

all districts

9

10

fundacjaave.pl

FILM, WALK, SPECTACLE, MEETING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Fundacja Ave,
Białołęcki Ośrodek
Kultury
4:00 pm – 2:00 am
AVE Foundation / Białołęka Cultural Centre
Głębocka 66 St.
Podwójna

Atrium Targówek

Night in Białołęka: press clippings, Janikowski,
257 Modlińska St., and… kayak-bus!
Even though there is no museum in Białołęka, the
district prides itself on its fascinating history, which
you will be able to learn all about during:
two kayak-bus trips (kayaks on the Żerań Canal,
plus a ride on a historic bus – with storytelling),
Book promotion: “Białołęka in Clippings, vol. 2”
(“Białołęka w wycinkach 2”), with stories discovered
in newspapers from the 18th and the 19th century,
performance dedicated to Białołęka-born
Leopold Janikowski who worked on establishing
Free Poland in Africa in the 19th century;
opening of the Virtual Museum of Białołęka;
open-air exhibition dedicated to the tenement
house at 257 Modlińska St., with a surprise for the
youngest guests;
film screenings.
Details: fundacjaave.pl, bok.waw.pl

all districts
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Białołęka

Bielany
ArcelorMittal Warszawa 12
Muzeum Geodezji Warszawskiego
Przedsiębiorstwa Geodezyjnego		

13

Museum of Geodesy of the Warsaw Geodetic Company

all districts

11

arcelormittal-warszawa.com

TOUR

ArcelorMittal
Warszawa
2:00 pm – 8:00 pm
132 Kasprowicza St.
Metro Młociny
Metro Młociny, Galeria Młociny

The Long Night of Museums at the fallout
shelter at ArcelorMittal Warsaw Steelworks
ArcelorMittal invites you to a Long Night of
Museums at a fallout shelter from the 1950s.
The organiser will be inviting guests at 2:00 pm,
3:00 pm, 4:00 pm, 5:00 pm, 6:00 pm, 7:00 pm, and
8:00 pm.
To participate in the event, please sign up via
www.schron-hw.pl, where an online registration form
will be published on 12th May.
Tours in groups of 20.
Due to space limitations, the shelter will be open
for registered guests exclusively.

all districts

12

Bielany

wpg.com.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Geodezji
Warszawskiego
Przedsiębiorstwa
Geodezyjnego
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Museum of Geodesy of the Warsaw
Geodetic Company
2 Biograficzna St.

vistit online

Muzealna
Książąt Mazowieckich – Heroldów

The Long Night of Museums at the Museum
of Geodesy of the Warsaw Geodetic Company
Exhibition subdivided into sections: maps,
mechanical calculators, drawing instruments,
accessories for desk studies, textbooks, teaching
aids. Exhibition of geodetic instruments. Exhibits
from all over the world, including the oldest,
American, dating back to the end of the 19th century.
This year, the Museum of Geodesy is offering
both the traditional tours of the exhibition (with all
sanitary restrictions observed) and a totally new
way of visiting the institution, namely a virtual tour
of the building.

all districts

13

Bielany

Czosnów
Muzeum – Miejsce Pamięci Palmiry
Palmiry Museum – Memorial Site

all districts

14

15

palmiry.muzeumwarszawy.pl

FILM, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum – Miejsce
Pamięci Palmiry
12:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Palmiry Museum – Memorial Site
Palmiry road
Palmiry – Muzeum

The Long Night of Museums at the Palmiry
Museum – Memorial Site
The Palmiry Museum – Memorial Site, invites
you for tours of the permanent exhibition. At the
Museum, you will learn the history witnessed by
the Kampinos Forest during WWII, and listen about
executions in and near Palmiry between 1939 and 1943.
From 12:00 pm through 6:00 pm, you will be
invited to participate in guided tours of the exhibition
and the cemetery.
The Museum invites you also to screenings of
documentaries:
12:00 pm – “Kampinos Republic” (“Rzeczpospolita
Kampinoska”), dir. Maciej Piwowarczyk (2010), 15 min.
2:00 pm – Archival footage of Janusz Kusociński’s
victorious run.
4:00 pm – “Remembrance City. German Terror in
the Occupied Warsaw” (“Miasto Pamięci. Niemiecki
terror w okupowanej Warszawie”), dir. Rafał Bryll
(2019), 17 min.

all districts

15

Czosnów

karolin
Państwowy Zespół Ludowy Pieśni
i Tańca Mazowsze		
17

Mazowsze National Folk Song and Dance Ensemble

all districts

16

karolinmazowsze.pl

FILM, WALK, MEETING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Państwowy Zespół
Ludowy Pieśni
i Tańca Mazowsze
5:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Mazowsze National Folk Song
and Dance Ensemble
Karolin Centre for Polish Folklore,
2 Świerkowa St., Otrębusy
Otrębusy (WKD)

The Long Night of Museums at Karolin
The Mazowsze National Folk Song and Dance
Ensemble invites you to visit the permanent
exhibition at the Karolin Centre for Polish Folklore
– a journey through Polish culture, filled with colours
and music. The Mazowsze National Folk Song and
Dance Ensemble, one of the biggest art groups,
drawing from the richness of traditional folk and
national culture, will be your guide in the world of
folklore.
At 6:00 pm and 7:00 pm, the organiser invites you
for guided tours behind the scenes – guests will take
a look at Mazowsze’s wardrobes which on a daily
basis remain strictly protected from the eyes of the
curious.
At 8:00 pm, a special screening of archival footage
of Mazowsze will take place.

all districts
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Karolin

Łomianki
Centrum Kultury w Łomiankach		
Łomianki Cultural Centre

all districts

18

19

kultura.lomianki.pl

PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, EXHIBITION

Centrum Kultury
w Łomiankach
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Łomianki Cultural Centre
12a Wiejska St.
Łomianki – Centrum

Łomianki Cultural Centre invites for the Long
Night of Museums
Guests may expect:
“Mobile Museum: Bicycles and More” (“Mobilne
Muzeum Rowerów i nie tylko”) – collection of
historic bikes, retro bike-themed activities for
children, and Penny-farthing riding showcase,
“Warsaw Choo-choos” (“Ciuchcie Warszawskie”)
– mobile exhibition presenting the history of
Warsaw’s trains, including the Młociny Rail
connecting Warsaw with Młociny, Łomianki, and
the munitions depot in Palmiry (Kampinos Forest),
“Kampinos Forest” (“Puszcza Kampinoska”)
– series of watercolour landscapes by Jarosław
Filipek,
exhibition presenting the natural, touristic,
cultural, and historical richness of the Kampinos
National Park (in collaboration with the Kampinos
National Park).

all districts
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Łomianki

MOKOTÓW
Dom Kultury Dorożkarnia 23
Dorożkarnia Cultural Centre

Filmoteka Narodowa
– Instytut Audiowizualny		

24

National Film Archive – Audiovisual Institute

Fundacja Szkolna w Warszawie		
School Foundation in Warsaw

all districts

20

25

Galeria Forma SBM Politechnika

26

SBM Politechnika’s Forma Gallery

Historyczna Pracownia Artystyczna
Wandy Czełkowskiej
27
Wanda Czełkowska’s Historical Art Studio

Komenda Główna Policji		

28

Królikarnia – Muzeum Rzeźby
im. Xawerego Dunikowskiego

29

Polish National Police Headquarters

Królikarnia – Xawery Dunikowski Museum of Sculpture

Mauzoleum Walki i Męczeństwa		
Mausoleum of Struggle and Martyrdom

30

Muzeum Geologiczne
Państwowego Instytutu Geologicznego
– Państwowego Instytutu Badawczego 31

Polish Geological Institute – National Research Institute

Muzeum Historii Polskiego Ruchu Ludowego		
Museum of the History of the Polish Peasant Movement

Muzeum Kowalstwa

Museum of Blacksmithing

all districts

33

21

32

Muzeum Władysława Broniewskiego		
Władysław Broniewski Museum

Muzeum Żołnierzy Wyklętych
i Więźniów Politycznych PRL

34

35

Museum of Cursed Soldiers and Political Prisoners
of the Polish People’s Republic

Narodowy Instytut Polskiego Dziedzictwa
Kulturowego za Granicą Polonika		

36

Polonika National Institute of Polish Cultural Heritage Abroad

Radio Kolor 103 FM		
Kolor Radio 103 FM

37

Stowarzyszenie Scena 96		

38

Szkoła Sióstr Nazaretanek

39

Scena 96 Association

Nazareth Primary and High School

Teatr Lalek Guliwer

Guliwer Puppet Theater

40

Muzeum Łazienki Królewskie
The Royal Łazienki Museum

all districts

22

41

dorozkarnia.pl

WALK

Dom Kultury
Dorożkarnia
4:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Dorożkarnia Cultural Centre
28 Siekierkowska St.
Łososiowa

Grupy AK Krybar

Museum al fresco
We are taking you on an interesting journey with
the view of Warsaw’s Manhattan. You don’t need
to buy a plane ticket – your City Card or a single-fare ticket will do. It is better than a flight on
a Dreamliner.
Do you want to learn about the history of the
Siekierki Sports Park? Do visit Dorożkarnia on the
Long Night of Museums. We will tell you where
a hippodrome and a regattas track were to be
located. You will participate in an interesting sports
competition, and take on the role of a little architect.
There will be activities aplenty for the little ones
and the big.
Please note that you are required to sign up in
advance in order to participate (biuro@dorozkarnia.pl).
For more information, visit Dorożkarnia’s website.

all districts
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Mokotów

fina.gov.pl

FILM, LECTURE, TOUR

Filmoteka Narodowa
– Instytut
Audiowizualny
3:00 pm – 11:00 pm
National Film Archive – Audiovisual Institute
Iluzjon Cinema – Museum of Film Art,
50a Narbutta St.
Madalińskiego
Madalińskiego – Kazimierzowska

Mysterious Iluzjon
Within the Long Night of Museums, the National
Film Archive – Audiovisual Institute invites you to
discover together the nooks and crannies of the
Iluzjon Cinema – Museum of Film Art. The Iluzjon
Cinema has the extraordinary status of an archive
cinema. In the programme:
tours of the projection box – the place where
magic happens, stories of cinematographers,
film screenings,
and conversations with experts from the National
Film Archive – Audiovisual Institute about the
arcana of working with film reels.

all districts
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Mokotów

fundacjaszkolna.edu.pl

FILM, PRESENTATION, MEETING, TOUR,
WORKSHOPS,VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

Fundacja Szkolna
w Warszawie
4:00 pm – 8:00 pm
School Foundation in Warsaw
Jan Gutenberg Primary School no. 20 with
Bilingual Departments, of the School Foundation
in Warsaw, 12a Obrzeżna St.
Obrzeżna

pętla Bokserska

School Foundation’s Long Night of Museums
Jan Gutenberg Primary School no. 20 with
Bilingual Departments and the High School of the
School Foundation in Warsaw invite you on the
Long Night of Museums. This year, for the second
time, teachers and students will be happy to
present the artistic face of their school to visitors.
In the programme: experiments, presentations,
exhibitions of children’s works, competitions,
and other wonderful attractions.

all districts
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Mokotów

sbm-politechnika.pl

HAPPENING, CONCERT, PRESENTATION,
WALK, MEETING, WORKSHOPS,
VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

Galeria Forma
SBM Politechnika
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
SBM Politechnika’s Forma Gallery
4/6 Żuławskiego St.

visit online

Etiudy Rewolucyjnej
Etiudy Rewolucyjnej – Miączyńska

“Booster dose 2. Paintings. Ewa Miazek,
Ewa Osińska-Rozpędek”
Vernissage, meeting with artists, family workshops.
We will listen, we will sing, we will dance. Painting
workshops for children and adults: creating a large
painting.
The event will be streamed on FB.

all districts
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Mokotów

.

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Historyczna Pracownia
Artystyczna Wandy
Czełkowskiej
6:00 pm – 3:00 am
Wanda Czełkowska’s Historical Art Studio
14a Magazynowa St., no. 1
Woronicza

Ekorowery NFOŚiGW

Wanda Czełkowska’s Open Studio
For the first time ever within the Long Night of
Museums, the organiser invites you to visit the
atelier of the Artist who passed away in 2021.
Wanda Czełkowska, artist and sculptor, created
in an original artistic language. Her sculptures,
paintings, drawings, and photographs surprise
with their topicality and timelessness, even though
some of them were created half a century ago.
A visit to her studio will provide a chance for guests
to view such works as: “The End of the Century”
(“Koniec Wieku”), “Elegy” (“Elegia”), “Ellipsis”
(“Elipsa”), “Object X” (“Obiekt X”), “Table” (“Stół”),
“Madonna of Those Years” (“Madonna z tamtych
lat”), “Cat” (“Kot”).

all districts
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Mokotów

policja.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Komenda
Główna Policji
6:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Polish National Police Headquarters
14 Orkana St.
Bukowińska

Puławska – Idzikowskiego

Historical Education Office – Museum of the Police
of the National Police Headquarters
This year, the National Police Headquarters invites
you to visit the seat of the Historical Education
Office – Museum of the Police of the National Police
Headquarters, at 14 Orkana St. in Warsaw.
During the event, visitors (in small groups) will
be invited to view themed exhibitions as well
as exhibits related with the history of the Police
which are not showcased on a daily basis, and to
participate in competitions dedicated to the history
and traditions of the Police.

all districts
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Mokotów

krolikarnia.mnw.art.pl

PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION

Królikarnia
– Muzeum Rzeźby
im. Xawerego
Dunikowskiego
6:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Królikarnia – Xawery Dunikowski
Museum of Sculpture
113a Puławska St.
Królikarnia

Puławska – Idzikowskiego

The Long Night of Museums at Królikarnia
If you have ever wondered whether it is possible
to juggle at a museum – or walk on stilts – then
this year’s Long Night of Museums at Królikarnia
will deliver proof that yes, very much so! We invite
you for evening guided tours of an exhibition titled
“Circus” (“Cyrk”), presenting an unobvious approach
to the extraordinary world of the circus ring. Thanks
to works by such artists as, among others, Picasso,
Leger, and Calder, we will see in what ways horse
vaulting, clowning, and cord lisse inspired artists.
If, after viewing the exhibition, you feel you might
very well take on the role of circus artists, we invite
you to visit the Sculpture Park by Królikarnia and
participate in structured activities prepared by
circus artists from Julinek.

all districts
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Mokotów

muzeum-niepodleglosci.pl/szucha

PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Mauzoleum Walki
i Męczeństwa
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Mausoleum of Struggle and Martyrdom
25 Szucha Ave.
pl. Na Rozdrożu

The Long Night of Museums at the Mausoleum
of Struggle and Martyrdom
At the Mausoleum of Struggle and Martyrdom,
a series of presentations by historical re-enactment
groups will be shown. Thanks to a collaboration
with the Ministry of National Education, guests
will be invited to take a tour of the interiors of the
building which (during the times of the occupation)
used to serve as the seat of the Office of the
Commandant of the Security Police and
the Security Service.
In this extraordinary way, in the form of historical
re-enactment scenes, with the use of authentic
WWII vehicles, the organisers wish to remind
residents of Warsaw about the times of German
occupation and about museums-memory sites, in
order to encourage them to visit these institutions
not only on the Long Night of Museums.

all districts
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Mokotów

muzeum.pgi.gov.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Geologiczne
Państwowego Instytutu
Geologicznego
– Państwowego Instytutu
Badawczego
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
Polish Geological Institute
– National Research Institute
4 Rakowiecka St.
Rakowiecka

Puławska – Dworkowa

The Long Night of Museums at the Geological
Museum PGI – NRI
We invite you to visit the Geological Museum in
the extraordinary atmosphere of the night. You
may expect to see Dyzio the Dinosaur and Gaia
the Mammoth, in the company of other Pleistocene
mammals, Devonian quadrupeds, pterosaurs, and
enormous ammonites. And all this surrounded by
thousands of minerals, rocks, and fossils.

all districts
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Mokotów

mhprl.pl

CONCERT, WALK, MEETING, VERNISSAGE,
VERNISSAGE, TOUR

Muzeum Historii
Polskiego Ruchu
Ludowego
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Museum of the History of the Polish
Peasant Movement
204 Wilanowska Ave.
Dominikańska

Wałbrzyska – Wróbla

Kurpie Day at the Museum of the History
of the Polish Peasant Movement
In the programme:
Opening of the exhibition titled “Female Nude
Paintings in the Oeuvre of Stanisław Prauss”
(“Akt kobiecy w twórczości Stanisława Praussa”)
Meeting with authors of publications issued
by the Museum
Concert: Kurpie Band of the Łomża Municipality
(Kapela Kurpiowska Gminy Łomża)
Tours of the exhibitions: “Female Nude
Paintings in the Oeuvre of Stanisław Prauss”
and “Landscapes of the Countryside’s Past”
(“Krajobrazy przeszłości wsi”)
Walk and tours of the garden gallery

all districts
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Mokotów

prawdziwakuznia.pl

MEETING, TOUR

Muzeum
Kowalstwa
5:00 pm – 2:00 am
Museum of Blacksmithing
84 Przy Grobli St.
Dolina Służewiecka

pętla Stegny

The Long Night of Museums at the Museum
of Blacksmithing
This year, the Museum of Blacksmithing invites
all guests, big and small, to try their hand at the
anvil, holding a hammer and forging iron heated
to over 1000 °C. There will be a welding zone
waiting for modern blacksmiths, offering all
interested a chance to weld with the use of the
MIG MAG method.

all districts
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Mokotów

muzeumliteratury.pl

PRESENTATION, MEETING. TOUR

Muzeum Władysława
Broniewskiego
7:00 pm – 12:00 am
Władysław Broniewski Museum
51 Dąbrowskiego St.
Metro Racławicka

Broniewski – Sasnal. Abstraction as a method.
Presentation of a painting by Wilhelm Sasnal and
meeting with the artist
Programme:
7:00 pm – unique showcase of Wilhelm Sasnal’s
painting “Broniewski”, from the collection of the
Museum of Modern Art, in the interiors of Władysław
Broniewski’s villa in Warsaw’s Mokotów
8:00 pm – meeting with Wilhelm Sasnal in the
Garden of Broniewski’s villa
The painting has never been presented in the
poet’s house before. And so, on the Long Night of
Museums, “Broniewski” will return to his place for
a moment. Meanwhile, we – together with Wilhelm
Sasnal and guests of the Museum – will consider
when and where an artist is at home. And if, maybe,
abstraction is the only space left they can possibly
safely settle into.

all districts
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Mokotów

muzeumrakowiecka37.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Żołnierzy
Wyklętych i Więźniów
Politycznych PRL
7:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Museum of Cursed Soldiers and Political
Prisoners of the Polish People’s Republic
37 Rakowiecka St.
Metro Pole Mokotowskie
Madalińskiego – Kazimierzowska

Night on Rakowiecka St.
The Museum of Cursed Soldiers and Political
Prisoners of the Polish People’s Republic invites
you for guided tours of the one-time Remand
Centre and Prison of the Ministry of Public Security
in Rakowiecka St. Walking through the corridor of
the General Pavilion, we will visit the 10th Pavilion,
the tunnel leading to the Investigative Pavilion and
solitary confinement rooms. Guests will have
a chance to view execution places (e.g., the Death Wall).
Tours will begin at 7:00 pm, 7:30 pm, 8:00 pm,
8:30 pm, 9:00 pm, 9:30 pm, 10:00 pm.
Tours in groups.
For security reasons, only a limited number of
visitors will be invited. In order to participate, please
sign up in advance via edukacja@muzeumrakowiecka37.pl.

all districts
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Mokotów

polonika.pl

FILM, PRESENTATION, MEETING, LECTURE

Narodowy Instytut
Polskiego Dziedzictwa
Kulturowego
za Granicą Polonika
3:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Polonika National Institute
of Polish Cultural Heritage Abroad
Multimedia Library for Children and Youth no. 31,
40a Tyniecka St.
Malczewskiego

Metro Wierzbno

The Long Night of Museums with Polonika Institute
Polonika Institute, together with the Multimedia
Library for Children and Youth, popularizes Polish
cultural heritage abroad. On the Long Night of
Museums, film screenings and meetings related
with this activity will be organised – such as:
animated series titled “Polo and Nika” (“Polo
i Nika”), addressed to children at the beginning
of their adventure with school (grades 0 – III);
structured activities for children and youth
(e.g.: filling in educational notebooks, jigsaw puzzle,
group painting);
tale of the Eastern Lands, with a presentation
of projects implemented by the Institute, plus
a meeting with a special Guest.

all districts
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Mokotów

radiokolor.pl

TOUR

Radio Kolor
103 FM
7:00 pm – 2:00 am
Kolor Radio 103 FM
41/43 Narbutta St.
Madalińskiego
Madalińskiego – Kazimierzowska

During the 2022 Long Night of Museums,
Kolor Radio will not fall asleep!
Come and see how real Warsaw radio is made.
On this night, you will get a chance to take
a look behind the scenes – visit every nook and
cranny of our studio. Visitors will get to meet
their beloved radio voices, sneak a peek of their
favourite journalists at work, and – during a special
broadcast – send greetings to the whole Warsaw…
and the world! Moreover, our Guests will view
a pre-premiere presentation of selected
showpieces from a special exhibition celebrating
the 30th birthday of Kolor Radio 103 FM.

all districts
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Mokotów

scena96.pl

FILM, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Stowarzyszenie
Scena 96
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Scena 96 Association
Szuster Palace, 2 Morskie Oko St.
Dworkowa

Puławska – Dworkowa

Theatre at Szuster Palace
The Scena 96 Theatre is located at the Szuster
Palace. Within the Long Night of Museums in
Warsaw, guests will be invited to watch recordings
of the Theatre’s plays at the theatre hall. In the
programme, e.g.: archival footage of the “Paweł and
Gaweł” (“Paweł i Gaweł”) spectacle from 1996 and
“The Elven Princess” (“Księżniczka elfów”) from
1997. The organiser is also planning a presentation
of selected plays from the current repertoire.
Films will be screened every hour on the hour:
7:00 pm, 8:00 pm, 9:00 pm, 10:00 pm, 11:00 pm,
12:00 am.
Moreover, in the Palace’s rooms and hallways,
visitors will be invited to view an exhibition of
posters and photos from the Street Art Festival
in Warsaw, some of them dating back to 1996.
Limited seating: audience of 50.

all districts
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Mokotów

nazaretanki.edu.pl

MEETING, WORKSHOPS, LECTURE,
EXHIBITION, TOUR

Szkoła Sióstr
Nazaretanek
7:00 pm – 12:00 am
Nazareth Primary and High School
137 Czerniakowska St.
Bartycka

Czerniakowska – Gagarina

Night at the Czerniakowska Stronghold
Our school is an extraordinary place due to its
inextricable history – it was built in 1919. The
building made its mark on the pages of history
during WWII as well. During the Warsaw Uprising,
the seat of the Nazareth became the scene of heavy
fighting by soldiers of the Baszta (Bastille) regiment
against German forces. Since then, it has often
been called the Czerniakowska Stronghold, being
one of few buildings in the neighbourhood to keep
standing. We wish to tell this story – take you on
a tour of the nooks and crannies illuminated with
oil-burning lamps, sit at students’ desks complete
with ink bottles – and feel like in the old times.

all districts
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Mokotów

teatrguliwer.pl

PERFORMANCE, PRESENTATION, WALK,
WORKSHOPS, TOUR

Teatr Lalek
Guliwer
6:30 pm – 11:00 pm
Guliwer Puppet Theater
16 Różana St.
Dworkowa

Puławska – Dworkowa

Różana St. Mysteries
What happens at an art studio when all the lights
go out? Who zips through the theatre hallways at
such times? Can you hear some noise? It sounded
as if someone said something. No one knows the
theatre’s nooks and crannies better than those
who live here. They will be the ones leading you
to places where magical things happen. And if you
luck out, they will also show you the regular life of
the theatre when nobody is left on the premises.
Or maybe… there still is someone there…. Who
are the real residents of the theatre? How do they
look like and what are their customs? You will learn
all this during a walk behind the scenes.
Each walk through the theatre will be organised
for a group of up to 30 guests.
Tours will take ca. 30 min. (no registration
needed – just show up).

all districts
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Mokotów

lazienki-krolewskie.pl

MEETING, VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION,
TOUR

Muzeum Łazienki
Królewskie
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
The Royal Łazienki Museum
1 Agrykoli St.
Łazienki Królewskie

Plac Unii Lubelskiej

The Long Night of Museums at the Royal Łazienki
Within this year’s Long Night of Museums at the
Royal Łazienki, guests will be invited to visit (free
of charge) the Palace on the Isle, the Myślewicki
Palace, the Old Orangery, the White Pavilion, the
Water Tower, the Cantonists’ Barracks, and the
Kubicki Stables, and to take a walk along the route
of Łazienki architecture, in the illuminated gardens.
Their visit at the Palace will also give guests
a chance to view Rembrandt’s painting titled
“The Polish Rider” (“Jeździec polski”). In the
painting zone at the Old Guardhouse, nighttime
painting activities inspired by the artwork will be
taking place.
Event organised in collaboration with the Mint
of Poland.

all districts
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Mokotów

Ochota
Galeria officyna art and design 44
officyna art and design Gallery

Instytut Edukacji Artystycznej
Akademii Pedagogiki Specjalnej		

Institute for Artistic Education of the Academy
of Special Needs Education

all districts
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45

Instytut Edukacji Artystycznej
Akademii Pedagogiki Specjalnej 46

Institute for Artistic Education of the Academy
of Special Needs Education

Magazyn Sztuk
– pracownia Ośrodka Kultury Ochoty		

47

Muzeum Historii Medycyny
Warszawskiego Uniwersytetu Medycznego

48

Magazyn Sztuk (Repository of Arts)
– Ochota Cultural Centre’s atelier

Museum of the History of Medicine
of the Medical University of Warsaw

Ośrodek Kultury Muzułmańskiej		
Muslim Cultural Centre

Ośrodek Kultury Ochoty		
Ochota Cultural Centre (OKO)

49

50

Technikum w Zespole Szkół im. inż. Stanisława
Wysockiego, d. Kolejówka
51

Technical School at the Engineer Stanisław Wysocki School
Complex, former “Kolejówka” – Train School

Tramwaje Warszawskie		
Warsaw Trams

all districts
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52

officyna.eu

PERFORMANCE, EXHIBITION

Galeria officyna
art and design
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
officyna art and design Gallery
107 Jerozolimskie Ave.
pl. Starynkiewicza
Al. Jerozolimskie – Lindleya

Joint exhibition at officyna gallery
Officyna art and design gallery invites you to
a joint exhibition showcasing, e.g.: paintings,
graphic art, and sculptures, created by artist
friends of the gallery. The exhibition will be
accompanied by a painting performance and live
music. If you’re hungry for unforgettable artistic
experiences, you can’t skip the Cultural Courtyard
at 107 Jerozolimskie Ave. during your evening
stroll.

all districts
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Ochota

new.iea.edu.pl

EXHIBITION

Instytut Edukacji
Artystycznej Akademii
Pedagogiki Specjalnej
5:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Institute for Artistic Education
of the Academy of Special Needs Education
APS Gallery, 40 Szczęśliwicka St.
Grzymały-Sokołowskiego
Szczęśliwicka – APS

Hommage a Grzegorzewska
On the 100th anniversary of the creation of the
Academy of Special Needs Education in Warsaw,
the Academy’s Institute for Artistic Education
invites you to an exhibition titled “Hommage
a Grzegorzewska”. The showcase comprises
works by artists-educators connected with the
Institute for Artistic Education at the Academy
of Special Needs Education in Warsaw.

all districts
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Ochota

new.iea.edu.pl

FILM, PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION

Instytut Edukacji
Artystycznej Akademii
Pedagogiki Specjalnej
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Institute for Artistic Education
of the Academy of Special Needs Education
16 Spiska St.

visit online

Ochota-Ratusz

Hommage a Grzegorzewska
On the 100th anniversary of the creation of the
Academy of Special Needs Education in Warsaw,
the School invites you to:
an online lecture dedicated to Maria
Grzegorzewska, the founder of the Academy
films and multimedia presentations
an exhibition titled “Homage a Grzegorzewska”
– works by artists-educators at the Institute
for Artistic Education (Academy’s gallery, 40
Szczęśliwicka St.) and by students (Institute’s seat,
16 Spiska St.)

all districts
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Ochota

magazynsztuk.pl

EXHIBITION

Magazyn Sztuk
– pracownia Ośrodka
Kultury Ochoty
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Magazyn Sztuk (Repository of Arts)
– Ochota Cultural Centre’s atelier
13/21 Radomska St.
Wawelska

Kopińska – Białobrzeska

“Faces of a Portrait” (“Twarze portretu”) – joint
exhibition at Magazyn Sztuk
“Faces of a Portrait” is a joint exhibition by artists
whose daily creative lives are linked with Magazyn
Sztuk – Ochota Cultural Centre’s atelier. The project
showcases pieces prepared by eight artists with
the use of various styles of drawing and painting
as well as the creators’ own techniques. The works
represent a broad selection of stylistic approaches,
from realism to the brink of abstraction.
Artists participating in the exhibition:
Joanna Sułek-Malinowska, Igor Yelpatov,
Olga Prokop-Miśniakiewicz, Rajmund Gałecki,
Izabela Kantek-Zalewska, Bartłomiej Milewski,
Ewa Kamieniecka, Marek Ejsmond-Ślusarczyk.

all districts
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Ochota

muzeum.wum.edu.pl

FILM, PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Historii
Medycyny Warszawskiego
Uniwersytetu
Medycznego
7:30 pm – 1:00 am
Museum of the History of Medicine
of the Medical University of Warsaw
63 Żwirki i Wigury St.
Uniwersytet Medyczny
Żwirki i Wigury – Księcia Trojdena

The Long Night of Museums at the Anatomical
Theatre of the 21st Century
The Museum of the History of Medicine of the
Medical University of Warsaw invites all those
eager to learn about the secrets of the human
body to visit the modern educational space of
the Anatomical Theatre of the 21st century, the
interior design of which refers to the tradition of
European anatomical theatres. Here, you may
view a collection of historical artefacts related
with outstanding representatives of the University.
There will also be an educational film presented,
dedicated to the history of anatomy, along with a 3D
multimedia presentation. Additionally, the organiser
invites you to participate in workshops on first aid.

all districts
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Ochota

okmwarszawa.pl

MEETING, LECTURE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Ośrodek Kultury
Muzułmańskiej
4:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Muslim Cultural Centre
23 Bohaterów Września Ave.
Rondo Zesłańców Syberyjskich

The Long Night of Museums at the Muslim
Cultural Centre
It is with great pleasure that, one more time, we
open our gates for all guests. We will have lectures
and exhibitions waiting for you, as well as dates to
snack on. You will see how the life of Muslims looks
like in Poland and around the world, get acquainted
with the story of our Prophet, and learn what the
Quran is for Muslims.

all districts
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Ochota

oko.com.pl

VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Ośrodek Kultury
Ochoty
8:00 pm – 11:30 pm
Ochota Cultural Centre (OKO)
Pod Okiem Gallery, 79 Grójecka St.
Bitwy Warszawskiej 1920 r.
Grójecka – Bitwy Warszawskiej 1920 roku

“Justyna Grodecka: Chronic Rage Disorder”
– exhibition at OKO
The exhibition opens on 14th May, on the 2022 Long
Night of Museums.
Justyna Grodecka – laureate of the Scholarship
of the Minister of Culture and National Heritage for
outstanding achievements and of the Voivodeship
Scholarship, awarded Rector’s Scholarship for the best
students at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw four
times. Studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw
and at AdBK München. Laureate of the 2021 KTR Award
for her oil paintings within Zalando’s campaign titled
The Picture of Generation Z (Obraz pokolenia Z)
– mural paintings (Warsaw, Cracow, Gdynia) and posters
throughout Poland. (www.justynagrodecka.com)
Project co-financed by the Mazovia Voivodeship
Self-government.

all districts
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Ochota

swysocki.edu.pl

PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Technikum w Zespole
Szkół im. inż. Stanisława
Wysockiego, d. Kolejówka
7:00 pm – 12:00 am
Technical School at the Engineer
Stanisław Wysocki School Complex,
former “Kolejówka” – Train School
56 Szczęśliwicka St. (entrance via the Bitwy
Warszawskiej 1920 r. St. gate)
Szczęśliwicka

Szczęśliwicka – APS

Night at the Technical School no. 7
Tours of the museum of the oldest technical high
school in Poland (about to celebrate its 150th
anniversary next year!) are a journey in time,
from 1873 until today. The exhibition showcases
documents, student IDs, photos, posters, books,
notebooks, teaching aids, badges, and medals.
Guests will get a chance to see how students
and teachers used to look like, how classrooms,
workrooms, school workshops, and the nurse’s
office were fitted out, and to learn about outstanding
teachers and students. Wonderful objects are
showcased – beautiful and at the same time
educational train models.
There will be presentations organised for all those
interested, at several of the present-day technical
workshops.

all districts
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Ochota

tw.waw.pl

PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION

Tramwaje
Warszawskie
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Warsaw Trams
Tram turning loop, Narutowicza Sq.
pl. Narutowicza

Exhibition of tram cars in Narutowicza Sq.
At Narutowicza Sq., Warsaw Trams will showcase
historic tram cars which have not been presented in
a long time, along with a new version of the Warsaw
Promotional Tram. Earlier, from 2:00 pm through 6:00
pm, the organiser invites you to visit the Praga Tram
Depot in Praga-Północ (16a Kawęczyńska St.). From
there, at 6:00 pm, a parade of extraordinary historic
vehicles will transport guests to Narutowicza Sq., to
the accompaniment of music performed by Warsaw
Trams Brass Band. For participants of the Long Night
of Museums, there will be a special transportation
line (marked M) organised, whose historic trams will
be arriving at the gate of the Praga Tram Depot. After
the relocation of the event to Narutowicza Sq., the
M line will run along the route to Zieleniecka Ave.,
allowing guests to visit extraordinary locations in
every part of the city.

all districts
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Ochota

Otwock
Archiwum Państwowe w Warszawie
Oddział w Otwocku		
54
State Archive in Warsaw, Otwock branch

all districts
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warszawa.ap.gov.pl

MEETING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Archiwum Państwowe
w Warszawie
Oddział w Otwocku
5:00 pm – 11:00 pm
State Archive in Warsaw,
Otwock branch
7 Górna St.
Otwock, Orla

Secrets of the Otwock Archive…
Exhibition showcasing the most interesting
archival materials from the collection.
Consultations for genealogists and keepers
of home archives.
Tours of the building, including archives
depositories.
Competition with prizes.
Mega jigsaw-puzzle, colouring pages
– in short: Kids’ zone.

all districts
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Otwock

Piaseczno
Piaseczyńsko-Grójecka Kolej Wąskotorowa
Piaseczno-and-Grójec Narrow-Gauge Railway

all districts
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56

kolejka-piaseczno.pl

CONCERT, WALK, WORKSHOPS,
EXHIBITION, TOUR

Piaseczyńsko-Grójecka Kolej
Wąskotorowa
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Piaseczno-and-Grójec Narrow-Gauge Railway
Narrow-gauge railway station in Piaseczno,
14 Sienkiewicza St.
Piaseczno, Kolejka Piaseczyńska

Piaseczno Long Night of Museums with
narrow-gauge railway
Just like in previous years, the Piaseczno-and-Grójec Narrow-Gauge Railway will open its gates
wide for visitors, inviting them to take part in another
edition of the Long Night of Museums in Piaseczno.
In the programme:
rolling stock exhibition
behind-the-scenes tours of the narrow-gauge
railway’s technical infrastructure
concerts
workshops.
There will be special narrow-gauge trains as well
as buses running, allowing visitors to reach the event
and go back afterwards.

all districts
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Piaseczno

Piastów
Piastowskie Archiwum Miejskie,
Muzeum Miasta Piastowa		
58

Piastów Municipal Archive, Museum of the City of Piastów

all districts
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pam.piastow.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Piastowskie
Archiwum Miejskie,
Muzeum Miasta
Piastowa
5:30 pm – 11:30 pm
Piastów Municipal Archive,
Museum of the City of Piastów
8 11 Listopada St.
Piastów, Traugutta

Piastów Long Night of Museums
2022 marks the 70th anniversary of Piastów being
granted city rights. To celebrate, the Piastów
Municipal Archive presents a historic town banner,
along with documents of its assignment and the
history of its creation. The exhibitions will give
visitors a chance to get acquainted with a unique
battery cell from the ORP SĘP and ORP ORZEŁ
warships – the type which used to be produced by
the TUDOR Battery Factory in Piastów. Guests will
also find out who Fryderyk Wilhelm Piotr Müller
was, and what meaning his activity had for Piastów.
The exhibition at the Archive will also showcase
a replica of a STEN gun, part of the production of
which took place in Piastów, organised by the Home
Army (Armia Krajowa) unit operating here.

all districts
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Piastów

Praga Południe
Centrum Promocji Kultury Praga Południe

Praga-Południe Centre for the Promotion of Culture

Galeria Autorska van Golik
Van Golik Artist-Run Gallery

all districts
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62

61

Lotte Wedel 		

63

Milano Galeria Sztuki
Milano Gallery of Art

64

Muzeum Warszawskiej Pragi,
oddział Muzeum Warszawy

65

Ośrodek Sportu i Rekreacji
Dzielnicy Praga Południe		

66

The Praga Museum of Warsaw,
branch of the Museum of Warsaw

Sports and Recreation Centre of Praga Południe District

Pracownia w Perunie
Atelier in Peruna

67

PROM Kultury Saska Kępa
Saska Kępa Cultural Ferry

all districts
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68

cpk.art.pl

CONCERT, VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

Centrum
Promocji Kultury
Praga-Południe
7:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Praga-Południe Centre
for the Promotion of Culture
2 Podskarbińska St.
Międzyborska

Praga-Południe – Ratusz

The Long Night of Museums at the Praga-Południe
Centre for the Promotion of Culture
In the programme:
7:00 pm – international exhibition titled “Magical
Dreams VI”. It will be a mesmerising journey through
the painting world of magic realism, represented by
a few dozen artists from Europe and both Americas.
9:00 pm – concert by an equally magical and
Dionysiac artist, Mala Herba. It is an exciting
experience of music which breaks away from any
classifications, at the intersection of electronica,
art-pop, and Slavic-pagan rituals.
Curator of the exhibition and the event: Marcin
Kokoszko

all districts
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Praga Południe

grafik.com.pl

VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

Galeria Autorska
van Golik
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Van Golik Artist-Run Gallery
27/6 Berezyńska St.
rondo Waszyngtona

Poetry and Graphic art. Tomasz Szumiński
and Janusz Golik
6:00 pm Vernissage of the exhibition “Poems and
Graphics” (“Wiersze z grafiką”). Tomasz Szumiński
– poetry and sculpture – and Janusz Golik – graphic
art. Poetry, graphic art, sculpture.
In the programme also numerous surprises
for children.

all districts
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Praga Południe

wedel.pl

WALK

Lotte Wedel
8:00 pm – 1:00 am
visit online
Virtual tour of the E.Wedel Chocolate Factory
Once again, E.Wedel opens the gates to the most
chocolate-y place, namely the E.Wedel Chocolate
Factory! It will be already the second online edition
of this event, allowing participants around the
world to visit the office of the legendary founder
Jan Wedel and the gallery of chocolate sculptures.
We will also invite you to witness the Wafer Cake
decoration process, and tell you how chocolate is
made. Moreover, the E.Wedel brand has decided
to show you the production line where the cult
Ptasie Mleczko® marshmallows are made.

all districts
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Praga Południe

milano.arts.pl

PRESENTATION, VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

Milano
Galeria Sztuki
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Milano Gallery of Art
2a Waszyngtona Ave.
rondo Waszyngtona

+48 22.jpg
Attention! We are beginning a conversation.
+48 is a sign that we’re reaching for the phone;
22 is the area code for Warsaw.
“I am changing”, says Wasaw.
“I can see that”, replies Jan Suchodolski.
I am an artist, jewellery designer, fan of new
technologies, saunterer. I am a Varsovian. Every day,
I walk along the streets of Warsaw. I walk and I see
how this city lives. I have an eye for details, which
create graphic images in my head. Sometimes so
graphic that I could limit myself to lines exclusively.
I like this visual puzzle! This border between an
image and the city!
Snap! Yes, it’s You, Warsaw!

all districts
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Praga Południe

muzeumpragi.pl

WALK, TOUR

Muzeum
Warszawskiej Pragi,
oddział Muzeum
Warszawy
3:00 pm – 5:00 pm
The Praga Museum of Warsaw,
branch of the Museum of Warsaw
Meet-up: Waszyngtona Roundabout, square
in front of George Washington Monument
rondo Waszyngtona

Walk: Craft Workshops of Saska Kępa
The Praga Museum of Warsaw invites you for
a walk tracing Craft Workshops of Saska Kępa,
along the route: Celina Osiecka’s Photo Studio,
M. Drzażdżyński’s Watchmaking Studio, and Irena
Cake Shop.
Obligatory registration. Free tickets will be available
here: www.muzeumpragi.pl

all districts
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Praga Południe

osir.waw.pl

PRESENTATION, WALK, MEETING, TOUR

Ośrodek Sportu
i Rekreacji Dzielnicy
Praga Południe
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Sports and Recreation Centre
of Praga Południe District
Athletic stadium, 23 Chrzanowskiego St.
Siennicka

Dwernickiego – Siennicka

“Hey-ho…” in Chairman Ochódzki’s office
The Sports and Recreation Centre of Praga Południe
District invites you to visit the office of Ryszard
Ochódzki, Chairman of the Rainbow (Tęcza) Sports
Club, known from Stanisław Bareja’s cult film titled
“Teddy Bear” (“Miś”). The famous closet you saw
in the film is still there. It was here, in this place,
that the second-class coach Wacław Jarząbek
sang the unforgettable “Hey-ho…”.
Come and see how much has changed at the
stadium in Podskarbińska St. Throw a javelin and
a discus made in the Soviet Union, and learn about
the history of this building. It is an extraordinary
chance to see how this unique place, so strongly
connected with the history of Polish filmmaking,
was successfully preserved on the map of Praga
Południe District.

all districts
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Praga Południe

.

FILM, HAPPENING, PERFORMANCE,
PRESENTATION, VERNISSAGE, LECTURE,
EXHIBITION

Pracownia
w Perunie
9:00 pm – 1:00 am
Atelier in Peruna
301–305 Grochowska St. (blue building
in the back, 1st floor)
Gocławska

Praga 306

“NON-images” (“NIEobrazy”) – exhibition at Atelier
in Peruna
The gallery invites you for a multimedia stroll
through the world of Michał Mazur’s non-images. The project was inspired by events and
circumstances experienced by the author while
searching for the original phenomenon of imagery.
Curatorial tour of the exhibition: 10:00 pm.

all districts
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Praga Południe

promkultury.pl

CONCERT, EXHIBITION

PROM Kultury
Saska Kępa
8:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Saska Kępa Cultural Ferry
23 Brukselska St.
Wersalska

Brukselska – PROM

Masters’ Jam Session and an exhibition
of photographs at PROM Kultury Saska Kępa
Jam sessions are the very essence of jazz – playing
music together, inspired by jazz standards. The
Masters’ Jam Session will feature stars who have
appeared on our stage within the “All That Jazz!”
(“Cały ten jazz!”) series of concerts, e.g.: Dorota
Miśkiewicz, Aga Zaryan, Anna Serafińska, Marek
Napiórkowski, Henryk Miśkiewicz, Mateusz
Smoczyński, Dawid Lubowicz, Artur Dutkiewicz,
and Krzysztof Herdzin with the combo: Mateusz
Kaszuba (grand piano), Wojciech Pulcyn (double
bass), Sebastian Frankiewicz (percussion). The event
will be accompanied by an exhibition of photographs
by Jarek Wierzbicki, portraying Wojciech Karolak.

all districts
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Praga Południe

Praga Północ
Armia Zbawienia		
The Salvation Army

73

Centrum Twórcze Przerób-My
Przerób-My Creative Centre

all districts
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74

Dom Kultury Praga		
Praga Cultural Centre

Galeria 81 Stopni
81 Stopni Gallery

75

76

Galeria Sztuki Po Prawej Stronie Wisły		
Po Prawej Stronie Wisły Gallery of Art

Galeria Sztuki ToTuart
ToTuart Gallery of Art

Galeria Stalowa

79

Galeria Szuflada

80

Stalowa Gallery

Szuflada Gallery

77

78

Klitka, Atelier Fotograficzne, Galeria
Klitka, Photo Atelier, Gallery

81

Komenda Miejska Państwowej Straży Pożarnej
m.st. Warszawy
82
Municipal Headquarters of the State Fire Service
in the Capital City of Warsaw

all districts
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Miejski Ogród Zoologiczny w Warszawie
Municipal Zoological Garden in Warsaw

Miejskie Zakłady Autobusowe

84

Muzeum Drukarstwa,
oddział Muzeum Warszawy

85

Muzeum Polskich Zegarów

86

Muzeum Warszawskiej Pragi,
oddział Muzeum Warszawy

87

Municipal Bus Company

83

The Museum of Printing, branch of the Museum of Warsaw

Museum of Polish Clocks

The Praga Museum of Warsaw,
branch of the Museum of Warsaw

Pracownia Jaga Hupało Born to Create		
Jaga Hupało’s Born To Create Atelier

Stan Rzeczywisty		

89

Stowarzyszenie Pracownia Wschodnia		
Pracownia Wschodnia Association

all districts
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71

90

Teatr Baj

91

Teatr Baj

92

Baj Theatre

Baj Theatre

Tramwaje Warszawskie 93
Warsaw Trams

Warszawskie Koło Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
94

Warsaw Association of City Tour Guides
of the Polish Tourist and Sightseeing Society

Woda Sodowa – Bareja Klub

95

Zarząd Zieleni m.st. Warszawa		

96

Urban Greenery Management of the Capital City of Warsaw

all districts
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armia-zbawienia.pl

MEETING, LECTURE

Armia
Zbawienia
1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
The Salvation Army
23/25 Ząbkowska St, no. 9 (Brzeska St. gate)
Markowska

Fabryka Wódek Koneser

Learn about Salvation Army’s activities
on the Long Night of Museums!
The Salvation Army is an extraordinary organisation
established in 1865 in London, and currently active
in more than 133 countries. During the meeting,
guests will get acquainted with members of the
organisation: who they are, what they do, why they
wear uniforms and are called the way they are
called.
Meetings start at 1:30 pm, 2:30 pm, and 3:30 pm.
Members of the organisation will present the Corps
and the Help and Support Point.
Participants are invited to bring things they
don’t have a use for anymore, to donate them to those
in need.

all districts
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Praga Północ

przerobmy.pl

PRESENTATION, MEETING, WORKSHOPS,
TOUR

Centrum Twórcze
Przerób-My
6:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Przerób-My Creative Centre
Praga Koneser Centre, 8 Konesera Sq.
Markowska

Fabryka Wódek Koneser

Nighttime workshops at Przerób-My Creative
Centre
Workshops on craft, handicraft, and upcycling
at Przerób-My Creative Centre, located in the
atmospheric, historic interiors on the premises
of the former Koneser Vodka Factory.
Przerób-My concentrates on collaboration with
experts in various fields: design, handicraft, eco-woodworking, upcycling – who present the arcana
of their craft and teach creative workshops.
Guests will be invited to take part in free workshops
on upcycling (creating new things from other things
which one doesn’t use anymore) and handicraft,
as well as to learn old handicraft and artisanal
techniques.

all districts
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dkpraga.pl

PERFORMANCE, WALK, TOUR,
MEETING

Dom Kultury
Praga
5:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Praga Cultural Centre
Konopacki Palace, 11/13 Strzelecka St.
Konopacka

Stalowa – Czynszowa

Spend the Long Night of Museums
at the Konopacki Palace
Praga Cultural Centre invites you for a walk,
during which guests will learn the story of
Ksawery Konopacki and his house, currently
known as the Praga Palace of Culture. During the
walk, participants of the Long Night of Museums
will visit the renovated building, and take part in
performative actions by 59 Minutes Theatre.
After the walk, the organiser has planned mini
relaxation sessions in the green Mindfulness Space,
with light therapy, thermotherapy, and aromatherapy.
On the terrace, participants of the “Co.Creative
Workshops – Made in Praga” (“Warsztaty Wy.Twórcze
– Made in Praga”) will present a Praga-inspired
collection. Visitors will get acquainted with circular
sewing which refers to the heritage related with
work, mending, and local production facilities.

all districts
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81stopni.pl

EXHIBITION

Galeria
81 Stopni
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
81 Stopni Gallery
38 Kłopotowskiego St.
Ząbkowska

Targowa – Ząbkowska

Exhibition of paintings by Magdalena Król
and Open Ateliers at 81 Stopni Gallery
“Oddity. All My Monsters” (“Dziwadło. wszystkie moje
potwory”) – exhibition of paintings by Magdalena Król
“New space. A bit rushed. A bit foggy. A bit while
looking over my shoulder at all those little monsters,
a bit giggly, a bit scary (…) This year is / will be my
scent of moss and soil, warm dampness, fur and
plumage, a hybrid.” magdalenakrol.pl
Open Ateliers is an initiative by creators related
with the 81 Stopni Space. Artists will make their
workplaces available to visitors who will get
a chance to take a look at the space where works
of art come to life, and see paintings currently being
created, as well as learn about what inspires artists
in their creative process.
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poprawejstroniewisly.pl

MEETING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Galeria Sztuki
Po Prawej Stronie
Wisły
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Po Prawej Stronie Wisły Gallery of Art
15/1a Konopacka St.
Konopacka

Stalowa – Czynszowa

“I Miss You and Freedom, Mum. I Dedicate This
to My Mum” (“Tęsknię za Tobą i Wolnością,
Mamo. Mamie dedykuję”) – Magda Kozarzewska’s
paintings
On 10th February 2020, Magda Kozarzewska’s Mum
passes away. After the funeral, the artist goes back
to London. Covid, the unknown plague, attacks the
world which goes into lockdown. Trapped at home,
the artist paints. The topic is there – working through
her mourning in confinement. Still natures are
created, symbolising places and objects which bring
back the memory of the best Friend – Mum. The
death of that closest person and the plague changed
Magda Kozarzewska’s plans completely. She had
been packing for a cruise around the world, from
which she was supposed to bring magically colourful
paintings.
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totuart.com

EXHIBITION

Galeria Sztuki
ToTuart
12:00 pm – 10:00 pm
ToTuart Gallery of Art
ToTuart Koneser, 10a Konesera Sq.
Markowska

Fabryka Wódek Koneser

Magical Sculptures at ToTuart
Veiled by the night, in the biggest Polish gallery
specialising in contemporary sculpture, you will get
a chance to view unique sculptural artworks by three
great Polish artists known mostly for their activity
in the field of painting, representatives of magic
realism: Zdzisław Beksiński, Rafał Olbiński, and
Wojciech Siudmak.
Moreover, we invite you to Koneser Centre in
Praga District for a presentation of “Artistic Dailies”
(“Codzienniki Artystyczne”) – original videos posted
by ToTuart gallery, loved by now by almost 37,000
Instagram users!

all districts
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galeriastalowa.pl

MEETING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Galeria
Stalowa
5:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Stalowa Gallery
26 Stalowa St.
Konopacka

Stalowa – Czynszowa

“Ceci n’est pas un titre” – exhibition of paintings
by Arkadiusz Karapuda at Stalowa Gallery
Stalowa Gallery wholeheartedly invites you to visit
the Ceci n’est pas un titre exhibition of paintings,
accompanied by a meeting with the artist, Arkadiusz
Karapuda.
Guided tours hosted by the author of the works
start at 5:00 pm, 7:00 pm, and 9:00 pm. Exhibition
curated by Krzysztof Lipka.
“(…) In a word, Arkadiusz Karapuda’s painting
oeuvre is an excellent mirror for the present-day
world, and it is worth to emphasize that in this
respect exactly, it fulfils the demands of the most
sublime art, seeking to reflect the condition of its
era, introducing an individual stance into its
landscape – in this case: distance, irony, criticism,
objection.”
Krzysztof Lipka, 2022
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.

WORKSHOPS, TOUR

Galeria
Szuflada
7:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Szuflada Gallery
4 Kawęczyńska St.
Zajezdnia Praga

Radzymińska – Wiosenna

The Long Night of Museums at Szuflada
At Szuflada Gallery’s ceramics studio, guests
will make their four-legged friends’ pawprints in
clay. Baked in a kiln, the prints will be presented
to owners as souvenirs.
Please note that in order to take part in this
activity, you are required to sign up in advance via
szufladagaleria@gmail.com.

all districts
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klitka.com

VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

Klitka, Atelier
Fotograficzne,
Galeria
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Klitka, Photo Atelier, Gallery
18 Stalowa St.
Konopacka

Stalowa – Czynszowa

Adult Klitka – mature exhibition
Klitka Atelier has come of age and to celebrate this,
artists whose exhibitions and works have co-created
the artistic atmosphere of this place have been
invited.
Exhibition of paintings, sculptures, ceramic art,
photographs.
Artists: D. Fiet, J. Burda, A. Kowal, M. Kryńska,
A. Chełmicka, K. Dworzniecka, Mariusz Wolański,
K. Pataraia, D. Pataraia, B. Fiodorowicz, M. Hajnosz,
M. Maciejewski, Mirosław Wolański, S. Kłosiewicz,
J. Świerczyńska, P. Mostowski, J. Mostowska,
J. Czumaczenko, M. Mirewicz-Czumaczenko,
M. Płonka, M. Marczuk, P. Broma, M. Piątek,
J. Delbar.
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gov.pl/web/kmpsp-warszawa

EXHIBITION

Komenda Miejska
Państwowej
Straży Pożarnej
m.st. Warszawy
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Municipal Headquarters of the State
Fire Service in the Capital City of Warsaw
Centre for Education and History of the Warsaw
Fire Service, 2 Marcinkowskiego St.
Kijowska

Metro Stadion Narodowy

The Long Night of Museums at the Centre
for Education and History of the Warsaw Fire
Service
At the Centre for Education and History
of the Warsaw Fire Service, visitors will view
exhibitions presenting the development of life-saving techniques, via examples of vehicles and
firefighting equipment from the turn of the 19th
and 20th century. It will also be a chance for guests
to get acquainted with the history of the Warsaw
Fire Service – the oldest professional fire service
in Poland.
To add to the educational value of the event,
a presentation of a mobile simulator of dangers
present in residential buildings will be organised.

all districts
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zoo.waw.pl

TOUR

Miejski Ogród
Zoologiczny
w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Municipal Zoological Garden in Warsaw
Meet-up: by the Ratuszowa St. ZOO gate
Wybrzeże Helskie

Ratuszowa – Zoo

The Long Night of Museums at the Zoo
Take part in the Long Night of Museums and
discover the secrets of the House Under the Crazy
Star. The Warsaw Zoo invites you on 14th May for
three guided tours (free of charge) of the house
of the Zoo Director, Jan Żabiński, and his wife,
Antonina. Here, during WWII, they saved the lives
of several hundred people who needed shelter.
7:00 pm – 7:40 pm and 8:00 pm – 8:40 pm – tour
in Polish
9:00 pm – 9:40 pm – tour in English
Hosted by a tour guide from the Foundation for
the Development of the Panda Zoological Garden
in Warsaw.
To participate, please sign up (starting 4th May;
registration closes when groups are filled) by calling
the Department of Education of the Warsaw Zoo:
+48 (22) 619-56-28.
Groups of up to 20 people, ages 12 and older.

all districts
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mza.waw.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Miejskie Zakłady
Autobusowe
8:00 pm – 12:00 am
Municipal Bus Company
Stalowa Bus Depot, 77 Stalowa St.
Metro Szwedzka

Tours of Stalowa Bus Depot
Tours of the Stalowa Bus Depot, including regular
bus lines, vehicle diagnostic station, and technical
halls. Presentation of public transport vehicles,
including historic ones. Rides on a historic Somua
bus, with a tour guide.

all districts
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muzeumdrukarstwa.muzeumwarszawy.pl

PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Drukarstwa,
oddział Muzeum
Warszawy
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
The Museum of Printing,
branch of the Museum of Warsaw
23/25 Ząbkowska St.
Markowska

Fabryka Wódek Koneser

The Long Night of Museums at the Museum
of Printing
The Museum of Printing is a magical place for all
book lovers. Here, you will view unique publications,
graphic design projects, artworks, printing
equipment, and historic objects related with the
art of writing. You will print a commemorative card,
prepared specifically for the 2022 Long Night of
Museums.
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EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Polskich
Zegarów
12:00 pm – 12:00 am
Museum of Polish Clocks
9 Wileńska St.
Dw. Wileński

plac Wileński

Exhibition of Polish clocks from the times
of the Polish People’s Republic
The Museum of Polish Clocks is a private initiative,
presenting a collection of chronometers from the
times of the Polish People’s Republic. The exhibition
spans five post-war decades of clock production in
Poland. The project showcases a few dozen objects,
illustrating the diversity of design and functions of
precision mechanics of that period. The collection
includes, e.g.: popular wall clocks, alarm clocks,
and timers as well as technical chronometers
and special clocks.

all districts
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muzeumpragi.pl

CONCERT, WALK, VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

Muzeum
Warszawskiej Pragi,
oddział Muzeum
Warszawy
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
The Praga Museum of Warsaw,
branch of the Museum of Warsaw
50/52 TargowaSt.
Ząbkowska

Targowa – Ząbkowska

The Long Night of Museums at the Praga
Museum of Warsaw
At the Praga Museum of Warsaw, you will learn
about the history of right-bank Warsaw from the
16th century through today. Here, you will find things
related with craft, industry, and trade. You will see
Prayer Rooms in which paintings from a Jewish
House of Prayer have been preserved.
Also in the programme:
starting at 9:00 pm – concerts in the courtyard,
“Celina Osiecka. Photographic Services” (“Celina
Osiecka. Usługi fotograficzne”) – exhibition presenting
the oeuvre of the cult photo studio in Saska Kępa,
Obligatory registration. Free tickets will be available
here: www.muzeumpragi.pl
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jagahupalo.pl/pracownia/

CONCERT, PERFORMANCE,
PRESENTATION, MEETING, VERNISSAGE,
LECTURE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Pracownia
Jaga Hupało
Born to Create
8:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Jaga Hupało’s Born To Create Atelier
Creative Mill, 11 Kłopotowskiego St.
Park Praski
Sierakowskiego – Kłopotowskiego

“Persistence” at the Former Machine and
Millstones Factory
We invite you for an artistic journey into the world
of art and fashion, on both banks of the Vistula:
at the Old Lace Factory and the Former Machine
and Millstones Factory. Great Masters, artists
representing several generations and various
art disciplines: design, photography, graphic art,
calligraphy, literature, fashion, multimedia, music,
performance, sculpture, dance, fabric, will present
their vision and interpretation of the notion of
permanence. We will portray traditions with the
use of modern means of expression. We invite
you to experience timeless beauty together,
to seek and draw inspiration from various cultures.
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stanrzeczywisty.netgaleria.pl

VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

Stan
Rzeczywisty
6:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Edyta Dzierż’s Atelier 23, 12 Floriańska St., no. 23
Park Praski

Floriańska – Park Praski

Exhibition of works by Actual State Group artists
/ Grupa Stan Rzeczywisty
We are a group of professional artists – painters,
graphic artists, sculptors, photographers, whose
ateliers are located in Warsaw’s Praga-Północ
District. Since 2014, we have been jointly organising
artistic initiatives aiming at bringing contemporary
art closer to residents of Warsaw. In 2020, we turned
to a new format, namely occasional joint exhibitions
and individual activities. Currently, the initiative is
created by: Julita Delbar, Edyta Dzierż, Magdalena
Hajnosz, Miłosz Płonka, and Joanna Świerczyńska.
The exhibition prepared for the Long Night of
Museums will showcase new works from the fields
of painting and sculpture.
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pracowniawschodnia.pl

HAPPENING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Stowarzyszenie
Pracownia
Wschodnia
7:00 pm – 12:00 am
Pracownia Wschodnia Association
8 Władysława Skoczylasa St.
pl. Hallera

Jagiellońska – Plac Hallera

Noc at Pracownia Wschodnia
During this year’s Long Night of Museums,
we open the whole Pracownia Wschodnia again!
On this day, starting at 7:00 pm, until midnight,
we invite everybody for nighttime tours of our
departments: Gallery, Photo Studio, Peryferie
Annexe, and Sito Atelier. We have prepared
numerous attractions, including guided tours
of the current exhibition at the Gallery, and live
printing at Sito Atelier. Bring your own t-shirt (or
some other fabric) and use the screen-printing
technique to adorn it with one of the patterns
prepared by artists related with our studio.
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teatrbaj.pl

PRESENTATION, WORKSHOPS

Teatr Baj
18:30 pm – 8:00 pm
Baj Theatre
28 Jagiellońska St.
Dw. Wileński

Jagiellońska – Okrzei

“In Search of Shadow” (“W poszukiwaniu cienia”)
– shadow theatre performance with workshop
elements
Low-key shadow theatre show, combined with
workshop elements, prepared specially for this
year’s Long Night of Museums.
The event will take place at 6:30 pm and 7:30 pm
Please be advised that due to limited capacity,
signing-up in advance is required of those wishing to
participate in the event. Please contact the organiser
via bow@teatrbaj.pl or +48 789 142 249.
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teatrbaj.pl

EXHIBITION

Teatr Baj
6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
Baj Theatre
28 Jagiellońska St.
Dw. Wileński

Jagiellońska – Okrzei

Tours of the Doll Gallery
The Doll Gallery houses around several hundred
exhibits created by outstanding theatre set
designers. The showcased works represent various
artistic styles and doll-making techniques. All
exhibits come from Baj Theatre’s archival shows.
Tours at 6:00 pm and 7:00 pm
Guided tours hosted by the Doll Gallery custodian,
Łukasz Kuczyński. Event addressed to viewers
ages 5 and older.
Please be advised that due to limited capacity,
signing-up in advance is required of those wishing to
participate in the event. Please contact the organiser
via bow@teatrbaj.pl or +48 789 142 249.

all districts
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tw.waw.pl

PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Tramwaje
Warszawskie
2:00 pm – 6:00 pm
Warsaw Trams
Praga Tram Depot, 16a Kawęczyńska St.
Zajezdnia Praga

Radzymińska – Wiosenna

Extraordinary undiscovered trams – visit
a post-war tram depot in Praga
After a long hiatus, the Praga Tram Depot will
open its gates for visitors. Guests will view, e.g.,
historic tram cars which have not been presented
in a long time as well as a new version of the
Warsaw Promotional Tram. At 6:00 pm, a parade of
extraordinary historic vehicles will transport guests
to Narutowicza Sq., to the accompaniment of music
performed by Warsaw Trams Brass Band. Here, the
tram cars will be available for visitors until 10:00 pm.
For participants of the Long Night of Museums,
there will be a special transportation line (marked M)
organised, whose historic trams will be arriving at the
gate of the Praga Tram Depot. After the relocation of
the event to Narutowicza Sq., the M line will run along
the route to Zieleniecka Ave., allowing guests to visit
extraordinary locations in every part of the city.
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.

WALK

Warszawskie
Koło Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
4:00 pm – 6:00 pm
Warsaw Association of City Tour Guides
of the Polish Tourist and Sightseeing
Society
start: St. Florian’s Cathedral – Priest I. Skorupka
Monument
Park Praski

Floriańska – Park Praski

Multi-cultural Praga – walk
Iwona Kulesza, tour guide from the Warsaw
Association of City Tour Guides of the Polish Tourist
and Sightseeing Society, invites you for a walk
through the Multi-cultural Praga. The route will
run along Sierakowskiego St., Kłopotowskiego
St., Jagiellońska St., and Cyryla i Metodego St.,
to Praga’s Metropolitan Cathedral of St. Mary
Magdalene.
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tw.waw.pl

TOUR

Woda Sodowa
– Bareja Klub
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
6 Czynszowa St.
Konopacka

Stalowa – Czynszowa

The Long Night of Museums in Polish People’s
Republic (PRL)
Woda Sodowa (“soda water”) is the perfect option
for tourists from left-bank Warsaw, PRL enthusiasts,
and seekers of the city’s authentic history. Visiting
us, you find yourself in a world devoid of digital
electronics, where you can make a call via a rotary
phone, play a vinyl record, use a typewriter. And
these are just a few of the many attractions here.
Recreated Soda Bar, with living quarters
from 1978.
Exhibition showcasing glass soda siphons and
glass bottles produced by pre-war Warsaw-based
companies.
Presentation of sparkling water production
in a street aerator.
Here, history both entertains and educates. We are
not open on a daily basis, so we do encourage you to
visit us on the Long Night of Museums!
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zzw.waw.pl

WORKSHOPS. EXHIBITION, TOUR

Zarząd Zieleni
m.st. Warszawa
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Urban Greenery Management
of the Capital City of Warsaw
Stone Educational Pavilion, 1 Wybrzeże Puckie St.
Wybrzeże Helskie

Wybrzeże Helskie – Zoo

“Wax-Painted Thoughts” (“Myśli woskiem
malowane”) – exhibition of Celina Chorąży’s works
The Kamień – Stone Educational Pavilion, located
by the Vistula, is a centre for ecological education.
It is a space dedicated to environmental education,
debates, meetings, exchange of experiences,
creativity, and green initiatives, open for all residents.
Its extraordinary architecture, open to nature around
it, truly enthrals.
The organiser invites you to visit Kamień and get
immersed in the beauty of nature and art during
the vernissage of Celina Chorąży’s exhibition titled
“Wax-Painted Thoughts”. The show-pieces – fabrics
decorated with the use of the old dyeing method,
batik – will be presented against the background of
the raw, concrete walls of the pavilion. The works
will portray the poetic relationship between nature
and humans. The artist’s relationship with nature
is very personal because of her day job – she is
a gardener looking after Warsaw’s greenery.
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Pruszków
Muzeum Dulag 121		
Dulag 121 Museum

98

Zespół Tańca Ludowego Pruszkowiacy		
Pruszkowiacy Folk Dance Ensemble

all districts
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dulag121.pl

MEETING, WORKSHOPS, LECTURE,
EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Dulag 121
5:00 pm – 1:00 am
Dulag 121 Museum
8a 3 Maja St.
Pruszków, Hala Znicz

The Long Night of Museums at Dulag 121 Museum
Guests will be invited to view the permanent
exhibition, and get acquainted with the history
of the Cyclists’ Association in Pruszków.
Programme:
5:00 pm – 1:00 am – tours of the exhibition at
Dulag 121 Museum
5:00 pm – 1:00 am – open-air exhibition titled
“The Wheels of Pruszków” (“Pruszkowskie koła”)
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm – games and activities for
children and youth, related with the exhibition
“The Wheels of Pruszków”
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm – presentation of historic
bicycles from the collection owned by the Mobile
Bicycle Museum in Radom (Mobilne Muzeum
Rowerów)
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm – prelections by bicycle history
experts and sportspeople
9:00 pm – 12:00 am – Critical Mass on the streets
of Pruszków
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Pruszków

pruszkowiacy.pl

VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Zespół Tańca
Ludowego
Pruszkowiacy
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Pruszkowiacy Folk Dance Ensemble
4 Bohaterów Warszawy St.
Pruszków, Hala Znicz

Folk-o-graphs (Folkografie) in Pruszków
On the Long Night of Museums, 14th May, the
Pruszkowiacy Folk Dance Ensemble invites you
to an extraordinary exhibition of photographs. Folk-o-graphs are the most beautiful still frames from
the daily life of the Ensemble. Life on stage and
beyond it, but most importantly – life filled with
folklore, joy, and beauty. At the seat of Pruszkowiacy,
visitors may also expect to see folk costumes, listen
to music, and view a unique folk-themed mural
painting. Paweł Kowalski is the author of all
Folk-o-graphs.
The Pruszkowiacy Folk Dance Ensemble was
established in 1979. It has 160 members of different
ages. On stage, they present dance, songs, and
music from 14 regions of Poland as well as folklore
of 5 other countries.
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Pruszków

SULEJÓWEK
Muzeum Józefa Piłsudskiego w Sulejówku
Józef Piłsudski Museum in Sulejówek

all districts
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101

muzeumpilsudski.pl

WALK, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum
Józefa Piłsudskiego
w Sulejówku
5:00 pm – 10:30 pm
Józef Piłsudski Museum in Sulejówek
29 Piłsudskiego Ave.
Sulejówek, al. Piłsudskiego

The Long Night of Museums at the Józef Piłsudski
Museum in Sulejówek
Within the Long Night of Museums in Sulejówek,
the Museum invites you to visit the permanent
exhibition, located 20 metres below the ground, in
a modern building, and to visit the historical garden
in which the heart of the Museum, the Milusin
mansion (home of the Piłsudski family), is located.
On this day, exceptionally, the organiser will show
what usually remains unavailable to guests – the
modern repository where the museum’s collection
is stored.
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Sulejówek

Śródmieście
101 Projekt Galeria Sztuki Współczesnej
i Dom Aukcyjny
117

101 Projekt Contemporary Art Gallery and Auction House

Akademia Sztuk Pięknych w Warszawie

118

Akademia Sztuk Pięknych w Warszawie

119

Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw

Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw

Archiwum Główne Akt Dawnych		
Central Archives of Historical Records

all districts
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120

Archiwum Państwowe w Warszawie

121

Archiwum Państwowe w Warszawie

122

State Archive in Warsaw

State Archive in Warsaw

Biblioteka Uniwersytecka w Warszawie
University of Warsaw Library (BUW)

Cech Złotników, Zegarmistrzów,
Optyków, Grawerów i Brązowników

123

124

Goldsmiths, Watchmakers, Opticians, Engravers,
and Braziers’ Guild

Cele Bezpieki,
Filia Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego

125

Cells of Secret Service, branch of the Warsaw Rising Museum

Centrum Interpretacji Zabytku
– Muzeum Odbudowy Starówki,
oddział Muzeum Warszawy
126

Heritage Interpretation Centre
– Museum of the Reconstruction of the Old Town,
branch of the Museum of Warsaw

Centrum Kultury Filmowej
im. Andrzeja Wajdy		
127

Andrzej Wajda Centre for Film Culture
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Centrum Kultury Koreańskiej

128

Centrum Myśli Jana Pawła II

129

Centrum Nauki Kopernik		

130

Centrum Sztuki Współczesnej
Zamek Ujazdowski			

131

Centrum Wspierania Rodzin
Rodzinna Warszawa		

132

Korean Cultural Center

Centre for the Thought of John Paul II

Copernicus Science Centre

Ujazdowski Castle Centre for Contemporary Art

Family Warsaw – Centre for the Support of Families

Dom Spotkań z Historią

133

Dom Spotkań z Historią

134

History Meeting House

History Meeting House

Dowództwo Garnizonu Warszawa
Warsaw Garrison Command

all districts
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Fotoplastikon Warszawski

Warsaw Kaiserpanorama,
branch of the Warsaw Rising Museum

Fundacja Atelier
Atelier Foundation

136

137

Fundacja Galeria Autonomia
Autonomia Gallery Foundation

138

Fundacja Józefa Szaniawskiego		
Józef Szaniawski Foundation

Fundacja Kultury i Dziedzictwa
Ormian Polskich 140

139

Foundation of Culture and Heritage of Polish Armenians

Fundacja Metamorfozy

141

Fundacja Picture Doc

142

Metamorfozy Foundation

Picture Doc Foundation

Fundacja Rok Rzeki Wisły 143
Year of the Vistula River Foundation

all districts
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Fundacja Ziemiaństwa Rzeczypospolitej
Polskiej
144

Landed Gentry of the Republic of Poland Foundation

Galeria Foksal

145

Galeria Freta 22

146

Foksal Gallery

Freta 22 Gallery

Galeria Grafiki i Plakatu 147
Graphic Art and Poster Gallery

Galeria Studio

148

Studio Gallery in Warsaw

Galeria Sztuki Współczesnej Foksal 17		
Foksal 17 Contemporary Art Gallery

149

Galeria Test Mazowieckiego Instytutu Kultury

150

Galeria XX1 Mazowieckiego Instytutu Kultury

151

Test Gallery of the Mazovia Institute of Culture

Gallery XX1 of the Mazovia Institute of Culture

Gmina Wyznaniowa Żydowska w Warszawie 152
Jewish Community of Warsaw

all districts
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Główna Biblioteka Lekarska,
Dział Starej Książki Medycznej		

153

Main Medical Library, Old Medical Books Division

Główny Urząd Miar		

Central Office of Measures

154

Galeria Promocyjna,
Staromiejski Dom Kultury		

155

Główny Urząd Statystyczny

156

Promocyjna Gallery, Old Town Cultural Centre

Statistics Poland

Kancelaria Prezesa Rady Ministrów

Chancellery of the Prime Minister of Poland

Kancelaria Prezydenta
Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej		

158

157

Chancellery of the President of the Republic of Poland

Kancelaria Sejmu		

159

Karea Gemstone Space

160

Chancellery of the Sejm

all districts
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Manufaktura Cukierków 161
Candy Manufactory

Mazowiecki Urząd Wojewódzki w Warszawie
Mazovia Province Office in Warsaw

Mennica Polska
Mint of Poland

163

Miejsce Projektów Zachęty

164

Ministerstwo Edukacji i Nauki

165

Zachęta Project Room

Ministry of Education and Science

Ministerstwo Finansów
Ministry of Finance

166

Ministerstwo Sprawiedliwości

167

Muzeum Andrzeja Struga		

168

Ministry of Justice

Andrzej Strug Museum

Muzeum Archidiecezji Warszawskiej
Warsaw Archdiocese Museum

all districts
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169

162

Muzeum Azji i Pacyfiku
im. Andrzeja Wawrzyniaka

170

The Andrzej Wawrzyniak Asia and Pacific Museum

Muzeum Domków Lalek, Gier i Zabawek
Museum of Dollhouses, Games and Toys

Muzeum Ewolucji Instytutu Paleobiologii PAN
Museum of Evolution of the Institute of Paleobiology
of the Polish Academy of Sciences

Muzeum Farmacji,
oddział Muzeum Warszawy

173

Muzeum Fryderyka Chopina

174

171

172

The Museum of Pharmacy, branch of the Museum of Warsaw

The Fryderyk Chopin Museum

Muzeum Harcerstwa w Warszawie
Museum of Scouting in Warsaw

175

Muzeum Historii Żydów Polskich POLIN

176

Muzeum Karykatury im. Eryka Lipińskiego

177

POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews

Eryk Lipiński Museum of Caricature

all districts
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Muzeum Literatury im. Adama Mickiewicza
Adam Mickiewicz Museum of Literature

Muzeum Łazienki Królewskie

179

Muzeum Łazienki Królewskie

180

Muzeum Marii Dąbrowskiej

181

Royal Łazienki Museum

Royal Łazienki Museum

Maria Dąbrowska Museum

178

Muzeum Marii Skłodowskiej-Curie
w Warszawie
182

Maria Skłodowska-Curie Museum in Warsaw

Muzeum Narodowe w Warszawie
National Museum in Warsaw

183

Muzeum Niepodległości w Warszawie		
Museum of Independence in Warsaw

184

Muzeum Sztuki Nowoczesnej w Warszawie 185
Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw

all districts
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Muzeum Sztuki Nowoczesnej w Warszawie 186
Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw

Muzeum Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego		
University of Warsaw Museum

Muzeum Warszawy		
Museum of Warsaw

187

188

Muzeum Więzienia Pawiak, oddział Muzeum
Niepodległości w Warszawie
189
Pawiak Prison Museum, branch of the Museum
of Independence in Warsaw

Muzeum Życia w PRL

Charm of the PRL Museum

190

Naczelny Sąd Administracyjny		
Supreme Administrative Court

191

Narodowe Muzeum Techniki w Warszawie
National Museum of Technology in Warsaw

Oddział Warszawski Stowarzyszenia
Pisarzy Polskich 193

Warsaw Branch of the Polish Writers’ Association

all districts
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192

Ogród Botaniczny
Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego

University of Warsaw Botanic Garden

194

Okręg Warszawski Związku Polskich
Artystów Plastyków
195

Warsaw Chapter of the Association of Polish Artists
and Designers

Państwowe Muzeum Etnograficzne w Warszawie
National Ethnographic Museum in Warsaw

Państwowe Ognisko Artystyczne Nowolipki
“Nowolipki” State Centre of Arts

197

Parafia Ewangelicko-Augsburska Świętej Trójcy
w Warszawie
198

Holy Trinity Evangelical Church of the Augsburg Confession
in Warsaw

Parafia Ewangelicko-Reformowana
w Warszawie
199
Evangelical Reformed Parish in Warsaw

Partnerstwo Otwarty Jazdów

200

Open Jazdów – Partnership for Jazdów Settlement

Piękna Gallery

all districts

201

112

196

Politechnika Warszawska		

202

Polska Akademia Nauk
Archiwum w Warszawie		

203

Polska Akademia Nauk
Muzeum Ziemi w Warszawie

204

Warsaw University of Technology

Polish Academy of Sciences, Archive in Warsaw

Polish Academy of Sciences Museum of the Earth in Warsaw

Polska Akademia Nauk
Zakład Działalności Pomocniczej w Warszawie 205
Polish Academy of Sciences, Auxiliary Department in Warsaw

Polski Czerwony Krzyż

206

Polski Czerwony Krzyż

207

Polish Red Cross

Polish Red Cross

Senat Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej,
Kancelaria Senatu		
208

Senate of the Republic of Poland, Chancellery of the Senate

Sinfonia Varsovia 209

all districts
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Stołeczne Centrum Edukacji Kulturalnej
im. Komisji Edukacji Narodowej		
210
Warsaw Cultural Education Centre (SCEK)

Stołeczne Centrum Edukacji Kulturalnej
im. Komisji Edukacji Narodowej		
211
Warsaw Cultural Education Centre (SCEK)

Stowarzyszenie Przewodników Turystycznych
„Złota Kaczka”
212
Tour Guides Association “Golden Duck”

Teatr Pijana Sypialnia
Pijana Sypialnia Theatre

Teatr Syrena		
Syrena Theatre

213

214

Teatr Wielki – Opera Narodowa 215
Teatr Wielki – Polish National Opera

Teutsch Gallery

216

Urząd Patentowy Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej
The Patent Office of the Republic of Poland

all districts
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217

Warszawska Opera Kameralna		
Warsaw Chamber Opera

218

Warszawskie Koło Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
219

Warsaw Association of City Tour Guides
of the Polish Tourist and Sightseeing Society

Warszawskie Koło Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
220

Warsaw Association of City Tour Guides
of the Polish Tourist and Sightseeing Society

Wojskowe Przedsiębiorstwo Handlowe,
Grupa Historyczna Zgrupowanie Radosław
Military Trade Enterprise,
Radosław Regiment Living History Group

Wydział Orientalistyczny
Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego

222

Wydział Orientalistyczny
Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego

223

Wydział Orientalistyczny
Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego

224

Faculty of Oriental Studies of the University of Warsaw

Faculty of Oriental Studies of the University of Warsaw

Faculty of Oriental Studies of the University of Warsaw

all districts
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221

Wydział Orientalistyczny
Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego

226

Faculty of Oriental Studies of the University of Warsaw

Zachęta – Narodowa Galeria Sztuki
Zachęta – National Gallery of Art

227

Zamek Królewski w Warszawie – Muzeum

228

ZODIAK Warszawski Pawilon Architektury

229

The Royal Castle in Warsaw – Museum

ZODIAK Warsaw Pavilion of Architecture

Widok Towers

230

Żydowski Instytut Historyczny
im. Emanuela Ringelbluma

231

Emanuel Ringelblum Jewish Historical Institute

all districts
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101projekt.pl

MEETING, EXHIBITION

101 Projekt
Galeria Sztuki
Współczesnej
i Dom Aukcyjny
5:00 pm – 11:00 pm
101 Projekt Contemporary Art Gallery
and Auction House
62/64 Piękna St.
Noakowskiego

Noakowskiego – Koszykowa

“The Sun” (“Słońce”) – exhibition of paintings
by Rafał Kapica at 101 Projekt Gallery
101 Projekt Gallery invites you to an exhibition
of paintings by Rafał Kapica. Within this year’s
Long Night of Museums, the most recent painting
creations by the Artist will be presented. The works
comprise a series of sun-inspired compositions
created over the course of the last year.
Meeting with the Artist will take place from
5:00 pm until 11:00 pm
Rafał Kapica was born in 1980 in Pyskowice. He
graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Wrocław,
where he majored in painting. His works are owned
by numerous private collectors in Poland and abroad.

all districts
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Śródmieście

asp.waw.pl

EXHIBITION

Akademia Sztuk
Pięknych
w Warszawie
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw
Czapski Palace, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Faculty
of Painting, 5 Krakowskie Przedmieście St.
Nowy Świat
Krakowskie Przedmieście – Traugutta

Night at the Academy
Within the Long Night of Museums, the following
exhibitions will be showcased at the Czapski Palace:
“Exercises in Art” (“Ćwiczenia ze sztuki”)
– presentation of the collection owned by the
Museum of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw
Salon Akademii Gallery – current exhibition
Presentation by the Faculty of Media Art
– Gallery -1
The Faculty of Graphic Art and the Faculty
of Painting will present students’ projects.

all districts
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asp.waw.pl

EXHIBITION

Akademia Sztuk
Pięknych
w Warszawie
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw
Faculty of Design, Faculty of Interior Design,
8 Myśliwiecka St.
Rozbrat

Myśliwiecka – Rozbrat

Night on Myśliwiecka Street
Within the 2022 Long Night of Museums at the
Faculty of Design, guests will be invited to view the
following exhibitions:
“The In-Between Zone” (“Strefa pomiędzy”)
– exhibition of works from the Image Creation Atelier
“Postmodernism in the Kitchen and on the Table”
(“Postmodernizm w kuchni i na stole”) – historical
exhibition
Phillippe Starck – historical exhibition
Exhibition of works by students. Projects created
during the 2020/2021 academic year
The organiser invites you also to participate in
events organised by the Faculty of Interior Design,
such as: presentations, lectures, and workshops.
Students will be your tour guides.

all districts
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agad.gov.pl

LECTURE, EXHIBITION

Archiwum Główne
Akt Dawnych
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Central Archives of Historical Records
7 Długa St.
pl. Krasińskich

From a travel perspective – at the Central Archives
of Historical Records
The year 2022 marks the 500th anniversary of the
completion of the first circumnavigation of the
world. Ferdinand Magellan’s expedition started in
1519, navigating across the Atlantic to discover the
westward route to the Spice Islands (Maluku Islands
/ Moluccas). While sailing around South America,
the sailors discovered a passage known today as
the Strait of Magellan, then Guam, the Philippines,
and the Maluku Islands. The journey finished on 6th
September 1522, with eighteen sailors returning to
Spain aboard the last remaining ship, via the Indian
Ocean to the Cape of Good Hope. These events serve
as a pretext for the presentation of various historical
documents related with travels in the period between
the 15th century and the early 20th century.

all districts
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warszawa.ap.gov.pl

MEETING, EXHIBITION

Archiwum
Państwowe
w Warszawie
1:00 pm – 8:00 pm
State Archive in Warsaw
Jan Zachwatowicz Zwinger by the Warsaw
Barbican
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

“Polish Countryside in Old Photographs” (“Polska
wieś w dawnej fotografii”) – exhibition
“Quiet village, Cheerful Village. Polish Countryside in
Old Photographs” – open-air exhibition showcased
on the Old Town defensive walls, by the Barbican.
Based on materials from the collection owned by
the State Archive in Warsaw, it presents the Polish
countryside and its residents between the late 19th
century and mid-20th century. 20 display boards
showcase how the Polish countryside looked like
back then (buildings, house exteriors, interiors of
residential buildings), how its inhabitants dressed
(casual clothing and outfits for special occasions),
how their daily lives looked like (field work and
household chores).

all districts
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Śródmieście

warszawa.ap.gov.pl

MEETING, EXHIBITION

Archiwum
Państwowe
w Warszawie
1:00 pm – 1:00 am
State Archive in Warsaw
visit online
State Archive in Warsaw online
In the online programme:
1:00 pm – 1:00 am “Ambling through Warsaw”
(“Spacerkiem po Warszawie”) – virtual exhibition
presenting old-time Warsaw (The Royal Route, the
Old Town, palaces, parks, and gardens)
1:00 pm – 1:00 am “What do you know about
Warsaw and Varsovians?” – competition for adults
(with book prizes). Questions available on the
Archive’s website
1:00 pm – 1:00 am “What do you know about your
roots?” – competition for children and youth (with
book prizes). Questions available on the Archive’s
website
5:00 pm – 9:00 pm “Handy tips”
– consultations for home archive keepers,
genealogists, and researchers of archival materials
(via Teams) To participate, please sign-up by 12th May
via: edukacja@warszawa.ap.gov.pl

all districts
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buw.uw.edu.pl

PRESENTATION, WALK

Biblioteka
Uniwersytecka
w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
University of Warsaw Library (BUW)
56/66 Dobra St.
Biblioteka Uniwersytecka

Lipowa – Dobra

BUW, naturally
BUW invites you to visit the gardens and to enjoy
special presentations of original volumes, books,
and magazines dedicated to nature and botany.
Participants will get to see masterpieces of
15th- to 19th-century botanical illustration, and
learn about our ancestors’ natural ways of
maintaining their good health. The organiser will
showcase herbariums, atlases, and publications
popularizing natural science. We will also present
everyday life mementos adorned with floral motifs.
For an extra special treat, we will show prints and
drawings related with nature, from the collection
of King Stanisław August.

all districts
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rzemioslo.waw.pl

MEETING, LECTURE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Cech Złotników,
Zegarmistrzów,
Optyków, Grawerów
i Brązowników
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Goldsmiths, Watchmakers, Opticians,
Engravers, and Braziers’ Guild
Museum of Artistic and Precise Craftsmanship,
20 Piekarska St.
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

The Long Night of Museums – artistic professions
Exhibition at the Museum: tall-case clocks,
wall clocks, mantel clocks, and fob watches.
Mechanical music players (polyphon, hurdy-gurdies), apprentice and master exam projects:
goldsmithery, engraving, bronze working.
Watchmaker tools, sculptures and plaques made
of bronze. Hollow-ware, medal-making, optics.
Chance to meet master craftsmen specializing
in goldsmithery, watchmaking, engraving.
Multimedia presentation outside of the building,
dedicated to the anniversary of the reconstruction
of the Royal Castle in Warsaw and the construction
of the tower clock.

all districts
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1944.pl

TOUR

Cele Bezpieki, Filia
Muzeum Powstania
Warszawskiego
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Cells of Secret Service,
branch of the Warsaw Rising Museum
Seat of the Ministry of Justice, 11 Ujazdowskie
Ave., entrance via the Św. Teresy St. gate
pl. Na Rozdrożu

Nighttime guided tours of the Cells of Secret Service
In the basements of the one-time Ministry of Public
Security, visitors will be invited to view an exhibition
titled “Cells of Secret Service. Remand Centre of
the Ministry of Public Security 1945–1954” (“Cele
bezpieki. Areszt Ministerstwa Bezpieczeństwa
Publicznego 1945–1954”). Here, after the war,
communists incarcerated members of the
Independence Underground, e.g.: General August
Emil Fieldorf (nom de guerre Nil) and Lieutenant
Jan Rodowicz (nom de guerre Anoda). Their fate
is commemorated in the form of the exhibition
prepared by the Warsaw Rising Museum.
Due to the specific character of the presented content,
the organiser suggests participants be at least 16 years old.
Tours ca. 40 min.

all districts
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ciz.muzeumwarszawy.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Centrum Interpretacji
Zabytku – Muzeum
Odbudowy Starówki,
oddział Muzeum
Warszawy
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Heritage Interpretation Centre
– Museum of the Reconstruction of the Old Town,
branch of the Museum of Warsaw
11/13 Brzozowa St.
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

Night at the Heritage Interpretation Centre
– Museum of the Reconstruction of the Old Town
Tale of the history of Warsaw’s Old Town – tours
of the Heritage Interpretation Centre. The Museum
of Warsaw invites you to a place hidden in the Old
Town, where you may see fragments of the Old Town
wall dating back to the 14th century, the only colour
photos from the Warsaw Uprising, and a studio of
an architect at the Warsaw Reconstruction Office.
Guided tours for families at 6:00 pm and 8:00 pm
in Ukrainian
Due to limited capacity, signing up in advance will
be required: monika.michalek@muzeumwarszawy.pl.

all districts
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ckf.waw.pl

FILM, EXHIBITION

Centrum Kultury
Filmowej
im. Andrzeja Wajdy
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
Andrzej Wajda Centre for Film Culture
U20 Studio, 20 Ujazdowskie Ave.
pl. Trzech Krzyży

“Abroad, Meaning: in Poland” (“Za granicą, czyli
w Polsce”) – exhibition of photographs
accompanied by film screenings
Within the Long Night of Museums at the U20
Studio of the Andrzej Wajda Centre for Film Culture,
guests will be invited to view a digital exhibition
of photographs by Agata Kubis, a photojournalist
working with OKO.press, who has been documenting
the events at the Polish-Belarusian border since
August 2021.
The exhibition will be accompanied by statements
by three documentary makers: Michał Bielawski,
Zvika Portnoy, and Zuzanna Solakiewicz, as well as
video footage taken by them in the vicinity of Usnarz
Górny – 7 short films announcing a documentary
created as a joint project.

all districts
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pl.korean-culture.org/pl

FILM, HAPPENING, WORKSHOPS,
EXHIBITION

Centrum Kultury
Koreańskiej
5:30 pm – 11:00 pm
Korean Cultural Center
8 Kruczkowskiego St.
PKP Powiśle

Kruczkowskiego – PKP Powiśle

The Long Night of Museums at the Korean
Cultural Center
It is our great pleasure to invite you to the Long
Night of Museums at the Korean Cultural Center!
It will be a night full of extraordinary cultural
experiences straight from South Korea. Within the
event, guests will get a chance to watch materials
from the musical titled Marie Curie, and to admire an
exhibition of works by young Korean artists (“Hidden
Brushstrokes”), along with another one, dedicated
to tourism in Korea. You will also be invited to try
on the traditional Korean Hanbok outfit, work on
your calligraphy skills, and watch a film screening
planned for later in the evening.
Signing up in advance will be required of all those
wishing to participate – please visit our website for
details.

all districts
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centrumjp2.pl

HAPPENING, CONCERT, PERFORMANCE,
PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION

Centrum Myśli
Jana Pawła II
7:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Centre for the Thought of John Paul II
11 Foksal St.
Muzeum Narodowe
Gałczyńskiego – Foksal

One person, many dimensions
For years, Warsaw’s tenement houses used to be
lively places of spontaneous meetings of various
cultures, social groups, and lifestyles. Within the
Long Night of Museums, our seat at 11 Foksal St.
will be enlivened by activities which – through
images, music, and words – will take you on
a journey proving that such communal perspective
is still possible. Diversity, dialogue, respect,
and curiosity about another person will be our
guideposts during this multi-layered venture.
In the programme, e.g.:
8:00 pm, 9:00 pm, 10:00 pm Balcony concert for
trumpet and duduk by the O. Dokalski / S. Matys duo
large-scale visual installation by Mariusz Libel,
and performances by the Choir of the Centre for
the Thought of John Paul II.

all districts
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kopernik.org.pl

PRESENTATION, WORKSHOPS,
EXHIBITION, TOUR

Centrum Nauki
Kopernik
8:00 pm – 2:00 am
Copernicus Science Centre
20 Wybrzeże Kościuszkowskie St.
Metro Centrum Nauki Kopernik

The Long Night of Museums at the Copernicus
Science Centre
Visitors will be invited to, e.g.: view exhibitions
– including the newly-opened project titled
“The Future is Now” (“Przyszłość jest dziś”) – as
well as participate in workshops, presentations,
and activities accompanying the exhibitions.

all districts
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u-jazdowski.pl

FILM, WALK, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Centrum Sztuki
Współczesnej
Zamek Ujazdowski
7:00 pm – 12:00 am
Ujazdowski Castle Centre
for Contemporary Art
2 Jazdów St.
pl. Na Rozdrożu

The Long Night of Museums at U-jazdowski
Guided tours in the evening and at night – of current
exhibitions at the Ujazdowski Castle Centre for
Contemporary Art, plus a creative walk around the
Ujazdowski Castle, following the „Spacerownik.
Guide to Art Which Does Not Fit in the Box”
(„Spacerownik. Przewodnik po sztuce, która nie
mieści się w pudełku”) audio guide. Special film
screenings and presentations of materials within
U-jazdowski’s Media Library.
All tours and walks within the Long Night of
Museums will be organised in accordance with
pandemic-related restrictions.

all districts
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centrumwspieraniarodzin.pl

FILM, WORKSHOPS

Centrum
Wspierania Rodzin
Rodzinna Warszawa
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
Family Warsaw – Centre for
the Support of Families
Warsaw Family Zone, 4 Stara St.
Stare Miasto

Kościelna – Pieszka

From a stick to a musician!
Family Warsaw – Centre for the Support of
Families invites you to the Warsaw Family Zone
by the Multimedia Fountain Park. This year, we
have prepared a multitude of attractions for you!
Guests will be invited to make use of designated
areas where materials needed for the construction
of wooden instruments will be provided (FabLab
Wbijaj!). We encourage you also to participate in
music workshops (FabLab Pobite Gary!) and record
your sounds in collaboration with FabLab Kamera
Akcja!. Open-air cinema screening Praga Youth
Film Festival’s best films will surely make you
enjoy yourselves.

all districts
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dsh.waw.pl

MEETING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Dom Spotkań
z Historią
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
History Meeting House
20 Karowa St.
pl. Piłsudskiego
Krakowskie Przedmieście – Traugutta

Night with history! “Seeing the Cityscape. Czesław
Olszewski’s Photographs” (“Miastowidzenie.
Fotografie Czesława Olszewskiego”)
The History Meeting House invites you to an
exhibition of photographs taken in Warsaw, Gdynia,
Ciechocinek, and Nowa Huta. The project showcases
both pre- and post-war pictures, never presented
nor published until now. Czesław Olszewski has
left an enormous legacy providing one of the most
valuable sources for researchers not only from the
field of history of photography but also history of
architecture and socio-economic transformations.
Those which took place in the interwar period and
those observed later, after 1945, when the country
was rebuilt after wartime destruction.
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dsh.waw.pl

WALK, MEETING, TOUR

Dom Spotkań
z Historią
8:00 pm – 10:00 pm
History Meeting House
20 Karowa St. (start)
pl. Piłsudskiego
Krakowskie Przedmieście – Traugutta

Nighttime walk through modernist Warsaw
Nighttime walk through modernist Warsaw,
accompanying the exhibition Seeing the Cityscape.
Czesław Olszewski’s Photographs. Guided tour
hosted by Warsaw guide Marta Gawryluk.
Start at 8:00 pm

all districts
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wojsko-polskie.pl/dgw/

CONCERT, PRESENTATION, WALK,
MEETING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Dowództwo
Garnizonu Warszawa
7:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Warsaw Garrison Command
4 Piłsudskiego Sq.

visit online

pl. Piłsudskiego
Krakowskie Przedmieście – Traugutta

Night at the Warsaw Garrison Command
This year, the Long Night of Museums with the
Warsaw Garrison Command will be organised
in two ways: online and at the seat of the institution.
Via our social media channels, we will give all
interested a chance to take a look at the Hall of
Traditions of the Warsaw Garrison Command.
Events at our seat start at 7:00 pm, with an
exhibition drill performed by the Representative
Honour Guard Regiment of the Polish Armed Forces.
We are also planning to invite those visiting Marshal
Piłsudski Square to participate in extraordinary
history lessons in front of the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier. It is, however, not all that we wish to show
you during this night. It is worthwhile to follow us
and be with us around this time.
Detailed programme to be published in May.
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fotoplastikonwarszawski.pl

WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITION

Fotoplastikon
Warszawski
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Warsaw Kaiserpanorama,
branch of the Warsaw Rising Museum
51 Jerozolimskie Ave.
Centrum
Marszałkowska – Al. Jerozolimskie

Premiere presentation of the exhibition titled
“Warsaw 1927” and photography workshops
We invite you to a premiere showcase of
stereoscopic photos of Warsaw taken in 1927. We
will see unusual views of the best-known locations
in Śródmieście district of those times, as well as
some of the areas which are not visited by tourists
that often, namely Solec, Praga, and… Wołomin
– a very popular Summer resort back then.
Moreover, between 7:00 pm and 11:00 pm, there
will be photographic workshops organised for all
those interested in photogravure – the origins of
this technique date back to the late 19th century. We
guarantee good fun and hand-made souvenirs from
Warsaw Kaiserpanorama.
All necessary materials will be provided by the
organiser.
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atelier.org.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Fundacja
Atelier
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Atelier Foundation
11 Foksal St. (2nd floor)
Muzeum Narodowe
Gałczyńskiego – Foksal

The Long Night of Museums at Atelier Foundation
Bożena Cichecka – paintings
Maryla Weiss – exhibition titled “My Way”
(“Po mojemu”)
Exhibition of works by the Foundation’s artists
Exhibition of works by the Foundation’s students
Exhibition of works from the Foundation’s collection
Exhibition of set design projects
Exhibition of fashion projects
Screenings of animated films
Guided tours of exhibitions
Bożena Cichecka graduated from the Academy
of Fine Arts in Łódź and Atelier Foundation. She is
active in the field of painting and graphic design. Since
1996, she has run a graphic art studio, Kreska Studio.
Member of STGU’s (Polish Association of Applied
Graphic Designers) supervisory organ. Her design
projects may be viewed at www.kreskastudio.pl
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fga.waw.pl

EXHIBITION

Fundacja Galeria
Autonomia
12:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Autonomia Gallery Foundation
13 Gen. Andersa St.
Muranów

Plac Bankowy – Kino Muranów

“Fashion Illustrated” at Autonomia Gallery
Exhibition of fashion illustrations by Paulina
Gawryszewska, presenting a relaxed approach to
the world of fashion. Works – mostly from Instagram
(@plagaplaga) – showcase, first and foremost,
clothes from high fashion shows and clothes whose
form inspires. Pretty things which later turn into
other pretty things are the main reason for the
creation of the illustrations. Fashion combined with
fun, works which stem simply from the need to
immortalise beautiful clothes. Here, you will see the
colourful Versace, the elegant Prada, and the crazy
Moschino.
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generalkuklinski.com

FILM, VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Fundacja Józefa
Szaniawskiego
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Józef Szaniawski Foundation
20/22 Kanonia St., no. 13
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

The Long Night of Museums at General Kukliński
Memory Hall
With the use of multimedia materials, visitors will
learn about Soviet Union’s plans to conquer Europe
in the second half of the 20th century. Maps will
present the expected directions of nuclear attacks
in Europe.
Guests will learn about General Kukliński, his
story and its influence on the fate of the world.
We will showcase exhibits which are not included
in the permanent exhibition.
In front of the building, an open-air cinema
is planned. We will screen films about General
Kukliński, including archival footage with his
participation.
We have prepared gifts for visitors.
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dziedzictwo.ormianie.pl

WALK, MEETING, TOUR

Fundacja Kultury
i Dziedzictwa
Ormian Polskich
6:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Foundation of Culture and Heritage
of Polish Armenians
12 Świętojerska St.
pl. Krasińskich

New place of Foundation seat
We invite you to get to know the interiors of the new
seat of the Foundation, where a modern archive has
been located since not long ago, and where we have
started preparatory work on two projects dedicated
to Polish Armenians: the presentation of the first
Polish permanent exhibition and the creation of
a meeting place. We will showcase interesting
objects from our collection, including freshly
renovated, valuable paintings and liturgical
vestments. We invite you for a walk (ca. 1.5 h)
with Warsaw tour guides, following traces of
Warsaw Armenians in the Old Town.
Please sign up (by Friday, 13th May) via
nocmuzeow@ormianie.pl, specifying the time of
the walk you wish to participate in (6:00 pm, 7:00 pm,
8:00 pm). Walks will be organised for groups of
up to 25 people.
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fundacjametamorfozy.org.pl

MEETING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Fundacja
Metamorfozy
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Metamorfozy Foundation
81 Marszałkowska St., no. 20
Hoża

Marszałkowska – Hoża

Painting and Sculpture – Wit Bogusławski
and Tomasz Kucharski
Exhibition of sculptures and paintings by artist
friends who inspire each other even though they
use totally different forms of expression. Their works
are held in various galleries and private collections,
e.g.: in Turkey, Belgium, Finland, the Czech Republic,
Italy, the USA, and Monte Carlo.
Wit Bogusławski is a graphic artist active in the
field of sculpture and painting. He creates spatial
sculptures in stone and metal, with the use of
welding techniques.
Tomasz Kucharski holds a degree in engineering
and is a passionate painter. He has created series of
paintings inspired by women, officers, still life, nature,
and – recently – clock faces.
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picture-doc.org

MEETING, EXHIBITION

Fundacja
Picture Doc
8:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Picture Doc Foundation
Duży Pokój Atelier, 4/6 Warecka St.
Nowy Świat

Nowy Świat – Warecka

Finissage of Julia Klewaniec’s exhibition “Silent
Racism” (“Cichy rasizm”)
Meeting with author Julia Klewaniec and people
portrayed by her in the multimedia project titled
Silent Racism, which explores the understanding
and the limits of the use of the word “Murzyn”
(“Negro”), and shows how its functioning has
influenced the identity of black people living in
Poland.
The exhibition comprises interviews and
photographs of black people – both those born and
raised in Poland and immigrants – who constantly
face remarks regarding their origins, and keep being
called “Murzyn”. The project aims to open the minds
of the public to this problem, and emphasise the
importance of acceptance, tolerance, and openness
to minorities.
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rokwisly.pl

MEETING, WORKSHOPS

Fundacja
Rok Rzeki
Wisły
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Year of the Vistula River Foundation
Czerniakowski Harbour, 8 Solec St.
Torwar

Port Czerniakowski

Old Punt’s Tales
On this one and only night in Warsaw, we will take
you on an extraordinary journey on an old wooden
punt, Dar Mazowsza. The punt is waiting, moored at
Czerniakowski Harbour. And because the night will
be unusual, the journey shall be extraordinary as
well – not in space but in time. On the charmingly
illuminated board of Dar Mazowsza, tales of an old
town by the great river will flow out of darkness…
stories of bargees and interesting facts about
treasures sunken in the Vistula. We will discover
the river’s other life – after sunset.
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.

CONCERT

Fundacja
Ziemiaństwa
Rzeczypospolitej
Polskiej
6:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Landed Gentry of the Republic
of Poland Foundation
visit online
“Un-romanticism” (“Nieromantyczność”)
The concert titled “Un-romanticism” is a glance
through the prism of pre- and post-romantic music
at the 200th anniversary of the publication of “Ballads
and Romances” (“Ballady i romanse”) by Adam
Mickiewicz. We will listen to harpsichord renditions
of sentimental works by M.K. Ogiński as well as
contemporary compositions.
The music will be performed by Klaviduo artists:
Magdalena Bąk and Jerzy Michał Wardęski.
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galeriafoksal.pl

PERFORMANCE, VERNISSAGE,
EXHIBITION

Galeria Foksal
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
Foksal Gallery
1/4 Foksal St.
Muzeum Narodowe
Gałczyńskiego – Foksal

Linda Tach | TRANS-LINE
As a construct, the TRANS-LINE program is
a container of sorts, in which a specific type of
interactions between a medium (the program) and
its user is outlined. The goal of the activities at the
gallery is to present the program to potential users
and to bring their attention to the so-called perfect
image of an individual, and the conviction being
shaped in the society that sooner or later it will
be possible to change oneself with the use of new
technologies.
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galeriafreta22.pl

EXHIBITION

Galeria
Freta 22
7:00 pm – 9:30 pm
Freta 22 Gallery
20/24 Freta St.
pl. Krasińskich

Zbigniew Nowosadzki’s paintings
at Freta 22 Gallery
“The experience of all-encompassing blue,
space, and life on a volcanic island have brought
on reflections on the brightness and darkness of
existence, and how to present the element of water
and earth brought up from waves, both from afar
and from up close.”
Zbigniew Nowosadzki
Zbigniew Nowosadzki was born in 1957 in Zamość.
He graduated from Art High School in Zamość. In 1983,
he got his diploma at the Maria Curie Skłodowska
University in Lublin, Faculty of Arts. He has presented
his works within forty-one individual exhibitions
and more than a hundred joint projects in Poland
and abroad (New York, Paris, Buenos Aires, Vilnius,
Stuttgart, Los Angeles).
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galeriagrafikiiplakatu.pl

EXHIBITION

Galeria Grafiki
i Plakatu
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Graphic Art and Poster Gallery
40 Hoża St.
Hoża

Marszałkowska – Hoża

Us. 45 years of Graphic Art and Poster Gallery
Last year, the gallery celebrated 45 years of its
activity. We invited a large group of artists to create
paintings for this exhibition on 45x45cm canvases.
The group of those who have collaborated with us
is very sizeable, and all of them have contributed
immensely to building our history. Sadly, many of
them have passed away – among them: Tadeusz
Dominik, Jan Tarasin, Zbigniew Makowski, Teresa
Pągowska, Jan Młodożeniec, Wiesław Rosocha,
Waldemar Świerzy, Franciszek Starowieyski,
Henryk Tomaszewski.
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teatrstudio.pl/pl/galeria/

VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

Galeria
Studio
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
Studio Gallery in Warsaw
Palace of Culture and Science, 1 Defilad Sq.
Centrum
Marszałkowska – Al. Jerozolimskie

“Decolonisations” at Studio Gallery
The exhibition concentrates on the art culture of
the 1960s and 1970s, when artists began to search
for common ground with representatives of their
generation in the West, being interested – just like
them – in pop-art and conceptual art.
Steering clear of the language of propaganda,
they attempted to express their protest against the
war and colonial violence, from a leftist, freedom-oriented perspective. We are presenting works by
artists from Germany, France, the USA, along with
art created in Poland. Project with the participation
of – among others: Sam Goodman, Róża Duda
/ Michał Soja, Grzegorz Kowalski, Jarosław
Kozłowski, Yayoi Kusama.
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foksal17.pl

EXHIBITION

Galeria Sztuki
Współczesnej
Foksal 17
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Foksal 17 Contemporary Art Gallery
17b Foksal St., no. 58 (in the courtyard)
Muzeum Narodowe
Gałczyńskiego – Foksal

The Long Night of Museums at Foksal 17
Contemporary Art Gallery
Just like every year, we will present modern oil
paintings, along with graphic art (including digital),
sculptures, and art installations by the greatest
European contemporary art masters. We will
showcase contemporary artworks by such artists
as Edward Dwurnik, Tomasz Sętowski, Zdzisław
Beksiński (computer graphic art), Wojciech Muda
/ Munke, Zdzisław Majrowski – Meyro, and Jaroslav
Kachmar.
Guests will get a chance to admire various
contemporary artistic creations – from classical,
hyper realistic still natures to expressionist and
impressionist oil paintings to surrealism, magic
realism, and abstractions by outstanding Polish
painters.
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galeriatest.pl

VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Galeria Test
Mazowieckiego
Instytutu Kultury
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
Test Gallery of the Mazovia Institute of Culture
34/5 Marszałkowska St.
pl. Konstytucji

pl. Zbawiciela

In memory of Dorota Grynczel – at Test Gallery
Cross-sectional exhibition of works by the excellent
Artist (1950–2018). Dorota Grynczel was active in the
fields of painting and fabrics. Her oeuvre comprises
more than 2,600 works. The exhibition will showcase
fabrics, watercolour paintings, and oil paintings
which have never been publicly presented before.
Dorota Grynczel graduated from the Academy of Fine
Arts in Warsaw. She received her diploma with honours
in 1977 (Jan Tarasin and Wojciech Sadley’s Atelier). She
organised about 30 individual exhibitions in Poland and
abroad, and presented her works within numerous joint
exhibitions in Poland and abroad. Works by the artist
are held in museum collections in Poland, Germany,
and Hungary.
You may view 360-degree photos from the event within
a virtual tour available on FB. The exhibition will be also
covered on Test Gallery’s FB and Instagram pages.
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galeriaxx1.pl

MEETING, EXHIBITION

Galeria XX1
Mazowieckiego
Instytutu Kultury
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Gallery XX1 of the Mazovia
Institute of Culture
36 Jana Pawła II Ave.
Kino Femina
al. Jana Pawła II – Plac Mirowski

Jarosław Adam Wójcik, “People” (“Ludzie”)
at Gallery XX1
Exhibition of works by Jarosław Adam Wójcik
and meeting with the artist.
“The author of a post I read by chance some time
ago, who lived by Poland’s eastern border, pointed
out that if we use denotations such as “immigrants”
or “refugees”, we at the same time evaluate. “They”
are not people like we are people. We have no
obligations relating with them which we would
have to ourselves – PEOPLE. That is why I titled
my exhibition »People«.”
Jarosław Adam Wójcik
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jewish.waw.pl

TOUR

Gmina Wyznaniowa
Żydowska
w Warszawie
10:00 pm – 2:00 am
Jewish Community of Warsaw
Nożyk Synagogue, 6 Twarda St.
pl. Grzybowski

Tours of the Zalman and Rivka Nożyk Synagogue
On the 120th anniversary of the creation of the
Zalman and Rivka Nożyk Synagogue, the Jewish
Community of Warsaw opens its gates wide for
all those who wish to visit its interiors, view the
applied architectonic solutions, and listen to stories
portraying the life of Jewish people in Warsaw
at the turn of the 19th and 20th century.
The organiser invites you also to an open-air
concert on Sunday, 15th May, at 8:00 pm.
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gbl.waw.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Główna Biblioteka
Lekarska,
Dział Starej Książki
Medycznej
6:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Main Medical Library,
Old Medical Books Division
1a Jazdów St.
pl. Na Rozdrożu

The Magic of Curing (Magia Leczenia)
Showcased at the Old Medical Books Division, the
temporary exhibition is dedicated to the richness
of the plant world, forgotten traditions, beliefs.
It also talks about the role of herbs and herbalists
in the culture and everyday lives of people in old-time villages.
Visitors will also be invited to view the permanent
exhibition, presenting the most valuable and oldest
pieces from the collection. The project showcases
museum exhibits, archival artifacts, and old medical
books, representing the diversity and richness of
the accumulated mementos, historical documents
related with health service.
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gum.gov.pl

FILM, PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Główny Urząd
Miar
5:00 pm – 11:30 pm
Central Office of Measures
2 Elektoralna St.
pl. Bankowy

pl. Bankowy – Ratusz

The Long Night of Museums with Metrologists
In the programme:
The history of the building at 2 Elektoralna St.
– exhibition on display boards and film screening
Exhibition of measuring instruments recovered
from the rubble of the Office’s building
Collection of historical measuring instruments
of the Central Office of Measures – guided tour
Tours of laboratories
Attractions for the youngest visitors – See, Touch,
Understand
Tours of the office of the President of the Central
Office of Measures
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sdk.pl/galeria

EXHIBITION

Galeria Promocyjna,
Staromiejski Dom
Kultury
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Promocyjna Gallery,
Old Town Cultural Centre
2 Old Town Market Square
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

“Places of Care” (“Miejsca troski”) – exhibition of
works by Kaja Wielowiejska at Promocyjna Gallery
Exhibition of paintings, objects, and films by Kaja
Wielowiejska, laureate of the Entry Initiative Award.
Kaja Wielowiejska’s works presented at Promocyjna
Gallery, created in the spirit of ecofeminism, will
refer to an oppressive attitude both towards nature
and women. Usually, women are perceived as
serving male needs, and nature – as existing for
humans, matter void of spirit, to be used for limitless
exploitation. In both cases, the control of reproductive
functions is enforced. Meanwhile, it is the attitude of
a mother’s care and compassion that should be the
foundation for an ethical approach to nature.
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stat.gov.pl

FILM, LECTURE

Główny Urząd
Statystyczny
4:00 pm – 1:00 am
Statistics Poland
visit online
Night with Statistics Poland – the story of how
we tallied ourselves
Within this edition of the Long Night of Museums in
Warsaw, we will once again meet you online – this
time, to tell you a bit about General Censuses. You
will be invited to watch a film about the history of
censuses, and to get acquainted with information
on the course and results of the National Population
and Housing Census which we conducted last year.
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gov.pl/web/premier

TOUR

Kancelaria Prezesa
Rady Ministrów
5:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Chancellery of the Prime Minister
of Poland
visit online
Online Long Night of Museums at the Chancellery
of the Prime Minister of Poland
Online tours of the historic building housing the
Chancellery of the Prime Minister of Poland.
Your tour guide will talk about places which are
interesting from the point of view of history and
architecture, and about the behind-the-scenes of
daily work at the Chancellery of the Prime Minister.
A competition with prizes has been planned,
along with other surprises.
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prezydent.pl

TOUR

Kancelaria Prezydenta
Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej
5:00 pm – 12:00 am
Chancellery of the President
of the Republic of Poland
Belvedere (Belweder), 54/56 Belwederska St.
Łazienki Królewskie

Plac Unii Lubelskiej

The Long Night of Museums in the Residence
of the President of the Republic of Poland
During this year’s Long Night of Museums guests
will be invited for a tour of the representative
halls of the Belvedere (among them: the Marble
Hall, the Mirror Hall, the Pompeian Hall) and the
reconstructed Office of Marshal Józef Piłsudski,
inside which you may visit: the adjutant’s room,
the sitting room, the office, and the chess room
(guided tours, in groups).
Visitors are asked to bring their ID with a photo.
Upon entering the premises, guests will undergo
pyrotechnic control. The organiser requests that
you avoid bringing dangerous objects, large bags
and backpacks inside (storing your belongings in
the building for the duration of your visit will not be
possible). Entrance via the gate by the monument to
Marshal Józef Piłsudski.
The last group will be admitted in at 11:30 pm.
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sejm.gov.pl

TOUR

Kancelaria Sejmu
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Chancellery of the Sejm
Sejm of the Republic of Poland, 4/6/8 Wiejska St.
pl. Trzech Krzyży

Matejki – Wiejska

Notice: Event cancelled
The Long Night of Museums at the Sejm
The Sejm of the Republic of Poland invites you for
a nighttime stroll through the buildings on Wiejska
St. Just like every year, for one night, the interiors of
one of the most important buildings in Poland will
be open for all those who wish to visit it. The tour
route will lead through places known from media
coverage, but also some which are seen less often
in everyday circumstances. This time, apart from the
spaces traditionally available for visitors (such as
the main lobby, the gallery of the Plenary Chamber of
the Sejm, and the Column Room), the corridors will
be open as well. This famous hallway surrounding
the Plenary Chamber is the place where MPs’
unofficial conversations take place daily.
Visitors will undergo pyrotechnic control upon entering,
and will be required to present their ID with a photo.
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karea.pl

MEETING, EXHIBITION

Karea Gemstone
Space
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
93 “Solidarności” Ave.
pl. Bankowy

pl. Bankowy – Ratusz

History of jewellery with KAREA Gemstone Space
KAREA Gemstone Space is an atelier created to
promote the knowledge of beautiful jewellery and
to present the history of antique creations. In line
with this idea, we are pleased to invite you to another
edition of the Long Night of Museums prepared
by us.
Jewellery is our passion, which we love to spread.
Therefore, our qualified team of art historians and
jewellery appraisers will be delighted to present
unique jewellery creations dating back to the 19th
and 20th century, as well as talk about the history
of jewellery art, evolving goldsmithing styles and
techniques.
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manufaktura-cukierkow.pl

WORKSHOPS

Manufaktura
Cukierków
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Candy Manufactory
51 Nowy Świat St.
Nowy Świat

Nowy Świat – Warecka

Workshops: Make Your Own Lollipop!
A visit to our Manufactory is an unforgettable
experience both for children and adults. Our candy
stands out thanks to its top quality and careful
attention to every detail during its creation by hand.
It is a creative combination of learning and playing.
Witnessing the process of dyeing and forming of the
sweet mass by our confectioners, guests will learn
about the history of caramel sweets and details
related with their production. When the caramel
is ready, participants are invited to take their place
at the production table and make a twisted lollipop
for themselves with their own hands!
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gov.pl/web/uw-mazowiecki

TOUR

Mazowiecki
Urząd Wojewódzki
w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Mazovia Province Office in Warsaw
3/5 Bankowy Sq.
pl. Bankowy

pl. Bankowy – Ratusz

The Long Night of Museums at Mazovia Province
Office in Warsaw
Within this project, visitors will get a chance
to see the offices of the Mazovia Province Governor
(7:00 pm – 1:00 am) along with rooms no. 131, 159,
and 169, and will also be invited to step out onto the
viewing terrace. During guided tours, the Office staff
will talk about the history of the building, the area
of the Governor’s jurisdiction, and the tasks of the
Crisis Management Office of the Mazovia Province.
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mennica.com.pl

WALK, LECTURE, EXHIBITION

Mennica Polska
7:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Mint of Poland
Royal Łazienki Museum in Warsaw, 1 Agrykoli St.
Łazienki Królewskie

Plac Unii Lubelskiej

Night with the Mint of Poland
Celebrations in the spirit of the past 255th birth
anniversary of the Mint of Poland!
The organiser invites you for a “belated walk” along
the charming paths of the Royal Łazienki Museum.
The stroll will be planned around three stops, each of
them giving participants a chance to listen about and
get acquainted with a selected chapter from the rich
and interesting history of the Mint of Poland:
The beginnings of the Mint,
The difficult history,
Development, awards, modernity.
The exhibition will show that the Mint of Poland and
the Royal Łazienki are a legacy of King Stanisław
August’s activity. It will also refer to history,
traditions, and contemporary times.
Due to enormous interest on the part of guests in
the yearly ritual of the minting of commemorative
tokens, the Mint of Poland plans to mint
commemorative 2022 Long Night of Museums
tokens as well.
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zacheta.art.pl

PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Miejsce Projektów
Zachęty
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Zachęta Project Room
3 Gałczyńskiego St.
Muzeum Narodowe
Gałczyńskiego – Foksal

Happy Family Project
For over 8 years now, Karolina Balcer has been
dealing with the theme of architecture, classifying
it as a tool for building social and family life, but also
as a place providing shelter. “Happy Family Project”
refers to her family situation, and – with the use of
the language of visual arts – talks about serious
social issues, such as homelessness and mental
disorders.
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gov.pl/web/edukacja-i-nauka

TOUR

Ministerstwo
Edukacji i Nauki
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
Ministry of Education and Science
25 J. Ch. Szucha Ave.
pl. Na Rozdrożu

The Long Night of Museums at the Ministry
of Education and Science
The Ministry of Education and Science invites you
for tours of the impressive edifice at 25 Szucha Ave.,
allowing you to get acquainted with the perfectly
preserved and little-known interiors of the building.
The structure, one-time seat of the Ministry of
Religious Denominations and Public Enlightenment,
is a true museum of Polish art of the turn of the
1920s and 1930s, astonishing due to an extraordinary
contrast between the disciplined architecture of the
building’s exterior – designed by Zdzisław Mączeński
– and the interiors, fitted out according to art déco
style, very popular in those times.
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gov.pl/finanse

FILM

Ministerstwo
Finansów
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Ministry of Finance
visit online
Virtual walk through the Ministry of Finance
Get a bird’s eye view of the seat of the Ministry
of Finance, visit the office of the Minister, and take
a look at architectural details.
The building housing the Ministry of Finance
(12 Świętokrzyska St.) was inscribed on the register
of historic monuments in 2012. It is one of the most
interesting examples of monumental architecture
of the first half of the 1950s.
The building has several functions. It is a workplace
and the seat the Ministry but also Warsaw’s unique
historic monument. However, its interiors are not
widely known because it is not available to the
public.
The virtual walk through the building will take
ca. 30 minutes.
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gov.pl/sprawiedliwosc

FILM, PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION

Ministerstwo
Sprawiedliwości
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Ministry of Justice
courtyard of the Ministry of Justice,
11 Ujazdowskie Ave.
pl. Na Rozdrożu

The Long Night of Museums at the Ministry
of Justice
In the courtyard, in front of the Ministry’s seat, 3D
cinema will be organised, allowing visitors to travel
in time with the use of VR goggles. The organiser
will present films prepared by the Office of the
Independent Poland (Niepodległa) Programme,
e.g., “Victory of 1920” (“Wiktoria 1920”). Guests will be
also invited to watch a presentation of dog training
techniques and observe how the four-legged officers
of the Prison Force work. Moreover, the Intervention
Group of the Prison Force will showcase basic
self-defence elements: simple restraining locks
and defence against an attack and a strike. Finally,
the Ministry of Justice encourages you to view the
exhibition on show at the Plein-air Gallery, and have
a photo taken in a photo booth.
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muzeumliteratury.pl

PRESENTATION, WALK, TOUR

Muzeum
Andrzeja Struga
5:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Andrzej Strug Museum
210 Niepodległości Ave., no. 10
GUS

al. Armii Ludowej – al. Niepodległości

Finally at their own places! Maria Dąbrowska
and Andrzej Strug in their apartments. Walks
Four guided walks with Branch custodians, between
Maria Dąbrowska Museum and Andrzej Strug
Museum. Participants will be invited to get inside the
writers’ houses in groups of up to 10; there will be
short tours organised as well as literary games
– home surprises.
Group 1 – 5:00 pm – 6:30 pm – meeting in front
of Maria Dąbrowska Museum
Group 2 – 6:30 pm – 8:00 pm – meeting in front
of Andrzej Strug Museum
Group 3 – 8:00 pm – 9:30 pm – meeting in front
of Maria Dąbrowska Museum
Group 4 – 9:30 pm – 11:00 pm – meeting in front
of Andrzej Strug Museum

all districts
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maw.art.pl

LECTURE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Archidiecezji
Warszawskiej
7:30 pm – 12:00 am
Warsaw Archdiocese Museum
1 Dziekania St.
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

The Long Night of Museums at the Warsaw
Archdiocese Museum
The Warsaw Archdiocese Museum invites you
to explore its collection on your own and to visit
a temporary exhibition titled “Just Don’t Pretend…
Paintings and Ekphrases” (“Tylko nie udawaj…
Obrazy i ekfrazy”).
Also in the programme:
8:00 pm “Europa Jubilans – Józef Mehoffer’s
Seemingly Genre Painting…” – lecture by Dr Łukasz
Kossowski;
9:30 pm “Albrecht Dürer and his Engravings in
the Collection of the Warsaw Archdiocese Museum”
– lecture by Dr Ewa Korpysz, curator at the Warsaw
Archdiocese Museum. Lecture accompanied by
a presentation of selected engravings by Albrecht
Dürer.
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muzeumazji.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum
Azji i Pacyfiku
im. Andrzeja
Wawrzyniaka
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
The Andrzej Wawrzyniak
Asia and Pacific Museum
24 Solec St.
Most Poniatowskiego

Solec – al. 3 Maja

Night at the Asia and Pacific Museum
6:10 pm – “Museum? What for?” – guided tour
of the exhibition, for children
6:30 pm – 7:30 pm – “People of the Trees: The Last
Cannibals of West Papua” – meeting with traveller
Anita Pogorzelska
7:30 pm – “Museum? What for?” – curatorial tour
8:00 pm – “Sound Zone” – curatorial tour
8:30 pm – “Museum? What for?” – guided tour
in English
9:00 pm – Taekwondo showcase (Jaguar
Taekwondo Academy)
10:00 pm – “Museum? What for?” – guided tour
in Ukrainian
11:00 pm – 1:00 am – exhibitions open for visitors

all districts
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MuzeumDomkow.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Domków
Lalek, Gier
i Zabawek
7:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Museum of Dollhouses, Games and Toys
Main Branch, 15 Podwale St. and Temporary
Exhibitions Branch, 2/4 Krzywe Koło St.
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

On this Night, toys will not go to sleep…
The Museum of Dollhouses, Games and Toys invites
you to visit its two locations in Warsaw’s Old Town.
At the Main Branch (15 Podwale St.), there are two
permanent exhibitions waiting for visitors: “In the
World of Old-time Dollhouses “(“W świecie dawnych
domków dla lalek”) and “Sacred Toys” (“Zabawki
sakralne”). There are about 150 historical dollhouses
presented, along with miniature hospitals, schools,
shops, and service facilities of all kinds.
The Temporary Exhibitions Branch (2/4 Krzywe
Koło St.) is currently showcasing an exhibition titled
“Playing House – The Most Favourite Toys from the
Times of the Polish People’s Republic” (“Zabawa
w dom – Ulubione zabawki czasów PRLu”), evoking
nostalgic memories of more than half a thousand
toys.
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PRESENTATION

Muzeum
Ewolucji Instytutu
Paleobiologii PAN
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Museum of Evolution of the Institute
of Paleobiology of the Polish Academy
of Sciences
zobacz online
Palaeodetectives – reading traces from millions
of years ago
Is a palaeontologist a detective? Can traces from
millions of years ago be read? What can one learn
from inspecting the remains of extinct organisms?
The Museum’s staff will attempt to answer these
questions within a presentation on palaeodetectives.

all districts
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EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Farmacji,
oddział Muzeum
Warszawy
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
The Museum of Pharmacy,
branch of the Museum of Warsaw
31/33 Piwna St.
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

The Long Night of Museums at the Museum
of Pharmacy
The Museum of Pharmacy is a reconstructed
interior of a pharmacy, an extraordinary collection
of furniture, utensils, and containers used by
pharmacists. Stories of medicines, poisons, and
narcotics as well as the outstanding Antonina
Leśniewska – one of the first female pharmacists
in the world.
The Museum of Pharmacy invites you also to an
exhibition of paintings and drawings by Magdalena
Bielesz. The project resulted from the artist’s
experience of illness and her interest in the field.
An illness which becomes for her the paradigm
of life as well as a way of positioning herself in art.
The artist says that she feels safe among medicines.
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muzeum.nifc.pl/pl

CONCERT, PERFORMANCE, PRESENTATION,
MEETING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum
Fryderyka Chopina
6:00 pm – 12:30 am
The Fryderyk Chopin Museum
1 Okólnik St.
Nowy Świat

Nowy Świat – Warecka

Travel into the world of the era of feeling
and believing, over a mere night in May!
“Dark everywhere, deaf everywhere,
What will it be, what will it be?”
At the Chopin Museum, we will summon ghosts
from Adam Mickiewicz’s works. In the hallways of
the Gniński Palace, you will encounter apparitions
from the most famous texts by the author of
“Forefathers’ Eve” (“Dziady”). What do Zosia, Józio
and Rózia or the Bad Lord have to say to us today? In
the concert hall, transformed into a theatre hall, we
will listen to a recited ballade titled “Romanticism”
(“Romantyczność”), whose manuscript has been
brought to the Institution specifically for the
extraordinary occasion that is the Long Night of
Museums. The event will also include music by
Fryderyk Chopin. In a garden arranged on the terrace,
visitors will get a chance to lose themselves in the
sounds of compositions by the poet of the piano.
#RokRomantyzmuPolskiego (The Year of Polish Romanticism)
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EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum
Harcerstwa
w Warszawie
6:00 pm – 11:30 pm
Museum of Scouting in Warsaw
6 M. Konopnickiej St.
pl. Trzech Krzyży

The Most Interesting Acquisitions of the Museum
of Scouting
Within this year’s Long Night of Museums, the
Museum of Scouting in Warsaw will invite guests
to view a temporary exhibition titled “The Most
Interesting Acquisitions of the Museum of Scouting”
(“Najciekawsze nabytki Muzeum Harcerstwa”). The
project showcases exhibits selected from tens of
thousands of various artefacts documenting different
aspects of Scouts’ history and service. At the same
time, it is a particular summary of the Institution’s
hitherto activities over the course of more than
twenty years of its existence. The exhibition will be
completed by a presentation of scouting mementos
from around the world.
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EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Historii
Żydów Polskich
POLIN
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews
6 Anielewicza St.

visit online

Nalewki – Muzeum

Anielewicza – Zamenhofa

What’s Cooking? Jewish Culinary Culture
Get to know the fascinating world of Jewish cuisine!
We invite you to view our new temporary exhibition
titled “What’s Cooking? Jewish Culinary Culture”,
showcased on this night in an exceptional way,
prepared specifically for the Long Night of Museums.
During the tour, you will learn extraordinary recipes,
and our tour guides will turn into Chefs, ready to
unveil all secrets of Jewish cuisine. However, we will
approach the “kitchen secrets” part as broadly as it
gets, inviting you to get to know the backstage of the
POLIN Museum itself, too! This night we will give you
a chance to visit nooks and crannies which remain
unavailable to the public on a daily basis, and to
learn about the ins and outs of our work.
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm Family game within the
temporary exhibition What’s Cooking? Jewish
Culinary Culture
The event will be covered on Facebook
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EXHIBITION

Muzeum
Karykatury
im. Eryka Lipińskiego
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Eryk Lipiński Museum of Caricature
11 Kozia St.
pl. Piłsudskiego
Krakowskie Przedmieście – Trębacka

“IlookIFeelIDraw” (“PatrzęCzujęRysuję”)
– exhibition
“IlookIFeelIDraw” is an exhibition assembled
from fragments of female everyday life: at times
surprising and funny, sometimes difficult and
painful. From everyday observations of reality:
intimate, private, public, media-related, political.
The artists, using humour as a tool allowing one
to tame the world, at the same time repeatedly
cast doubt on the rules it is governed by.

all districts
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FILM, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Literatury
im. Adama Mickiewicza
7:30 pm – 12:30 am
Adam Mickiewicz Museum of Literature
20 Old Town Market Square
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

Night at the Museum of Literature
In the programme:
“To See the Stars. Landscapes of the ‘Divine
Comedy’” (“Zobaczyć gwiazdy. Pejzaże Boskiej
Komedii”) – landscapes of Dante’s journey revealed
thanks to a new translation of the “Divine Comedy”
“Rolke. Stories of Literature” (“Rolke. Historie
literatury”) – photographs by Tadeusz Rolke
“Adam Mickiewicz, 1798 – 1855” – permanent
exhibition
8:00 pm – guided tour of the exhibition “Rolke.
Stories of Literature”
9:00 pm and 11:00 pm – film screening: “Inferno” (1911)
10:00 pm – guided tour of the exhibition “To See
the Stars. Landscapes of the ‘Divine Comedy’”
The film titled “Inferno” (1911) was the first Italian
super-production to translate the verses of “Inferno”
from Dante Alighieri’s “Divine Comedy” into the language
of cinematography.
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lazienki-krolewskie.pl

MEETING, VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION,
TOUR

Muzeum Łazienki
Królewskie
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Royal Łazienki Museum
1 Agrykoli St.
Łazienki Królewskie

Plac Unii Lubelskiej

Long Night of Museums at the Royal Łazienki
This year, guests will be invited to visit (free of
charge) the Palace on the Isle, the Myślewicki
Palace, the Old Orangery, the White Pavilion, the
Water Tower, the Cantonists’ Barracks, and the
Kubicki Stables, and to take a walk along the route
of Łazienki architecture, in the illuminated gardens.
Their visit at the Palace will also give guests
a chance to view Rembrandt’s painting titled
“The Polish Rider”. In the painting zone at the
Old Guardhouse, nighttime painting activities
inspired by the artwork will be organised.
Event organised in collaboration with
the Mint of Poland.
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lazienki-krolewskie.pl

MEETING, WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITION

Muzeum Łazienki
Królewskie
8:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Royal Łazienki Museum
Stara Kordegarda, 1 Agrykoli St.
Łazienki Królewskie

Plac Unii Lubelskiej

Nighttime painting at the Royal Łazienki
Project for families with kids ages 6 and over
and caretakers.
8:00 pm – 9:00 pm (group I, Ukrainian interpreter
available)
9:00 pm – 10:00 pm (group II)
10:00 pm – 11:00 pm (group III)
The Royal Łazienki Museum invites you to paint
together at night in the garden, by the Old Guardhouse.
After painting, participants will enter the “I Paint”
educational zone accompanying an exhibition
titled “The Royal Rembrandt. The Polish Rider
from The Frick Collection in New York” (“Królewski
Rembrandt. Jeździec polski ze zbiorów The Frick
Collection w Nowym Jorku”), where educators from
the Museum will analyse with guests the works
painted after dusk, and invite them to participate in
other activities related with Rembrandt’s painting.
Sign up via: rezerwacje@lazienki-krolewskie.pl.
Limited capacity; max. 15 people per group.
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muzeumliteratury.pl

PRESENTATION, WALK, TOUR

Muzeum Marii
Dąbrowskiej
5:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Maria Dąbrowska Museum
1 Progi St., no. 13
Metro Politechnika

Rondo Jazdy Polskiej

Finally at their own places! Maria Dąbrowska
and Andrzej Strug in their apartments. Walks
Four guided walks with Branch custodians, between
Maria Dąbrowska Museum and Andrzej Strug
Museum. Participants will be invited to get inside the
writers’ houses in groups of up to 10; there will be
short tours organised as well as literary games
– home surprises.
Group 1 – 5:00 pm – 6:30 pm – meeting in front
of Maria Dąbrowska Museum
Group 2 – 6:30 pm – 8:00 pm – meeting in front
of Andrzej Strug Museum
Group 3 – 8:00 pm – 9:30 pm – meeting in front
of Maria Dąbrowska Museum
Group 4 – 9:30 pm – 11:00 pm – meeting in front
of Andrzej Strug Museum
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TOUR

Muzeum Marii
Skłodowskiej-Curie
w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Maria Skłodowska-Curie
Museum in Warsaw
16 Freta St.
pl. Krasińskich

Museum in UV light and a luxurious journey to the
USA with Madame Curie on board of a transatlantic
The Maria Skłodowska-Curie Museum invites you
to visit the main exhibition with UV flashlights, the
light of which reveals fluorescent effects of exhibits
comprising the showcase. But there is more...
14th May 2022 marks also the opening of a temporary
exhibition titled “Radium Queen”, commemorating
Madame Curie’s first travel to America. Visitors
will get a chance to feel as if they were aboard the
“Olympic” – the ship which took the scientist through
the Atlantic to the USA 101 years ago, where she
was to pick up a valuable gramme of Radium.

all districts
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EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum
Narodowe
w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
National Museum in Warsaw
3 Jerozolimskie Ave.
Muzeum Narodowe

rondo de Gaulle’a

The Long Night of Museums at the National
Museum in Warsaw
Within the 2022 Long Night of Museums at the
National Museum in Warsaw, we are opening
all permanent galleries for guests free of charge
– including, among others, the Gallery of Ancient
Art, the Gallery of Polish Design, and the rearranged
Gallery of 19th Century Art. During this evening,
visitors will also be invited to view the currently
showcased temporary exhibitions: “The State of
Things” (“Stan Rzeczy”), presenting objects which
accompany people in the rhythm of day and night,
as well as 14 works by Marc Chagall, acquired and
included in the collection owned by the National
Museum in Warsaw in 2021.
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muzeum-niepodleglosci.pl

CONCERT, MEETING, WORKSHOPS,
LECTURE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum
Niepodległości
w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Museum of Independence in Warsaw
62 “Solidarności” Ave.
pl. Bankowy
Marszałkowska – al. „Solidarności”

The Long Night of Museums at the Museum
of Independence in Warsaw
Tours of permanent and temporary exhibitions of the
Museum of Independence in Warsaw. Moreover:
7:30 pm “How is a Book Made?” – workshops
hosted by Piotr Maroński
8:00 pm Young take on old music – classical music
concert by students at the Karol Szymanowski State
Music School Complex no. 4 in Warsaw; artistic
supervision: Dr hab. Stanisław Halat
9:00 pm “With Fashion through Centuries”
(“Z modą przez wieki”) – tale of historical Polish
apparel from the 18th through the 20th century,
presentation by the Strolls of Warsaw Ladies living
history group; hosted by Gabriela Krysińska, Wanda
Kułakowska, Zuzanna Grudzińska

all districts
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artmuseum.pl

WALK, TOUR

Muzeum Sztuki
Nowoczesnej
w Warszawie
12:00 pm – 12:30 am
Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw
visit online
Virtual tour of the building site of the Museum
of Modern Art
Take a look at how the new seat of the Museum
of Modern Art in Warsaw is being built. The Museum
keeps growing upwards and taking shape. Within
last year’s Long Night of Museums, we sneaked
a peek of the underground and the ground floor of
the building. This year, we will see gallery spaces
on other floors, step inside the cinema tower, the
so-called rooms with a view, and walk through the
monumental staircase. The new building, with floor
area of almost 20,000 square metres, will be ready
in 2023.
The event will be streamed on the Museum’s FB page.
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artmuseum.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Sztuki
Nowoczesnej
w Warszawie
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw
22 Wybrzeże Kościuszkowskie St.
Metro Centrum Nauki Kopernik

“Refugees Welcome 2022” – curatorial tours
6:00 pm – 7:00 pm and 7:00 pm – 8:00 pm
“Refugees Welcome 2022” – curatorial tours of the
exhibition, vol. 1 and vol. 2
8:00 pm – 12:00 am “Refugees Welcome 2022”
– guided tour of the exhibition, hosted by Ocalenie
Foundation
Curatorial tours of the exhibition of works available
within the annual (already 6th this year) Refugees
Welcome Charity Art Auction, organised by Ocalenie
Foundation in collaboration with the Association of
Friends of the Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw and
the Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw. This year, the
organisers hope that bidders come and take part in
the auction (planned for 15th May) in person – but the
online platform will be available as well.
Proceeds from the auction of works of art have for
years been used by Ocalenie Foundation to finance two
assistance programmes: Refugees Welcome Polska
and Help Center for Foreigners.
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muzeum.uw.edu.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum
Uniwersytetu
Warszawskiego
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
University of Warsaw Museum
32 Krakowskie Przedmieście St.
pl. Piłsudskiego
Krakowskie Przedmieście – Traugutta

Night at the University of Warsaw Museum
On this night at the University of Warsaw Museum,
we will welcome you regally. We invite you to an
unobvious meeting with the British ruling family,
a tale of the artistic collection owned by Stanisław
August, and into 19th-century science offices of the
Royal University of Warsaw. For the first time ever,
selected artefacts from Dr Janusz Fiszer’s collection
will be presented publicly, along with exhibits from
the collection owned by our Museum and tales of the
history of the University.

all districts
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EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum
Warszawy
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Museum of Warsaw
28–42 Old Town Market Square
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

Nighttime tours of the Museum of Warsaw
Take a peek behind the facades of the tenement
houses in the Old Town Market Square, into
basements and attics. Take in the view of the
Old Town by night from the highest point of the
Market Square.
We invite you for guided tours through studios
and nooks and crannies of the permanent exhibition.
Tours will start at 8:00 pm and 10:00 pm; at 7:00 pm
and 9:00 pm – in Ukrainian.
Due to limited capacity, we ask that you reserve
a spot in advance.

We invite you also to view an exhibition titled
“Grażyna Hase. Always in Fashion” (“Grażyna Hase.
Zawsze w modzie”). It is a story of the outstanding
fashion designer connected with Warsaw, whose
style influenced the way Poles dressed over the
course of five decades. The exhibition showcases
extraordinary outfits, projects, and photographs.

all districts
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FILM, PRESENTATION, WALK, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Więzienia
Pawiak, oddział
Muzeum Niepodległości
w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Pawiak Prison Museum, branch
of the Museum of Independence in Warsaw
24/26 Dzielna St.
Anielewicza

al. Jana Pawła II – Anielewicza

“To the One Who Will Come” – night with a dedication,
on the 100th birth anniversary of Tadeusz Gajcy
On the premises of the Pawiak Prison Museum,
a series of mini-spectacles with the poetry of
Tadeusz Gajcy will be organised, history-and-art
presentations by historic re-enactment groups,
friends of the Museum: Home Army Tradition
Association (Stowarzyszenie Tradycji Armii Krajowej)
and Enthusiasts of the History of Warsaw 1939–1945
Association (Stowarzyszenie Pasjonaci Historii
Warszawy 1939–1945), addressed to guests visiting
the Museum. In both museum courtyards, scenes
from the life of the underground will be performed.
Moreover, a presentation of historic vehicles will be
organised, including the buda car which transported
prisoners to interrogations along the Pawiak
– Szucha Ave. route.
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EXHIBITION

Muzeum Życia
w PRL
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Charm of the PRL Museum
28/34 Piękna St.
pl. Konstytucji

Oddities of the life in Polish People’s Republic
Life in the times of Polish People’s Republic
was rather peculiar. Everything was lacking but
somehow everybody had everything. The West was
bad, but still everybody dreamed about it. Life was
tough but nonetheless many people look back at
those times with fondness. What is this all about?
Come by and learn about the absurdities of life back
then and how one went about obtaining various
essential things. Feel the atmosphere of the era.
And use the chance to taste sparkling water made
in an aerator or orangeade prepared according to
a recipe from those times; listen to music played
on a phonograph, and take a seat at the café, for
a cup of coffee prepared in a 1960s coffee maker.
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nsa.gov.pl

CONCERT, PRESENTATION, LECTURE,
EXHIBITION, TOUR

Naczelny Sąd
Administracyjny
3:00 pm – 12:00 am
Supreme Administrative Court
3/5 Gabriela Piotra Boduena St.
Centrum

Górskiego – Szpitalna

The Long Night of Museums at the Supreme
Administrative Court
With this year’s 100th anniversary of the foundation
of the Supreme Administrative Tribunal in mind,
the Supreme Administrative Court invites you for
a sentimental journey to the 1920s. Numerous
exhibitions presenting the history of administrative
judiciary, along with trial simulations and concerts,
will allow guests to feel the atmosphere of those
times. Many attractions for children have been
prepared as well – those younger and those slightly
older.
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PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Narodowe
Muzeum Techniki
w Warszawie
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
National Museum of Technology in Warsaw
Palace of Culture and Science, 1 Defilad Sq.
Centrum
Marszałkowska – Al. Jerozolimskie

Transport and Computing Machinery – technical
stories
The newest exhibitions, inaugurating the resumption
of National Museum of Technology’s activity, are
already available for visitors. Two exhibitions:
“The History of Transport” (“Historia transportu”) and
“The History of Computers” (“Historia komputerów”),
present the technical oeuvre of the last 300 years.
The collection, created entirely with artifacts
owned by the Museum, in a newly designed layout,
encourages guests to visit. For the Long Night of
Museums, apart from the exhibitions, the institution
has prepared numerous additional attractions,
to satisfy visitors’ curiosity, stimulate their
imagination, and encourage them to explore the
history of technology and engineering on their own.
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sppwarszawa.pl

CONCERT, PRESENTATION, MEETING,
LECTURE, TOUR

Oddział Warszawski
Stowarzyszenia
Pisarzy Polskich
8:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Warsaw Branch of the Polish
Writers’ Association
House of Literature,
87/89 Krakowskie Przedmieście St.
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

Between Vistula and Pregola
Premiere of Krzysztof Beśka’s novel “Spies and
Suffragettes” (“Szpiedzy i sufrażystki”), the action
of which takes place in 19th-century Königsberg.
The event will be accompanied by a presentation of
photographs showing the city, which does not exist
anymore, as well as a short recital by the author. The
meeting will include a discussion about the book
and about Kaliningrad – called nowadays the ugliest
city in Europe. Guests will also get a chance to meet
renowned authors as well as visit the Association’s
offices, unavailable to the public on a daily basis,
and to take a look at the original interior design
and mementos of famous writers.
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ogrod.uw.edu.pl

WALK, WORKSHOPS, TOUR

Ogród Botaniczny
Uniwersytetu
Warszawskiego
8:30 pm – 11:30 pm
University of Warsaw Botanic Garden
4 Ujazdowskie Ave.
Łazienki Królewskie

Plac Unii Lubelskiej

In the maw of a plant meat-eater – theory and
praxis!
Why did some plants evolve to lure and digest
animals? During this night, you will learn about
outstandingly interesting adaptations of carnivorous
plants, get to know their habitats and victims, see
up-close (under a stereo microscope) a victim
trapped by a sundew, and get to know how this
deadly mechanism works. With a bit of luck, you
will also learn about the requirements of such
plants when kept indoors.
Tours in two batches:
8:30 pm – 10:00 pm – 2 groups, 15 people each
10:00 pm – 11:30 pm – 2 groups, 15 people each
Limited capacity, first come, first served! If you want
to participate in the event, please sign up via warsztaty.
ogrod@uw.edu.pl (from 7th May).
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owzpap.pl

WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Okręg Warszawski
Związku Polskich
Artystów Plastyków
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Warsaw Chapter of the Association
of Polish Artists and Designers
Graphic Artist’s House, 11a Mazowiecka St.
Zachęta

pl. Powstańców Warszawy

Fabric Night at Dom Artysty Plastyka
This night at Dom Artysty Plastyka will revolve
around artistic fabrics, but not exclusively. At the
galleries you will see:
Joint exhibition – Fabric Section’s Triennial,
“The Art of Fibre 2022 (“Sztuka włókna 2022”)
Exhibition “Texture, Colour, Nature” (“Faktura,
Kolor, Natura”) – Fabric Section’s Debuts: Katarzyna
Lis-Lachowicz and Katarzyna Szymańska.
The exhibitions will be accompanied
by workshops on artistic fabrics.
At Lufcik Gallery, a joint exhibition titled
“Retrospective of the Post-War Generation”
(“Retrospektywa pokolenia powojennego”) will be
presented, accompanied by workshops dedicated
to post-war artistic trends and techniques.
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ethnomuseum.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Państwowe Muzeum
Etnograficzne
w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
National Ethnographic Museum in Warsaw
1 Kredytowa St.
Zachęta

pl. Małachowskiego

Teddy to Suit this Night
We invite you to the Long Night of Museums at the
National Ethnographic Museum in Warsaw, titled
this year: “Teddy to Suit this Night” (“Miś na miarę tej
nocy”). A Shrovetide Straw Bear from the Museum’s
collection will be the main hero of the event, and all
activities on this May night will be bear-themed. In
addition to visiting the permanent and temporary
exhibitions, we encourage you also to take photos
with our Hero. Call by the Museum on Kredytowa St.
and snap a pic with the Teddy!
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nowolipki.edu.pl

EXHIBITION

Państwowe
Ognisko Artystyczne
Nowolipki
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
“Nowolipki” State Centre of Arts
9b Nowolipki St.
Metro Ratusz Arsenał
pl. Bankowy – Kino Muranów

The Long Night of Museums at the “Nowolipki”
State Centre of Arts
Organizatorzy zapraszają na wystawy:
“Topological Sculpture” – Brent Collins (b.1940,
USA) – exhibition of sculptures at the intersection
of the worlds of art and mathematics. The exhibition
is completed by a multimedia part – an original
video created in collaboration with 3D computer
programmer Carlo H. Séquin.
“Stories with Colour” (“Historie z kolorem”)
– Bernadetta Stępień – exhibition of pastel art. The
works present fragments of architecture and nature.
The event will be streamed on Microsoft Teams.
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trojca.waw.pl

PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Parafia Ewangelicko-Augsburska
Świętej Trójcy
w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 12:00 am
Holy Trinity Evangelical Church
of the Augsburg Confession in Warsaw
1 Małachowskiego Sq.
Zachęta

pl. Małachowskiego

Music at Lutherans’
The Holy Trinity Evangelical Church of the Augsburg
Confession in Warsaw invites you to the church and
a meeting with music.
From 7:00 pm until 10:00 pm, two open rehearsals
of the Semper Cantamus choir will take place, as
well as two organ rehearsals complete with a short
prelection presenting the history of this instrument
and the way it works.
From 10:00 pm until midnight, visitors will be
invited to tour the church and view accompanying
exhibitions: “240 Years of the Holy Trinity Church”
(“240 lat kościoła Św. Trójcy”) and a project
documenting the history and the renovation process
of the organs.
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reformowani.org.pl

CONCERT, MEETING, LECTURE, TOUR

Parafia
Ewangelicko-Reformowana
w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Evangelical Reformed Parish in Warsaw
76a “Solidarności” Ave.
Metro Ratusz Arsenał
pl. Bankowy – Kino Muranów

Night at the Evangelical Reformed Parish
The evening will be filled with a presentation of
a Schlag und Söhne organ, organ concerts as well
as performances by choirs presenting protestant
music, exhibitions related with Calvinism on Polish
lands and in Warsaw, and a presentation of the Brest
Bible.

all districts
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jazdow.pl

FILM, HAPPENING, CONCERT,
PERFORMANCE, PRESENTATION, WALK,
MEETING, WORKSHOPS, VERNISSAGE,
LECTURE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Partnerstwo
Otwarty Jazdów
12:00 pm – 1:00 am
Open Jazdów – Partnership
for Jazdów Settlement
10/5 Jazdów St.
pl. Na Rozdrożu

Arts in the Bushes
We invite you for Arts in the Bushes! During the
legendary Long Night of Museums in Jazdów, you
will encounter arts, tricks, and magicians within
the space of the houses and in bushes between
the buildings. The programme will be just like the
whole Open Jazdów: rich and diverse. We have
prepared for you walks, concerts, performances,
exhibitions, film screenings, meetings with authors,
and interesting workshops! Everybody is welcome!
Organisations and groups active here on a daily
basis, along with artists and groups who have
responded to our open call, invite you for shared
experiences. Join us!
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pieknagallery.pl

EXHIBITION

Piękna
Gallery
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
10 Emilii Plater St.
Noakowskiego

Noakowskiego – Koszykowa

Exhibition of works by Ryszard Szozda
at Piękna Gallery
Danger always seems far away until it comes
up so close that we feel it on our skin. Ryszard
Szozda’s exhibition titled “Danger. Close” presents
consecutive frames from a strike sequence: aim, hit,
effect. The Cracow-based artist has been portraying
explosions since 2016, using archival photos and
recordings of nuclear weapons tests and wars (e.g.,
in Afghanistan) as source material for his paintings.
Szozda’s exhibition prompts questions regarding
the proximity of danger to us, whether violence is
inextricably bound up with our history, and the role
of an artist in the context of collective memory of
societies.
Exhibition on show through 20th May.
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pw.edu.pl

PRESENTATION, WALK, MEETING,
WORKSHOPS, LECTURE, EXHIBITION,
TOUR

Politechnika
Warszawska
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Warsaw University of Technology
1 Politechniki Sq.
Metro Politechnika

pl. Politechniki

The Long Night of Museums at the Warsaw
University of Technology
Do you want to know how it feels to be the rector?
Are you curious about nooks and crannies of the
University which remain unavailable to the public
on a daily basis? Or maybe you feel like seeing for
yourselves that there is a lot of space in the world
of science for… fun? We invite those hungry for
knowledge and scientific adventures to visit the
University of Technology on this May evening.
Allow yourselves to be surprised!
More information on the engineering attractions
may be found here: www.pw.edu.pl/nocmuzeow
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archiwum.pan.pl

CONCERT, LECTURE, EXHIBITION

Polska Akademia
Nauk Archiwum
w Warszawie
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Polish Academy of Sciences,
Archive in Warsaw
visit online
The Long Night of Museums at the Staszic Palace
– online
The Polish Academy of Sciences, Archive in Warsaw,
invites you to participate in an online lecture
dedicated to the collection owned by the Archive
and the history of postal services, complete with
a computer presentation (Joanna Arvaniti), within
an exhibition presented at the Staszic Palace, titled
“People Write Letters” (“Ludzie listy piszą”).
Also in the online programme: topical lecture
on the history of pandemics in the world – with
a computer presentation (Hanna Krajewska)
– and a concert of love songs and serenades
(Maryla Ochimowska-Teper – coloratura soprano,
accompaniment: Anna Kornacka).
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mz.pan.pl

WALK, MEETING, WORKSHOPS,
LECTURE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Polska Akademia
Nauk Muzeum Ziemi
w Warszawie
5:00 pm – 1:00 am
Polish Academy of Sciences
Museum of the Earth in Warsaw
20/26 and 27 Na Skarpie Ave.
pl. Trzech Krzyży

Night at the Museum of the Earth in Warsaw
Tours
“Geology of an Image. Jan Wałach (1884–1979)”
(“Geologia obrazu. Jan Wałach (1884–1979)”)
– temporary exhibition
Meeting with Dr Gwidon Jakubowski – discoverer
of dinosaur fossils in the Gobi Desert (7:00 pm and
9:00 pm)
The greatest treasures of the Earth – unique
showcase – from the Museum’s repositories
Extraordinary relic trees – palaeobotanical walk
through the garden
“Peculiar Adventures of Mietek the Metic”
(“Niezwykłe przygody metka Mietka”) – tale for
children
Identifying minerals – presentation
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zdp.pan.pl

LECTURE, EXHIBITION

Polska Akademia Nauk
Zakład Działalności
Pomocniczej w Warszawie
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Polish Academy of Sciences,
Auxiliary Department in Warsaw
Staszic Palace, 72 Nowy Świat St.
Nowy Świat

Oboźna – Kopernika

The Long Night of Museums at the Staszic Palace
PAS Archive will present an exhibition titled “People
Write Letters” – in the hallway leading to room
no. 123 (Maria Skłodowska-Curie Hall) – based on
correspondence from the Archive, written by scientists
in the 19th and the 20th century. The exhibition will
showcase family letters, holiday greetings, greetings
from holidays, messages from the frontline, secret
messages smuggled out of prisons, writings by great
writers, poets, and politicians, telegrams, patriotic
cards. Moreover, organiser invites you to visit an
exhibition of sculptures by Jerzy Teper – room 123
(Maria Skłodowska-Curie Hall).
Lectures and an exhibition organised by the Institute
of Mediterranean and Oriental Cultures of the PAS
– room no. 166 (Stanisław Staszic Hall)
Exhibition titled “Autographs”, prepared by the
PAS, Auxiliary Department in Warsaw – room no. 167
(Hugo Kołłątaj Hall).
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pck.pl

WALK, TOUR

Polski Czerwony
Krzyż
4:00 pm – 5:30 pm
Polish Red Cross
meet-up in front of the main entrance to the
Ujazdowski Castle, Centre for Contemporary Art
Ujazdowski Castle, 1a Jazdów St.
pl. Na Rozdrożu

Stroll following traces of the Polish Red Cross
Route: Ujazdowski Park, Ujazdowski Hospital,
Finnish Houses (Domki Fińskie), Swiss Valley
(Dolinka Szwajcarska), Chopina St., Mokotowska St.,
Sugar Palace (Pałac Cukrowników), Zbawiciela Sq.,
main seat of the Polish Red Cross.
The tour will take ca. 1.5h.

Participants will get a chance to visit the National
Information and Tracing Office of the Polish Red
Cross, which on a daily basis remains unavailable
to the public.
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pck.pl

WALK, TOUR

Polski Czerwony
Krzyż
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Polish Red Cross
National Information and Tracing Office
of the Polish Red Cross, 14 Mokotowska St.
Metro Politechnika

pl. Zbawiciela

The Long Night of Museums at the Polish Red
Cross
In the programme:
National Information and Tracing Office of the
Polish Red Cross: visitors will take a look at, e.g.:
original files of prisoners detained in concentration
camps, patient record books from hospitals, and
documents on the Warsaw Uprising
Presentations of pre-medical first aid.
The organiser invites guests ages 12 and older.
Tours in groups of 5. Please sign-up by calling
(+48) 22 326 12 64, (+48) 22 326 12 61, or via e-mail:
nocmuzeow@pck.pl. Groups admitted in every
45 minutes, starting at 6:00 pm (the last group will
be invited in at 9:45 pm).
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EXHIBITION, TOUR

Senat
Rzeczypospolitej
Polskiej, Kancelaria
Senatu
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Senate of the Republic of Poland,
Chancellery of the Senate
4/6/8 Wiejska St.
pl. Trzech Krzyży

Matejki – Wiejska

Night at the Senate of the Republic of Poland
Visitors will be invited to the Plenary Chamber of
the Senate and its backstage as well as conference
rooms housing mementos of Marshals of the Senate
of the 1st, 2nd, and 7th term. Guests will learn about
the history and current activity of the parliament,
and receive publications and popularising materials.
Upon entering, visitors will be required to present
their IDs and undergo pyrotechnic control.

all districts
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sinfoniavarsovia.org

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Sinfonia
Varsovia
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Grzymała-Siedlecki Boulevard, by the Kahl Square
Metro Centrum Nauki Kopernik

Sinfonia Varsovia in scale
The open-air exhibition titled “Sinfonia Varsovia in
Scale” (“Sinfonia Varsovia w skali”) gives viewers
a chance to take a look at the history of the orchestra
and the institution, learn more about its hitherto
activities in the field of music promotion, and get
to know plans related with the creation of the new
seat of the orchestra. The focal point of the exhibition
will be a presentation of a half of an acoustic mock-up thanks to which it was possible to design and
analyse the acoustics of the future concert hall.
There are tours of the exhibition planned for the
Long Night of Museums.
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scek.pl

FILM, CONCERT, PERFORMANCE, WALK,
PRESENTATION, MEETING, WORKSHOPS,
LECTURE, EXHIBITION

Stołeczne Centrum
Edukacji Kulturalnej
im. Komisji Edukacji
Narodowej
2:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Warsaw Cultural Education Centre (SCEK)
4 Jezuicka St.
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

The Long Night of Museums at the Warsaw
Cultural Education Centre on Jezuicka St.
In the programme:
2:00 pm – 10:00 pm Open art workshops – theatre,
dance, singing, photography; film screening:
“Leave No Traces” (“Żeby nie było śladów”, dir. Jan
P. Matuszyński, 2021), meeting with the author
of the book on which the film was based, Cezary
Łazarewicz.
2:00 pm – 10:00 pm Exhibitions: SCEK’s Abakus
Gallery – works by participants of photographic
workshops; SCEK’s Brzozowa Gallery in the Old
Town’s Basements.
4:30 pm – 8:00 pm Plein-air painting session.
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scek.pl

CONCERT, PERFORMANCE, PRESENTATION,
WALK, MEETING, WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITION

Stołeczne Centrum
Edukacji Kulturalnej
im. Komisji Edukacji
Narodowej
2:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Warsaw Cultural Education Centre (SCEK)
Stara Prochownia SCEK, 2 Boleść St.
Stare Miasto

Kościelna – Pieszka

The Long Night of Museums at Stara Prochownia
In the programme:
2:00 pm – 10:00 pm Open art workshops
– theatre, dance, singing, photography.
2:00 pm – 10:00 pm Exhibition: SCEK’s Stara
Prochownia Gallery – paintings by Krzysztof Polak.
4:30 pm – 8:00 pm Plein-air painting session.
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm Performances at Stara
Prochownia’s Amphitheatre – concerts and
dance acts.
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zlotakaczka.waw.pl

WALK, LECTURE, TOUR

Stowarzyszenie
Przewodników
Turystycznych
„Złota Kaczka”
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm
Tour Guides Association “Golden Duck”
Virtual stroll through Mariensztat
The “Golden Duck” Tour Guides Association invites
you to a virtual Varsavianist meeting!
If you wish to participate in the event, please contact
the organiser via info@zlotakaczka.waw.pl or by calling
+48 692 002 170. After signing up, you will receive a link
allowing you to join the online meeting.
The project “Warsaw Is a Senior Citizen, Too:
2020–2022!” (“Warszawa też jest seniorką 2020–2022!”)
is co-financed by the Capital City of Warsaw.
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pijana-sypialnia.pl

HAPPENING, PERFORMANCE,
PRESENTATION, WORKSHOPS

Teatr Pijana
Sypialnia
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Pijana Sypialnia Theatre
Retro Bus; stops: Defilad Sq., corner of
Marszałkowska St. and Złota St., parking
at De Gaulle Roundabout, Konstytucji Sq.
Warsaw Down-Town Dance Party
Pijana Sypialnia Theatre invites you for a Warsaw
Down-Town Dance Party. The event will take place
in four locations in the centre of the city: Defilad
Sq., by De Gaulle Roundabout, by Domy Centrum,
and in Konstytucji Sq. Be on the lookout for our
Retro Bus, carrying artists around the city. We will
transport you into the world of the old Warsaw. You
will get a chance to learn waltz and polka, and all
this to the sounds of live music. Actresses, actors,
and musicians of the Pijana Sypialnia Theatre
will perform Warsaw-themed songs. We invite
everybody to take a ride with us!
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teatrsyrena.pl

TOUR

Teatr Syrena
10:00 pm – 11:30 pm
Syrena Theatre
3 Litewska St.
pl. Na Rozdrożu

Marszałkowska – Litewska

Royal guided tour of the backstage of Syrena
Theatre
Tour of nooks and crannies of Syrena Theatre
– places usually unavailable for spectators. The
organiser will present the behind-the-scenes of the
theatre, including the stage, wings, dressing rooms,
and theatre studios. Theatre staff will talk about
all the things that must happen behind a drawn
curtain so that a spectacle can even be presented,
and tell guests about the process of preparing a
musical premiere. The tour of Syrena will be hosted
by regally styled actors, clad in costumes from the
spectacle titled “The Battle for the Throne” (“Bitwa
o tron”) which talks about elective kings of Poland.
The tour will take place after the show.
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teatrwielki.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Teatr Wielki
– Opera Narodowa
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Teatr Wielki – Polish National Opera
1 Teatralny Sq.
pl. Teatralny

Senatorska – Bielańska

Exhibitions: “Polish Molière” (“Polski Molier”) and
“Janusz Pastwa” at Teatr Wielki – Polish National
Opera
Tours of an exhibition titled Polish Molière,
organised by the Theatre Museum to celebrate the
400th birth anniversary of the French playwright,
and an exhibition at Opera Gallery, dedicated to the
creative oeuvre of the outstanding Polish sculptor,
Professor Janusz Pastwa, who, e.g., co-created the
Apollo’s Quadriga adorning the pediment of Teatr
Wielki.

all districts
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teutsch.gallery

EXHIBITION

Teutsch
Gallery
6:00 pm – 10:00 pm
11 Mazowiecka St.
Zachęta

pl. Powstańców Warszawy

Rajmund Ziemski’s paintings at Teutsch Gallery
Rajmund Ziemski, “Exit from the Darkness”
(“Wyjście z mroku”). (12.05 – 31.05. 2022)
Rajmund Ziemski is an artist described as
a contemporary classicist. He belongs to the
generation which debuted at the famous exhibition
titled “Against the War – Against Fascism” (“Przeciw
wojnie – przeciw faszyzmowi”) in Warsaw’s Arsenal,
in 1955. His enormous painting oeuvre comprises more
than several hundred canvases. The exhibition will
showcase his works from the 1990s, in which anxiety
and tension present in his earlier creations made room
for a wild expression of colour. The exhibition will provide
a pretext for reading their meaning in the context of the
present day.
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uprp.gov.pl

PRESENTATION, MEETING, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Urząd Patentowy
Rzeczypospolitej
Polskiej
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
The Patent Office of the Republic of Poland
188/192 Niepodległości Ave.
Biblioteka Narodowa

Patent by Night
Do you know how many everyday objects are
inventions made by Polish creators? Do you
know since when and in what way the Coca-Cola
trademark has been protected in Poland? What is
the use of a patent for inventors and in what types
of situations can it be beneficial? How does the
intellectual property protection system work, and
who can avail of it? Do you know where a kerosene
lamp constructed by Ignacy Łukasiewicz first cast
a glow? You will find answers to these and other
questions during the Long Night of Museums at the
Patent Office of the Republic of Poland. Moreover, e.g.:
“Patent on Success” – presentation on intellectual
property protection; descriptions of Polish
technologies from the 1920s and the 1930s,
competition (with prizes) testing participants’
knowledge of the topic of intellectual property.
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CONCERT, PERFORMANCE, PRESENTATION,
MEETING, WORKSHOPS, VERNISSAGE,
EXHIBITION, TOUR

Warszawska
Opera Kameralna
4:00 pm – 1:00 am
Warsaw Chamber Opera
76b “Solidarności” Ave.
Metro Ratusz Arsenał
Plac Bankowy – Kino Muranów

Mozart’s Magical Garden
It will be an overture for the upcoming 31st edition of
the Mozart Festival. On this evening, we invite you to
Mozart’s Mysterious Garden. During this enchanted
travel, you will be invited to participate in a Silent
Disco hosted by excellent artists from the MACV
orchestra (Orchestra Musicae Antiquae Collegium
Varsoviense) and a DJ who will mix Mozart’s
masterpieces with contemporary beats. You will also
get acquainted with interesting titbits related with the
life and creative activity of the Viennese classicist,
and feast your eyes on illuminations adorning the
facade of the Theatre and its surroundings.
Starting at 4:00 pm, we invite you to take
advantage of our programme prepared for the
youngest visitors: games and activities, colouring,
and surprises.
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.

WALK

Warszawskie
Koło Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Warsaw Association of City Tour
Guides of the Polish Tourist
and Sightseeing Society
14 Senatorska St. (start)
pl. Teatralny

Senatorska – Bielańska

Around Theatre Square and Piłsudski Square
– guided walk with tour guides from the Warsaw
Association of City Tour Guides of the Polish
Tourist and Sightseeing Society
Elżbieta Kunowska and Krzysztof Holewiński, tour
guides from the Warsaw Association of City Tour
Guides, invite you for a walk around Theatre Square
and Piłsudskiego Square. The meeting will start
by the plaque commemorating Krzysztof Kamil
Baczyński, on the facade of the Blank Palace,
14 Senatorska St. Participants will be taken back
in time and learn about how these places looked
like pre- and post-war, thanks not only to source
materials but also memories of Warsaw tour guide
Krzysztof Holewiński.
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.

WALK

Warszawskie
Koło Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
4:00 pm – 6:00 pm
Warsaw Association of City Tour
Guides of the Polish Tourist
and Sightseeing Society
meet-up at the corner of Świętokrzyska St.
and Nowy Świat St., by the Metro station
Nowy Świat

Nowy Świat – Warecka

Walk along Krakowskie Przedmieście St.,
in the footsteps of Fryderyk Chopin
Magda Miązek, tour guide from the Warsaw
Association of City Tour Guides, invites you for
a walk tracing Fryderyk Chopin’s footsteps along
Krakowskie Przedmieście.
The walk will take ca. 2 hours.
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wph.com.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Wojskowe
Przedsiębiorstwo
Handlowe, Grupa
Historyczna Zgrupowanie
Radosław
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Military Trade Enterprise, Radosław
Regiment Living History Group
former Bank Polski Redoubt, 18b Daniłowiczowska St.
Metro Ratusz Arsenał

Senatorska – Bielańska

Polish Underground State Memory Trail
At the former Bank Polski Redoubt, an exhibition
titled “Polish Underground State Memory Trail”
(“Na szlaku Polskiego Państwa Podziemnego”)
will be presented. The project has been organised
in connection with the 80th anniversary of the
transformation of the Union of Armed Struggle
into the Home Army, and will span the time frame
from the beginnings of the Polish underground
resistance movement in 1939 until the post-war
period, 1946–1947. By showcasing unique souvenirs
such as photographs, documents, objects, uniforms,
and equipment, the project will bring viewers closer
to the personal stories of the people participating in
underground activities.
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orient.uw.edu.pl

WORKSHOPS, LECTURE

Wydział
Orientalistyczny
Uniwersytetu
Warszawskiego
4:30 pm – 1:00 am
Faculty of Oriental Studies
of the University of Warsaw
University of Warsaw Library, 56/66 Dobra St.,
room 097 (ground floor) and room 256 (2nd floor)
Biblioteka Uniwersytecka

Lipowa – Dobra

Relish Asia and Africa – cuisine and pop culture
Lectures and workshops related with culinary art
and pop culture of Asian and African countries,
prepared by staff and students at the Faculty of
Oriental Studies, to celebrate the 90th anniversary
of Oriental Studies at the University of Warsaw.
Detailed programme may be found online:
orient.uw.edu.pl

8:00 pm – 11:00 pm Accompanying event:
Evening with Persian poetry at Teheran Restaurant
(9 Gałczyńskiego St.)
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orient.uw.edu.pl

HAPPENING, WORKSHOPS

Wydział
Orientalistyczny
Uniwersytetu
Warszawskiego
7:00 pm – 11:30 pm
Faculty of Oriental Studies
of the University of Warsaw
University of Warsaw Library, 56/66 Dobra St.,
room 097, ground floor
Biblioteka Uniwersytecka

Lipowa – Dobra

Get to know Asia and Africa – game
Participants will perform tasks and answer
questions related with selected countries and
regions of Asia and Africa. Those who finish the
game and get stamps in their “passports” at all
checkpoints, will receive a reward – a tour of
the unique Japanese Kaian Tea Pavilion at the
University of Warsaw Library and an invitation to
a tea ceremony (chanoyu) presentation by Urasenke
school.
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orient.uw.edu.pl

WORKSHOPS, LECTURE

Wydział
Orientalistyczny
Uniwersytetu
Warszawskiego
4:30 pm – 1:00 am
Faculty of Oriental Studies
of the University of Warsaw
University of Warsaw Library, 56/66 Dobra St.
Biblioteka Uniwersytecka

Lipowa – Dobra

Relish Asia and Africa – cuisine and pop culture
In the programme:
room 256 (2nd floor)

4:30 pm – 5:00 pm Can God Cook? Cooking
metaphors in Indian culture
5:00 pm – 5:30 pm Buuz or momo: what links
Mongolian and Tibetan cuisine
5:30 pm – 6:00 pm Workshop on Tibetan Folk
Dancing
6:30 pm – 7:00 pm Classical Persian poetry
in Iranian pop culture
7:00 pm – 7:30 pm Bunna – three cups of Ethiopia
– tale of Ethiopian coffee and cuisine
1/2

all districts
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Śródmieście

7:30 pm – 8:00 pm On Chinese table manners
8:00 pm – 8:30 pm Ancient Egyptian menu;
Forgeries and copies: contemporary art of the
ancient Egypt
room 097 (ground floor)

8:30 pm – 9:00 pm Mesopotamian inspirations
in computer games: House of Ashes
9:00 pm – 9:30 pm Not only kimchi – a few words
on banchan
9:30 pm – 10:00 pm Alcohol in Arab culture:
historical background
10:00 pm – 10:30 pm Turkish carpets boiled
in a bathhouse
10:30 pm – 11:00 pm Music as the language
of the world (intercultural communication)
11:00 pm – 11:30 pm Viva la Diva – the
phenomenon of Eurovision in Israel. Kulululu
– singing with Neta (workshops)
11:30 pm – 12:00 am Cuisine and religious
tradition in Japan
12:00 am – 12:30 am Thé à la menthe – North
African cuisine in French popular culture
12:30 am – 1:00 am Supra – Georgian feast

2/2

all districts
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Śródmieście

orient.uw.edu.pl

CONCERT, SPECTACLE, LECTURE

Wydział
Orientalistyczny
Uniwersytetu
Warszawskiego
8:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Faculty of Oriental Studies
of the University of Warsaw
Teheran Restaurant, 9 Gałczyńskiego St.
Nowy Świat

Nowy Świat – Warecka

Evening with Persian poetry at Teheran Restaurant
Poetry recitation: in Persian, by Iranian voice
actors – and translated, by Polish lecturers at the
Department of Iranian Studies. Traditional fortune-telling with the use of a collection of poems by
Persian poet Hafez. Panel on the presence of
literature in pop culture and the role of poetry in
the life of contemporary Iranians and other users
of the Persian language. Classical Persian poetry
in pop music (complete with appropriate musical
setting).

all districts
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Śródmieście

zacheta.art.pl

PRESENTATION, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Zachęta – Narodowa
Galeria Sztuki
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Zachęta – National Gallery of Art
3 Małachowskiego Sq.
Zachęta

pl. Małachowskiego

The Long Night of Museums at Zachęta
“Mariusz Wilczyński: Kill it…” (“Mariusz
Wilczyński. Zabij to…”) – exhibition within a series of
presentations of personalities of Polish animation;
this time – revolving around one film only, namely
Mariusz Wilczyński’s opus magnum.
“Jerzy Krawczyk: Paintings” (“Jerzy Krawczyk.
Malarstwo”) – the retrospective of the artist’s works
will concentrate on the concept of spatial realism,
developed by Krawczyk in the mature stage of his
creative activity. Zachęta will bring back the artist’s
enormous oeuvre, including works from the 1960s
and the 1970s.
“Natalia Romik: Hideouts. The Architecture of
Survival” (“Natalia Romik. Kryjówki. Architektura
przetrwania”) – the project concentrates on survival
architecture – casts of hideouts built and used by
Jews during the Holocaust.

all districts
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Śródmieście

zamek-krolewski.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Zamek Królewski
w Warszawie
– Muzeum
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
The Royal Castle in Warsaw – Museum
pl. Zamkowy 4
Stare Miasto

Miodowa

The Long Night of Museums at the Royal Castle
in Warsaw
Tours of the Royal Castle in Warsaw – the royal route
– the Great Apartment and the King’s Apartment,
with the Great Assembly Hall, the Knights’ Hall, the
Throne Room, the King’s Bedchamber, the Canaletto
Room as well as the Kubicki Arcades and the Lower
Garden.

all districts
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Śródmieście

pawilonzodiak.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

ZODIAK
Warszawski
Pawilon Architektury
12:00 pm – 11:00 pm
ZODIAK Warsaw Pavilion of Architecture
4 Stefana Wiecheckiego “Wiecha” Walkway
Centrum
Al. Jerozolimskie – rejon Rotundy

SKRAJOBRAZ* – tours on exhibition
SKRAJOBRAZ * is an exhibition about the obscure
potential of the joints between Warsaw buildings and
the open landscape. It is a result of the workshops
that were carried out simultaneously in the Zodiak
pavilion. Six groups under the supervision of the
PROLOG +1 curatorial group and architectural
studios worked on the exhibition open to the public
to create their own vision of the Panorama of the
Edge of Warsaw!

all districts
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Śródmieście

pawilonzodiak.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Widok
Towers
12:00 pm – 10:00 pm
44 Jerozolimskie Ave.
Centrum
Al. Jerozolimskie – rejon Rotundy

8. Architectural Prize of the Mayor of Warsaw
Come to an exhibition presenting buildings, public
spaces and architectural events nominated for this
year’s Architectural Award of the Mayor of Warsaw.
See the nominations in the unique space of the
top floor of Widok Towers skyscraper. Decide who
should receive the Inhabitants Award.
Host: Architecture and Spatial Planning Office
of the Capital City of Warsaw Warsaw,
Widok Towers | S + B Gruppe
The number of places for guided tours
and individual visits is limited.

Guided tours: 12:00 pm, 2:00 pm, 4:00 pm.

Apply entries.

Individual visits: 7:00 pm – 10:00 pm.

No entries.

all districts
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link

jhi.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Żydowski Instytut
Historyczny
im. Emanuela Ringelbluma
7:00 pm – 12:00 am
Emanuel Ringelblum Jewish Historical Institute
3/5 Tłomackie St.
Metro Ratusz Arsenał
Marszałkowska – al. Solidarności

Night at the Jewish Historical Institute
The Jewish Historical Institute is located in the
historic edifice of the former Main Judaic Library.
Visitors – in small groups – will get a chance to tour
nooks and crannies of the institution, which on a daily
basis remain unavailable to the public. The organiser
will invite guests, e.g., to the archive, where they
will see the way in which the priceless collection is
stored, and the Digitization Department. Moreover, to
celebrate this night extraordinary artifacts from the
Institute’s collection will be presented to the public
for the first time ever.
Please keep in mind that you are required to sign up
in advance via our website (www.jhi.pl/nocmuzeow) in
order to participate in the guided tours.

The extraordinary exhibition in the foyer of the
Jewish Historical Institute will be available to all.

all districts
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Targówek
Arteneum – placówka Domu Kultury Świt
w dzielnicy Targówek m.st. Warszawy		
Arteneum – institution of the Świt Cultural Centre
in Targówek District of the Capital City of Warsaw

ARTHOUSE Kołowa		
Kołowa ARTHOUSE

234

Centrum Kultury i Aktywności
w Dzielnicy Targówek m.st. Warszawy		

Centre for Culture and Activity in Targówek District
of the Capital City of Warsaw

Dom Kultury ŚWIT		

236

Dom Kultury Zacisze

237

ŚWIT Cultural Centre

Zacisze Cultural Centre

all districts

233

232

235

arteneum.com.pl

EXHIBITION

Arteneum
– placówka Domu
Kultury Świt
w dzielnicy Targówek
m.st. Warszawy
12:00 pm – 11:30 pm
Arteneum – institution of the
Świt Cultural Centre in Targówek District
of the Capital City of Warsaw
121/123 Radzymińska St., street space
Gorzykowska

Radzymińska – Piotra Skargi

“Private Life of Clothes” (“Prywatne życie ubrań”)
– art installation in urban space
“Private Life of Clothes” – installation – part of a year-long project dedicated to ecology, art, and education,
created in collaboration with residents – from their
clothes – as a sartorial symbol/exhibit, marked with
the trace clothes leave on the environment. Objects
undergoing workshop processing will get QR codes
with links to their full specifications (composition,
origin, use, noxiousness).

all districts
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Targówek

arthousekolowa.pl

VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

ARTHOUSE
Kołowa
4:00 pm – 6:00 pm
Kołowa ARTHOUSE
18 Kołowa St.
DKS Targówek
Metro Targówek Mieszkaniowy

Vernissage of Ignacy50’s exhibition titled “Urban
Portraits” (“Miejskie portrety”)
The open-air exhibition consists of 13 black-and-white photographs documenting street
happenings captured by Ignacy50 in such cities
as Paris, London, and Lisbon. The foreground
is reserved for extraordinary human faces,
expressing not only complicated emotions but
whole stories.
What connects these photographs? Is city life the
same everywhere? Why do we like looking at street
photos so much, and consider frames capturing
everyday moments the most fascinating? These
are the sorts of questions triggered by Ignacy50’s
photographs.

all districts
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Targówek

ckia.waw.pl

MEETING, WORKSHOPS

Centrum Kultury
i Aktywności
w Dzielnicy Targówek
m.st. Warszawy
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
Centre for Culture and Activity
in Targówek District of the Capital City of Warsaw
Park by the Centre for Culture and Activity
in Targówek District of the Capital City
of Warsaw, 6 Siarczana St.
Siarczana

Procter Gamble

Open creation of a sculpture – tale of the history
of Targówek Fabryczny
The open creation of a sculpture is a form of activity
related with the intriguing and eventful history of
Targówek Fabryczny. Residents will carve wood
under the tutelage of professionally trained teachers.
The final work will refer to the history, architecture,
and nature of the immediate surroundings of the
historic villa at 6 Siarczana St.
Ultimately, apart from its artistic value, the
sculpture will also have a practical function,
serving as a birdhouse.

all districts
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Targówek

dkswit.com.pl

PERFORMANCE, PRESENTATION,
VERNISSAGE, EXHIBITION

Dom Kultury
ŚWIT
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
ŚWIT Cultural Centre
11 Wysockiego St.
Bartnicza

Wysockiego – Poborzańska

“Closeness/bliss” (“blis(s)kość”) – exhibition
/performance/meeting with the artist
We invite you to an exceptionally personal
meeting with artist Anna Chudzik-Pawlik. The
conversation will revolve around the exhibition of
works documenting a meeting of a woman, mother,
daughter with Mother Earth – Goddess Mokosh.
The closeness and tenderness and at the same
time bone-chilling emotions accompanying this
event will be presented in the form of large-scale
canvases completed by the artist’s personal
embroideries. Participants will be invited to travel
together through this story, and to talk with the artist
within a performance inaugurating the exhibition.

all districts
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Targówek

zacisze.waw.pl

PRESENTATION, WALK, WORKSHOPS

Dom Kultury
Zacisze
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Zacisze Cultural Centre
1 Blokowa St.
Tużycka

Blokowa – DK Zacisze

Space Zacisze
Space-themed Long Night of Museums in Zacisze
promises extraordinary adventures and educational
games, out-of-this-world mysteries, travels to the
Moon, and more…
In the programme:
showcase in a mobile planetarium,
modelling clay universe,
colourful 3D rocket for travel aficionados,
astronomy workshops,
(other)worldly geo-walk through Targówek
in collaboration with Geocaching Warsaw,
building a space station based on the construction
of a geodesic dome. Workshops financed via the
2022 Civic Budget “Kids Don’t Pay – Free Workshops
for Children and Youth” (“Dzieciaki nie płacą
– bezpłatne warsztaty dla dzieci i młodzieży”).
Zacisze’s cosmos is waiting for its discoverers!

all districts
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Targówek

Ursus
Dom Kultury “Kolorowa”
Ośrodka Kultury Arsus 239

Kolorowa Cultural Centre of the Arsus Cultural Centre

Dom Kultury Portiernia
z Izbą Tożsamości Ursusa		

240

Portiernia Cultural Centre in collaboration
with House of Ursus’ Identity

Urząd Dzielnicy Ursus m.st. Warszawy		

Ursus District Office of the Capital City of Warsaw

Warszawskie Koło Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
242

Warsaw Association of City Tour Guides
of the Polish Tourist and Sightseeing Society

all districts

238

241

kolorowa.arsus.pl

WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITION

Dom Kultury
“Kolorowa” Ośrodka
Kultury Arsus
5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Kolorowa Cultural Centre
of the Arsus Cultural Centre
16 Gen. K. Sosnkowskiego St.
Sosnkowskiego

Sosnkowskiego – OSiR Ursus

Exhibition of theatre dolls, accompanied
by puppeteer workshops
The Kolorowa Cultural Centre invites you to
an exhibition of theatre dolls, accompanied by
workshops on making puppets. The workshops
– a combination of art and theatre – excellently
develop imagination and improve dexterity.
The doll exhibition will transport guests into a fairy-tale world, and the organiser will present and talk
about puppets which on a daily basis take part in
performances for the youngest viewers. Theatre
dolls are small works of art which amaze, touch
people’s feelings, and provide interesting food
for thought as well as unforgettable emotional
experiences.
Obligatory sign-up for the workshops via dom.
kultury.kolorowa@arsus.pl

all districts
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Ursus

portiernia.arsus.pl

WALK, WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Dom Kultury Portiernia
z Izbą Tożsamości
Ursusa
5:30 pm – 12:00 am
Portiernia Cultural Centre in collaboration
with House of Ursus’ Identity
20 Traktorzystów St.
PKP Ursus

Night at Portiernia Cultural Centre
5:30 pm – Stroll through Gołąbki – historical
residential area with a garden feel. Meet-up in front
of the Primary School no. 2, 47 Orłów Piastowskich St.
From 6:00 pm
• “Thousands of Warsaw’s Mermaids” – extraordinary
showcase of a collection gifted by the famous
collector from Warsaw, Mr. Leszek Białkowski
• “District without secrets with the House of Ursus’
Identity”: tours of the permanent exhibition, with
extra attractions
• “Canera” – exhibition of photographs by artist Ewa
Milun-Walczak (known as Miluna), made with the
use of the solarigraphy method
From 7:00 pm – “Nighttime mermaids” – art
workshops for children, with the use of, e.g.,
luminescent paints

all districts
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Ursus

ursus.um.warszawa.pl

MEETING, WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITION

Urząd Dzielnicy
Ursus
m.st. Warszawy
4:00 pm – 11:30 pm
Ursus District Office
of the Capital City of Warsaw
Kolorowa Cultural Centre, 16 Sosnkowskiego St.
Sosnkowskiego
Sosnkowskiego – OSiR Ursus

Scouting Exhibition – workshops
The event will be dedicated to scouting publications
since the beginning of the Polish Scouting and
Guiding Association’s existence (papers, books,
documents) and to camp adornments. Moreover,
the organiser is planning a space for those eager
to learn how to write with a goose quill, a stick, etc.,
and a presentation on the restoration of books and
documents.

all districts
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Ursus

.

WALK

Warszawskie Koło
Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
5:30 pm – 7:30 pm
Warsaw Association of City Tour
Guides of the Polish Tourist
and Sightseeing Society
Gołąbki Residential Area in Ursus District, start:
Primary School no. 2, 47 Orłów Piastowskich St.
Śmigielska

PKP Ursus-Niedźwiadek

Historic locations within the Gołąbki
Residential Area
Irena Jarzębak, tour guide, member of the Warsaw
Association of City Tour Guides of the Polish Tourist
and Sightseeing Society, invites you for a walk
through historic sites of the Gołąbki Residential
Area in Ursus District. The route will include places
related with the history of this suburban, pre-war
residential area, which – back in the times when
it was a village – used to be the place of residence
of the president and prime minister of Poland.

all districts
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Ursus

Ursynów
Archiwum Instytutu Pamięci Narodowej

The Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance

Urząd Dzielnicy Ursynów		
Ursynów District Office

245

Warszawskie Koło Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
246

Warsaw Association of City Tour Guides
of the Polish Tourist and Sightseeing Society

all districts

243

244

ipn.gov.pl

PRESENTATION, WALK, MEETING,
EXHIBITION, TOUR

Archiwum Instytutu
Pamięci Narodowej
5:00 pm – 11:00 pm
The Archive of the Institute
of National Remembrance
21 Kłobucka St.
Taborowa

pętla Bokserska

“Crumbs of History” – personal archives in the
collection of the Institute of National Remembrance
The Archive of the Institute of National
Remembrance invites you to a presentation of
documents related with particular people whose
individual histories are intertwined with the history of
Poland in the 20th century. The exhibition showcases
photographs, correspondence, memories, and
precious family mementos. Among the showpieces,
there are archival objects donated to the Institute of
National Remembrance by private donors as well as
documents from deposits of the Ministry of Public
Security, confiscated from arrested and repressed
people. The organiser invites you also to take part
in a mobile game in the urban space, visit the file
repository, and the restoration studio. There will be
history-themed games and activities prepared for
children.

all districts
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Ursynów

ursynow.um.warszawa.pl

PRESENTATION, WALK, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Urząd Dzielnicy
Ursynów
5:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Ursynów District Office
61 Komisji Edukacji Narodowej Ave.
Metro Imielin

The Long Night of Museums in Ursynów
On Saturday, 14th May, you will be invited to, e.g.:
7:00 pm – 11:00 pm – visit the office of the
Ursynów District Mayor,
view an open-air exhibition presented in front
of the District Office’s seat, prepared specially
for this night,
from 6:00 pm until 9:00 pm – participate in the
minting of a commemorative coin.
Sanitary regimen will be strictly observed – visitors
are required to wear face masks and disinfect their
hands before entering the building.
The full programme is available on the District
Office’s website: ursynow.um.warszawa.pl.

all districts
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Ursynów

wop-pttk.pl

WALK

Warszawskie Koło
Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
11:00 am –12:00 pm
Warsaw Association of City Tour
Guides of the Polish Tourist
and Sightseeing Society
start: gate of St. Catcherine’s Church, 17 Fosa St.
Dolina Służewiecka

pętla Stegny

Walk – Służew Old Cemetery
Witold Balewicz, tour guide, member of the Warsaw
Association of City Tour Guides of the Polish Tourist
and Sightseeing Society, invites you for a walk
through the Służew Old Cemetery. Meet-up by
St. Catherine’s Church – the cemetery is located
by the presbytery.

all districts
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Ursynów

Wawer
Biblioteka Publiczna w Dzielnicy Wawer
m.st. Warszawy
248

Public Library in Wawer District of the Capital City of Warsaw

Fundacja na rzecz Wielkich Historii
Foundation for Great Stories

all districts

247

249

bibliotekawawer.pl

WALK, MEETING, WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Biblioteka Publiczna
w Dzielnicy Wawer
m.st. Warszawy
4:00 pm – 11:30 pm
Public Library in Wawer District
of the Capital City of Warsaw
Lending Library for Adults and Youth, no. 26,
32 Błękitna St.
Solidna

Wawer Long Nigh of Museums
The seat of the Lending Library no. 26 in Wawer
houses the Hall of History, dedicated to the history
of Wawer District, with special emphasis on the
memory of the Wawer Massacre of 1939. Within the
event, guests will be invited to:
visit the Wawer Hall of History,
participate in a meeting with authors of the book
“Kaiserpanorama of the Otwock Line” (“Fotoplastikon
Linii Otwockiej”), Adam Ciećwierz and Paweł Ajdacki,
take part in workshops dedicated to ways of
finding local history sources
participate in open-air activities within a game
titled Through Nowy Wawer at Nighttime (start and
finish by the Library),
enjoy other attractions.

all districts
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Wawer

wielkiehistorie.pl

PRESENTATION, MEETING, WORKSHOPS

Fundacja
na rzecz Wielkich
Historii
5:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Foundation for Great Stories
Murowanka, 77 Płowiecka St.
Trakt Lubelski

Chemistry lesson from 1903
Foundation for Great Stories invites you to
Murowanka for a Chemistry lesson from 1903 – the
year when Maria Skłodowska-Curie was awarded
the Nobel Prize. You will learn how Mendeleev’s
periodic table looked like back then, what methods
of teaching were used at the beginning of the
century, what problems were faced by teachers
and their students.

all districts
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Wawer

Wilanów
Mt 5,14 | Muzeum Jana Pawła II
i Prymasa Wyszyńskiego		
251

Mt 5,14 | Museum of John Paul II and Primate Wyszyński

Muzeum Pałacu Króla Jana III w Wilanowie
Museum of King Jan III’s Palace in Wilanów

all districts

250

252

mt514.pl

SPECTACLE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Mt 5,14 | Muzeum
Jana Pawła II
i Prymasa Wyszyńskiego
12:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Mt 5,14 | Museum of John Paul II
and Primate Wyszyński
1 Prymasa Augusta Hlonda St.

visit online

Świątynia Opatrzności Bożej
al. Rzeczypospolitej – Klimczaka

The Long Night of Museums at Mt 5,14
We invite you to get acquainted with the modern
main exhibition, combining multimedia and art.
Younger guests may expect tours filled with puzzles
and fun facts, thanks to special activity cards for
two age groups. There will be a puppet theatre set
up in the square in front of the Museum gate, sure
to make the day nicer for the youngest visitors.
Our mascot, Squirrel Nasturcja, will talk about the
Museum’s values and patrons. Those visiting us
online will get a chance to join us for a virtual walk.
We will publish details of the events on our website,
mt514.pl, and social media. We are waiting for you!

all districts
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Wilanów

wilanow-palac.pl

PRESENTATION, WALK, SPECTACLE,
EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Pałacu
Króla Jana III
w Wilanowie
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Museum of King Jan III’s Palace in Wilanów
10/16 S. K. Potockiego St.
Wilanów

visit online

al. Wilanowska – Przyczółkowa

Night at the Museum of King Jan III’s Palace
In the programme:
Tours of the Palace – King’s Apartments on the
ground floor of the Wilanów residence (6:00 pm
– 11:00 pm; visitors invited in until 10:30 pm)
Tours of the park (6:00 pm – 9:00 pm; visitors
invited in until 8:30 pm)
“Between Mnemosyne and Terpsichore” – dance
performance by students at the Zośka Battalion High
School in Warsaw (Rose Garden, 6:00 pm)
“To Not Love on a Night Like This Would Be
a Sin” – fashion show presenting outfits typical of
the interwar period, performed by participants of the
educational/charity project Debutantes (Debiutantki)
(main courtyard, 9:00 pm)
Mappings (main courtyard, 9:30 pm, 10:00 pm,
10:30 pm, 11:00 pm)

all districts
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Wilanów

Wola
101 Projekt Galeria Sztuki Współczesnej
i Dom Aukcyjny
256

101 Projekt Contemporary Art Gallery and Auction House

Akademia Sztuk Pięknych w Warszawie,
Wydział Sztuki Mediów 257

Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, Faculty of Media Art

Korczakianum
– pracownia Muzeum Warszawy 258

Korczakianum, branch of the Museum of Warsaw

all districts

253

Muzeum Fabryki Norblina
Norblin Factory Museum

259

Muzeum Getta Warszawskiego		

260

Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego

261

Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego

262

Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego

263

Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego

264

Warsaw Ghetto Museum

Warsaw Rising Museum

Warsaw Rising Museum

Warsaw Rising Museum

Warsaw Rising Museum

Muzeum Woli, oddział Muzeum Warszawy
The Wola Museum of Warsaw,
branch of the Museum of Warsaw

Ośrodek Sportu i Rekreacji m.st. Warszawy
w dzielnicy Wola 266
Centre for Sports and Recreation
of the Capital City of Warsaw, Wola District (OSiR)

all districts

254

265

Polskie Towarzystwo Pielęgniarskie
Komisja Historyczna przy ZG PTP

267

Polish Nursing Association, Historic Commission
of the Management Board of the Polish Nursing Association

Społeczna Akademia Nauk
University of Social Sciences

Stacja Muzeum
Museum Station

268

269

Straż Miejska m.st. Warszawy		

Municipal Guard of the Capital City of Warsaw

Sygnis

271

Warszawskie Koło Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
272

Polish Tourist and Sightseeing Society (PTTK)

Wolskie Centrum Kultury		

273

Wolskie Centrum Kultury		

274

Wola Cultural Centre

Wola Cultural Centre

all districts

255

270

101projekt.pl

EXHIBITION

101 Projekt
Galeria Sztuki
Współczesnej
i Dom Aukcyjny
5:00 pm – 12:00 am
101 Projekt Contemporary Art Gallery
and Auction House
Norblin Factory, 51/53 Żelazna St.
Norblin

Prosta – Wronia

Exhibition of sculptures by Bronisław Krzysztof
at the former Norblin Factory
101 Projekt Gallery invites you to an exhibition
of sculptures by Bronisław Krzysztof, to be
showcased in the revitalised interiors of the former
Norblin Factory (building C, Prosta St.). Against the
background of this extraordinary, post-industrial
architecture, large-scale sculptures will be
presented. The figural works were created over
the last several years.
Bronisław Krzysztof was born in 1956 in Mszana
Dolna. In 1981, he graduated with distinction from the
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, Faculty of Sculpture.
He has showcased his works within numerous individual
and joint exhibitions in Poland and abroad.

all districts
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Wola

asp.waw.pl

EXHIBITION

Akademia Sztuk
Pięknych
w Warszawie,
Wydział Sztuki Mediów
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw,
Faculty of Media Art
Faculty of Media Art, Spokojna Gallery,
Faculty of Sculpture, 15 Spokojna St.
Powązkowska

Smocza – Miła

Night on Spokojna
Spokojna Gallery will present an exhibition of new
works, created as a result of a collaboration between
a selected group of foreign students at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Warsaw and an artist residing
currently in Warsaw, Katie Zazenski. The presented
works are the result of many weeks of cooperation,
the goal of which was to emphasize the critical
interests and anxieties of each of the participants,
interpreted in the spirit of community.
The Faculty of Sculpture invites you to presentations
of works by students from the Sculpture Atelier
and Ceramics Atelier.
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korczakianum.muzeumwarszawy.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Korczakianum
– pracownia
Muzeum Warszawy
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Korczakianum, branch of the
Museum of Warsaw
6 Jaktorowska St.
Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego

Noc Muzeów w Korczakianum
Korczakianum, branch of the Museum of
Warsaw, invites you to visit the exhibition at the
historic Children’s Home run by Janusz Korczak.
Guests will learn how this place functioned,
and Korczakianum’s team will give tours of
the exhibition showcasing texts and drawings
by Jewish children from the interwar period,
published by the press.
Guests invited in until 9:30 pm.
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fabrykanorblina.pl/muzeum-fabryki-norblina

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Fabryki
Norblina
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Norblin Factory Museum
51/53 Żelazna St.
Norblin

Prosta – Wronia

The Long Night of Museums at the Norblin
Factory Museum
The history presented within the permanent
exhibition reaches 240 years into the past, when the
grounds by Żelazna St. were owned by Franciszek
Ryx, the butler of the last king of Poland. Four tour
routes are available: Buildings and Architecture,
Machines and Devices, People, and Products. The
fifth route combines elements of those four, and it
will be this one that guests will follow during guided
tours. Your guides, playing the roles of Ludwik
Norblin and his sister, Albertyna Werner, will be
dressed in historically accurate outfits. To make
things even more attractive, there will be multimedia
stations available to visitors.
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1943.pl

WALK

Muzeum Getta
Warszawskiego
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Warsaw Ghetto Museum
Future seat of the Warsaw Ghetto Museum
/ former Bersohn and Bauman Children’s Hospital,
60 Sienna St. (start)
Rondo ONZ

Walk along a memory trail: Warsaw Ghetto
– Small Ghetto
What we will see during the walk:
several fragments of preserved ghetto walls,
including one which is not marked but did survive
the war,
former Bersohn and Bauman Children’s Hospital,
which never stopped helping patients in the ghetto,
and where children from the locked-down district
would be attended to,
new architectonic solutions incorporating
inselbergs from the area of the former ghetto,
fragment of the Synagogue of Yitzchak Meir Alter
(Tzadik from Góra Kalwaria), which in the times
of the war was located on the ghetto border,
building which housed the ghetto’s only
university to operate legally,
many other interesting places.
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1944.pl

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum
Powstania
Warszawskiego
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Warsaw Rising Museum
79 Grzybowska St.
Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego

Tours of the exhibition at the Warsaw Rising
Museum
To celebrate the Long Night of Museums, we invite
you to visit the permanent exhibition at the Warsaw
Rising Museum free of charge. It is an extraordinary
chance to immerse yourself in a space which takes
you 78 years back, learn the history of the Warsaw
Rising, and get to know how daily lives of residents
of the capital city looked like in those times. With the
use of modern means of expression, the Museum
brings visitors closer to the historical source and
the exhibit – the multimedia exhibition uniquely
combines images, light, and sound. Moreover,
weather permitting, every participant will be
invited to admire the panorama of the city from
the observation tower, 32 metres tall.
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1944.pl

TOUR

Muzeum
Powstania
Warszawskiego
8:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Warsaw Rising Museum
visit online
“History begins after dusk...” Nighttime online
tours of the exhibitions at the Warsaw Rising
Museum
We invite those who will not be able to visit the
Warsaw Rising Museum personally to participate
in a virtual tour of the most interesting parts of
our permanent exhibition, along with temporary
exhibitions presented in the main building. Our
tour guide will tell fascinating stories of uprising
battles, and present interesting facts related with
everyday life in those times. Specially for you, we will
turn on original printing machines used during the
occupation and the Warsaw Rising.
Live feed will be available on the FB page
of the Warsaw Rising Museum.
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1944.pl

WALK

Muzeum
Powstania
Warszawskiego
10:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Warsaw Rising Museum
visit online
The Faithful River, 1944 – virtual walk along the
Vistula Boulevards
Virtual historic walk along the Vistula Boulevards,
with a tour guide from the Warsaw Rising Museum.
We will talk, e.g., about the role and meaning of the
Vistula River during the Warsaw Rising and about
the course of uprising fighting in Powiśle.
Live feed will be available on the FB page
of the Warsaw Rising Museum.
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1944.pl

EXHIBITION

Muzeum
Powstania
Warszawskiego
6:00 pm – 11:30 pm
Warsaw Rising Museum
Warsaw Insurgents Park, main lane, 182 Wolska St.
Sowińskiego

Jana Kazimierza – Gizów

“Let Us Keep Them in Our Memory” (“Zachowajmy
ich w pamięci”) – open-air exhibition
We encourage you to view the 8th edition of the
open-air exhibition titled “Let Us Keep Them in
Our Memory”, prepared by the Warsaw Rising
Museum. The installation, presented in the Warsaw
Insurgents Park, symbolically brings back the
memory of residents of the capital city who were
killed or disappeared without a trace during the
Warsaw Rising. On cuboid posts, illuminated at
night, first names and family names of more than
51 thousand civilian victims of the Rising are
displayed, along with their birth dates and the
last place where they stayed or lived.
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muzeumwoli.muzeumwarszawy.pl

PRESENTATION, WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum Woli,
oddział Muzeum
Warszawy
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
The Wola Museum of Warsaw,
branch of the Museum of Warsaw
12 Srebrna St.
pl. Zawiszy

The Long Night of Museums at the Wola Museum
of Warsaw
Tours of the exhibition “Let Them Flow! The Other
Rivers of Warsaw” (“Niech płyną! Inne rzeki
Warszawy”). Drna, Sadurka, Żurawka, Pólkówka,
Bełcząca, Brodnia – these are only a few names
of rivers which used to meander through Warsaw.
Some of them don’t exist anymore, while others
still flow, underground. Why did they disappear?
Curators of the exhibition will talk about this.
Playing together by the river, activities for the
small and the big. We invite you for workshops!
We have prepared: stencils to adorn tote bags,
zones dedicated to macrame, embroidery, and rock
painting, plus puzzles and activities by the rivers
of Warsaw. We will talk about the meaning of rivers
for the city, historically, in the present day, and in the
future.
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osirwola.pl

MEETING

Ośrodek Sportu
i Rekreacji
m.st. Warszawy
w dzielnicy Wola
10:00 pm – 1:00 am
Centre for Sports and Recreation of the
Capital City of Warsaw, Wola District (OSiR)
Nowa Fala Swimming Pool, 1 Garbińskiego St.
Pustola

Okocimska – Olbrachta

Delfin Swimming Pool, 1/3 Kasprzaka St.
Rondo Daszyńskiego
Kasprzaka – Karolkowa

Foka Swimming Pool, 5 Esperanto St.
Esperanto

Dzielna – Bellottiego

Nighttime swimming
The Centre for Sports and Recreation of the Capital
City of Warsaw, Wola District, invites you to visit 3
swimming pools in Wola free of charge: Foka, Nowa
Fala, and Delfin.
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wmpp.org.pl/pl/

FILM, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Polskie Towarzystwo
Pielęgniarskie Komisja
Historyczna przy ZG PTP
6:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Polish Nursing Association, Historic
Commission of the Management Board
of the Polish Nursing Association
Warsaw District Chamber of Nurses and Midwives,
59 Żelazna St., 7th floor
Norblin

Prosta – Wronia

The Long Night of Museums at the Museum
of the History of Nursing and Obstetrics
Tours of an exhibition dedicated to the Warsaw
Nursing School, established in 1921 in Warsaw
(78 Koszykowa St.). The collection comprises:
documents, photographs of head teachers and
graduates, interiors of a treatment room, wardroom,
and lecture hall, textbooks and the oldest “Polish
Nurse” magazine, brooches of different nursing
schools, nurses’ outfits, gallery of the Florence
Nightingale Medal recipients. Midwives’ room
presents a consulting room, instrumentarium,
textbooks, manikins, and a gallery commemorating
outstanding midwives.
The Museum showcases also an exhibition titled
“Polish Nurses in the Fight for Independent Poland”.
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warszawa.san.edu.pl

PRESENTATION, WORKSHOPS, LECTURE,
EXHIBITION

Społeczna
Akademia Nauk
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
University of Social Sciences
11 Łucka St.
Rondo Daszyńskiego

Prosta – Wronia

The Long Night of Museums at the University
of Social Sciences
During the Long Night of Museums at the University
of Social Sciences, visitors will be invited – first
and foremost – to participate in various lectures
and workshops. Guests will also get a chance to
view an exhibition of graphic art by Students and
Lecturers. Moreover, there will be a mural painting
created in the seat of the University during the event.
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stacjamuzeum.pl

CONCERT, PRESENTATION, MEETING,
EXHIBITION, TOUR

Stacja
Muzeum
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Museum Station
3 Towarowa St.
pl. Zawiszy

The Long Night of Museums at the Main Station
Apart from exhibitions and open train cars and
railway engines, guests will enjoy, e.g.: railway-themed RPGs and board games, blood-curdling
criminal stories, presentations and slide shows
dedicated to the history of rail transport, and
screenings of archival railway newsreels. There
will also be games and competitions organised,
plus railway cuisine and concerts.
Museum Station invites you also to visit its branch
in Sochaczew, for special rides on a Retro train.
Details: www.sochaczew.stacjamuzeum.pl.
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Wola

strazmiejska.waw.pl

TOUR

Straż Miejska
m.st. Warszawy
6:00 pm – 12:00 am
Municipal Guard of the Capital
City of Warsaw
43/45 Młynarska St.
Długosza

Leszno – Młynarska

The Long Night of Museums with the Municipal
Guard of the Capital City of Warsaw
The Long Night of Museums at the seat of the
Municipal Guard of the Capital City of Warsaw:
Central Management Point. Mobile laboratory
(mobile smog chamber). Control-and-measurement
equipment used for air quality testing (drone).
Presentation of ECO-patrol gear. Equipment used
by Municipal Guard Officers in their daily work.
Presentation on pre-medical first aid.
There will be a wheel of fortune with prizes waiting
for the youngest ones!
Please note: all guests will be required to present
their valid IDs/school IDs.
Visitors are requested not to bring dangerous
objects, large bags, backpacks inside.
Groups of up to 20 people.
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sygnis.pl

PRESENTATION, MEETING, EXHIBITION,
TOUR

Sygnis
4:00 pm – 10:00 pm
CIC Warsaw, 73 Chmielna St.
pl. Starynkiewicza
Al. Jerozolimskie – Lindleya

Learn about new 3D printing technologies!
The Sygnis Prototyping Terrace is a place where new
technologies enthusiasts can view real-life examples
of the interfusion of production possibilities, get
acquainted with projects making use of 3D printing
technology – from the fields of science, industry,
and art – and learn more about specific 3D printing
methods. Within the Warsaw CIC space, you
will meet experienced engineers and educators
with whom you will talk about biotechnology,
nanotechnology, and other fascinating areas of
modern technologies! Visit an exhibition showcasing
3D printers and prints and see with your own eyes
how the future looks like!
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Wola

.

WALK

Warszawskie Koło
Przewodników
Miejskich PTTK
11:00 am – 1:00 pm
Polish Tourist and Sightseeing Society (PTTK)
Meet-up: Cmentarz Powązki Stare (Old Powązki
Cemetery), Powązkowska St., St. Honorata gate
Powązkowska

Powązkowska – Burakowska

Jubilee reflections – walk along the paths
of the Old Powązki
Celebrating the 150th anniversary of the Train
School in Warsaw (“Kolejówka”), its graduate
Marek Moczulski (electric traction, 1970) invites
you for a walk along the alleys of the Old Powązki
Cemetery, marked by the tombs of the school’s
teachers and students. We will stop for a moment
of meditation and prayerful reflection by the graves
of, e.g.: engineer Stanisław Wysocki (1805–1868),
designer and constructor of the Warsaw-Vienna
Iron Road, patron of the school since September
1998; composer Zygmunt Noskowski (1846–1909);
sightseeing pioneer Aleksander Janowski
(1866–1944); the school’s headmasters, teachers,
and students.
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wck-wola.pl

WALK

Wolskie Centrum
Kultury
8:00 pm – 9:30 pm
Wola Cultural Centre
Meet-up: Różany Skwer Pysznych Pączków,
15 Górczewska St.
Płocka – Szpital

Leszno – Młynarska

Wawelberg Colony – historical walk
Built between 1898 and 1900, designed by Edward
Goldberg, the oldest existing residential estate
in Warsaw. It was founded by Hipolit Wawelberg
(Varsovian, financier, philanthropist) and his wife,
Ludwika. They did it with nonaffluent working people
in mind, giving them a chance to improve their
existence and elevate their social status.
Host: Andrzej Chybowski (Association of Inhabitants
and Friends of the Wawelberg Colony)
Please sign-up in advance via
otwartakolonia@wck-wola.pl.
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wck-wola.pl

WALK

Wolskie Centrum
Kultury
6:00 pm – 8:30 pm
Wola Cultural Centre
Social House in Obozowa St. (start), 85 Obozowa St.
Deotymy

Obozowa – Ciołka

Walks in Wola
Wola Cultural Centre invites you for a night filled with
stories of the 1990s in Koło. Walk through Olimpia
open-air marketplace, virtual reality presentations,
and small-area activities within the urban space
(during which participants will discover what sorts
of objects were considered a luxury back in the
times of transformation). The programme refers to
a project titled Micro_exhibition#7: “Boys and Girls
from the Block. Urban Culture of the 1990s” (Mikro_
wystawa#7: “Chłopaki i dziewczyny z osiedla. Kultura
miejska lat 90.”).
The event will be translated into Ukrainian.
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Wola

Żoliborz
Brodziak Gallery

276

Defabryka i Fundacja Ochrony Zabytków
Przemysłu i Techniki
277
Defabryka and Foundation for the Preservation
of Relics of Industry and Technology

Muzeum Sportu i Turystyki w Warszawie
Museum of Sport and Tourism in Warsaw

278

Muzeum X Pawilonu Cytadeli Warszawskiej 279
Museum of the 10th Pavilion of the Warsaw Citadel

Pracownia Jaga Hupało Born to Create		
Jaga Hupało’s Born To Create Atelier

all districts
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280

szymonbrodziak.com

EXHIBITION, TOUR

Brodziak
Gallery
8:00 pm – 12:00 am
5/7 Burakowska St.
Powązkowska
Powązkowska – Burakowska

The Long Night of Museums at Brodziak Gallery
Just like every year, we invite you to Brodziak
Gallery on the Long Night of Museums. During your
inspiring walking tour of Warsaw, do find a moment
to enter the monochromatic world of a laureate of
multiple awards, photographer Szymon Brodziak.
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Żoliborz

defabryka.pl

HAPPENING, CONCERT, MEETING, EXHIBITION

Defabryka
i Fundacja Ochrony
Zabytków Przemysłu
i Techniki
7:00 pm – 1:00 am
Defabryka and Foundation for the
Preservation of Relics of Industry and Technology
3 Duchnicka St.
pl. Niemena, PKP Powązki
Powązkowska – pl. Niemena

Young Polish Art at Defabryka
Once again, during this May night, the space
of our building will be filled with art. This year,
it will be works by female artists: graphic artists,
painters, illustrators, sculptors. They will be the
ones presenting their newest works. Kimba Kerner,
Magdalena Nowakowska-Troniewska, Kasia
Castellini, Anna Kacprzak, Marta Banaszak, Urszula
Habza, Paula Dudek, and Joanna Gębal – and all this
within the series of events titled “Young Polish Art”.
Come by, meet the artists, talk in a relaxed
atmosphere, listen to the hypnotizing voice of Kimba
performing live with Romet Comet.
We’re up for a wonderful night, not only for
connoisseurs!
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Żoliborz

muzeumsportu.waw.pl

FILM, PRESENTATION, MEETING, TOUR,
WORKSHOPS, LECTURE, EXHIBITION

Muzeum Sportu
i Turystyki w Warszawie
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Museum of Sport and Tourism in Warsaw
4 Wybrzeże Gdyńskie St.
Centrum Olimpijskie

visit online
Gwiaździsta – Promyka

The Long Night of Museums at the Museum
of Sport and Tourism in Warsaw
Permanent exhibition: “The History of Polish
Sport and Olympic Movement”
Temporary exhibitions:
“Wanda in Photos” – project commemorating
the Himalayan climber, Wanda Rutkiewicz
“Oh, How Pleasant it Is… Spa Tourism and
Recreation in Postcards from the Late 19th Century
and the 20th Century”
Judo showcase, with special guest Paweł Nastula
Karate showcase, Kendo showcase, Inclusive
fencing showcase, Łuksport testing zone
– equipment testing and archery fair, Zdrofit zone
– equipment testing
Film screening: “Sportspeople in the Warsaw
Uprising”, directed by Małgorzata Brama; in
collaboration with Żoliborz District Office of the
Capital City of Warsaw
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Żoliborz

muzeum-niepodleglosci/xpawilon

FILM, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Muzeum X Pawilonu
Cytadeli Warszawskiej
6:00 pm – 1:00 am
Museum of the 10th Pavilion
of the Warsaw Citadel
25 Skazańców St.
Cytadela

Wybrzeże Gdyńskie – KS Spójnia

Night at the Citadel
In the programme:
7:00 pm – 10:30 pm – camp set up by the
Independence 1863 Living History Group in the
Courtyard of the Museum of the 10th Pavilion
7:00 pm and 9:30 pm – curatorial tours of
permanent exhibitions
8:00 pm – presentation of new artefacts related
with the 1863 uprising, within the permanent
exhibition titled “Prisoners of the 10th Pavilion”
(“Więźniowie X Pawilonu”; Karol Beyer Hall)
8:30 pm – permanent exhibition: “Prisoners
of the 10th Pavilion”
9:00 pm and 10:00 pm – film screening: “The
Dress” (“Sukienka”), directed by Tadeusz Łysiak. The
screening is organised in collaboration with Żoliborz
District Office of the Capital City of Warsaw (Karol
Beyer Audio-visual Hall). After the screening, visitors
will get a chance to meet with the creators of the film.
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Żoliborz

jagahupalo.pl/pracownia

FILM, HAPPENING, CONCERT, PERFORMANCE,
PRESENTATION, MEETING, WORKSHOPS,
VERNISSAGE, LECTURE, EXHIBITION, TOUR

Pracownia
Jaga Hupało
Born to Create
11:00 am – 7:00 pm
Jaga Hupało’s Born To Create Atelier
Old Lace Factory, 5/7 Burakowska St.
Powązkowska

Powązkowska – Burakowska

“Persistence” at the Old Lace Factory
We invite you for an artistic journey into the world
of art and fashion, on both banks of the Vistula:
at the Old Lace Factory and the Former Machine
and Millstones Factory. Great Masters, artists
representing several generations and various
art disciplines: design, photography, graphic art,
calligraphy, literature, fashion, multimedia, music,
performance, sculpture, dance, fabric, will present
their vision and interpretation of the notion of
permanence. We will portray traditions with the
use of modern means of expression. We invite
you to experience timeless beauty together,
to seek and draw inspiration from various
cultures.
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Żoliborz

transport
at the long night
of museums
2022
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FREE MUSEUM
BUS ROUTE A
Bus Route A (historic buses) will be running
around the Palace of Culture and Science every
10 minutes, 7:00 pm through 10:00 pm.
Sightseeing route, no stops.

ROUTE OF MUSEUM LINE A
Defilad Sq. • Marszałkowska St.
• Jerozolimskie Ave.
• Emilii Plater St. • Grzybowski Sq.
• Królewska St. • Marszałkowska St.
• Defilad Sq.

FREE MUSEUM
TRAM ROUTE M
Tram Route M (historic tram cars) will be
running 7:00 pm through 11:00 pm.

ROUTE OF TRAM LINE M
Narutowicza Sq. • Grójecka St.
• Zawiszy Sq. • Jerozolimskie Ave.
• Poniatowskiego Bridge
• Waszyngtona Roundabout • Zieleniecka Ave.
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transport

FREE MUSEUM
BUS LINE N
Bus Route N (electric buses) will be running
7:00 pm through 2:00 am.

ROUTE OF BUS LINE N
Narutowicza Sq.
• Grójecka St. • Zawiszy Sq.
• Towarowa St. • Grzybowska St.
• Królewska St. • Piłsudskiego Sq.
• Teatralny Sq. • Senatorska St.
• Miodowa St. • Bonifraterska St.
• Muranowska St.
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transport

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
STANDARD TICKET FARE APPLIES
METRO
Metro lines M1 and M2 will be running later
into the night, until ca. 2:30 am.
After midnight, departures
every 10–15 min.

TRAMS
Tram routes 2, 4, 9, 24, 26, and 33
will be running later into the night,
until ca. 2:30 am (last departures from
the city centre ca. 2:00 am).
Departures ca. every 10–15 min.

BUSES
Bus routes 105, 111, 116, 180, 190, 517,
and 527 will be running later into the night,
until ca. 2:30 am (last departures from
the city centre ca. 2:00 am).

NIGHT BUSES
N13, N24, N25, and N32 will be running
until ca. 2:30 am, with increased
frequency.
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transport
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transport
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transport

sightseeing
ideas
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sightseeing ideas
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sightseeing ideas
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sightseeing ideas

GOING APP
Thanks to Going app all useful
information on the Long Night
of Museums is gathered in one place!
The app offers a clear programme
(with events subdivided according
to type), as well as a search bar allowing
users to find interesting attractions
in selected districts.
Information about institutions
is available as well. The app offers
a map of public transport, sightseeing
ideas, and a special tab
dedicated to attractions for kids.

MAKE SURE
TO CHECK IT OUT!
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